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Abstract
Context: Refactoring is the art of improving the structural design of a software system without
altering its external behavior. Today, refactoring has become a well-established and disciplined
software engineering practice that has attracted a significant amount of research presuming that
refactoring is primarily motivated by the need to improve system structures. However, recent
studies have shown that developers may incorporate refactoring strategies in other development-
related activities that go beyond improving the design especially with the emerging challenges in
contemporary software engineering. Unfortunately, these studies are limited to developer interviews
and a reduced set of projects.
Objective: We aim at exploring how developers document their refactoring activities during the
software life cycle. We call such activity Self-Affirmed Refactoring (SAR), which is an indication
of the developer-related refactoring events in the commit messages. After that, we propose an
approach to identify whether a commit describes developer-related refactoring events, to classify
them according to the refactoring common quality improvement categories. To complement this
goal, we aim to reveal insights into how reviewers develop a decision about accepting or rejecting
a submitted refactoring request, what makes such review challenging, and how to the efficiency of
refactoring code review.
Method: Our empirically-driven study follows a mixture of qualitative and quantitative methods.
We text mine refactoring-related documentation, then we develop a refactoring taxonomy, and
automatically classify a large set of commits containing refactoring activities, and identify, among
the various quality models presented in the literature, the ones that are more in-line with the
developer’s vision of quality optimization, when they explicitly mention that they are refactoring
iv
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to improve them to obtain an enhanced understanding of the motivation behind refactoring.
After that, we performed an industrial case study with professional developers at Xerox to study
the motivations, documentation practices, challenges, verification, and implications of refactoring
activities during code review.
Result: We introduced SAR taxonomy on how developers actually document their refactoring
strategies in commit messages and proposed a SAR model to automate the detection of refactoring.
Our survey with code reviewers has revealed several difficulties related to understanding the
refactoring intent and implications on the functional and non-functional aspects of the software.
Conclusion: Our SAR taxonomy and model, can work in conjunction with refactoring detectors,
to report any early inconsistency between refactoring types and their documentation and can serve
as a solid background for various empirical investigations. In light of our findings of the industrial
case study, we recommended a procedure to properly document refactoring activities, as part of
our survey feedback.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The success of a software system depends on its ability to retain high quality of design in the face of
continuous change. However, managing the growth of the software while continuously developing
its functionalities is challenging, and can account for up to 75% of the total development [36, 84].
One key practice to cope with this challenge is refactoring. Refactoring is the art of remodeling the
software design without altering its functionalities [4,91]. It was popularized by [91], who identified
72 refactoring types and provided examples of how to apply them in his catalog.
Refactoring is a critical software maintenance activity that is performed by developers for an
amalgamation of reasons [207,239,276]. Refactoring activities in the source code can be automatically
detected [78, 276] providing a unique opportunity to practitioners and researchers to analyze how
developers maintain their code during different phases of the development life-cycle and over large
periods of time. Such valuable knowledge is vital for understanding more about the maintenance
phase; the most costly phase in software development [43,84]. To detect refactorings, the state-of-
the-art techniques [78, 276] typically search at the level of commits. As a result, these techniques
are also able to group commit messages with their corresponding refactorings.
There are many opportunities to use refactoring to remove code smell. Code smell is the design
defects that might violate the fundamentals of software design principles and decrease code quality
[91]. Examples of these code smells include duplicate code, dead code, long method, blob class,
etc. Effective refactoring strategy might be used to remove code duplication is to pull out the
corresponding code element and locate it so that it can be shared in both objects resulting in
extensibility, readability, etc. Contrastingly from a bug, a code smell does not necessarily cause a
fault or error in the application but may lead to other negative consequences, impacting on software
1
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maintenance and quality.
1.1 Problem Statement
While existing studies have focused on automating the act of refactoring, refactoring tools are still
underused as there is lack of trust of these tools, and so, developers prefer to perform manual
refactoring. Additionally, recent studies questioned the quality metrics that we used so far. These
challenges reveal a lack of refactoring culture. In this proposal, we focus on the following challenges:
• Commit messages are the description, in natural language, of the code-level changes. To
understand the nature of the change, recent studies have been using natural language processing
to process commit messages for multiple reasons, such as classification of code changes [119],
change summarization [165], change bug-proneness [298], and developer’s rationale behind
their coding decisions [5]. That is, commit messages are a common way for researchers
to study developer rationale behind different types of changes to the code. There are two
primarily challenges to using commit messages to understand refactorings: 1) the commit
message does not have to refer to the refactoring that took place at all, 2) developers have
many ways of describing the same activity. For example, instead of explicitly stating that
they are refactoring, a developer may instead state that they are performing code clean-up
or simplifying a method. Developers are inconsistent in the way they discuss refactorings
in commit messages. This makes it difficult to perform analysis on commit messages, since
researchers may find it challenging to determine whether a commit message discusses the
refactoring(s) being performed or not. Thus, it is hard to determine when the commit message
is discussing a refactoring at all and it is hard to determine how a commit message is discussing
the refactoring. As the accuracy of refactoring detectors has reached a relatively high rate,
the mined commits represent a rich space to understand how developers describe, in natural
language, their refactoring activities. Yet, such information retrieval can be challenging
since there are no common standards on how developers should be formally documenting
their refactorings, besides inheriting all the challenges related to natural language processing.
However, using the developer inline documentation has added another dimension to better
understanding software quality, as mining developers comments, for instance, has unveiled
how developers knowingly commit code that is either incomplete, temporary, error-prone.
• Documenting refactoring, similarly to any type of code change documentation, is useful
to decipher the rationale behind any applied change, and it can help future developers in
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various engineering tasks, such as program comprehension, design reverse-engineering, and
debugging. Figure 1.1a demonstrates an example of refactoring commit that the developer
mentioned the motivation behind the refactoring (i.e., interleaving code duplication removal
with bug fix and feature) along with the performed refactoring operations. Figure 1.1b
shows an example of non-refactoring commit that developer mainly fixed bugs. Running
Refactoring Miner on these two examples showed that the former corresponds to 17 refactoring
operations whereas the later has non refactoring operation. The detection of such refactoring
documentation was hardly manual and limited. There is a need for automating the detection
of such documentation activities, with an acceptable level of accuracy. Indeed, the automated
detection of refactoring documentation may support various applications and provide actionable
insights to software practitioners and researchers, including empirical studies around the
developer’s perception of refactoring. This can question whether developers do care about
structural metrics and code smells when refactoring their code, or if there are other factors
that may influence such non-functional changes.
• Despite the growing effort in recommending refactorings through structural metrics optimization
and code smells removal, there is very little evidence on whether developers follow that
intention when refactoring their code. Thus, there is a need to distinguish, among all the
structural metrics, typically used in refactoring literature, the particular ones that are of a
better representation of the developers’ perception of software quality improvement.
• Refactoring, just like any code change, has to be reviewed, before being merged into the
code base. However, little is known about how developers perceive and practice refactoring
during the code review process, especially that refactoring, by definition, is not intended to
alter to the system’s behavior, but to improve its structure, so its review may differ from
other code changes. Yet, there is not much research investigating how developers review
code refactoring. The research on refactoring has been focused on its automation through
identifying refactoring opportunities in the source code, and recommending the adequate
refactoring operations to perform. Moreover, the research on code reviews has been focused
on automating it by recommending the most appropriate reviewer for a given code change.
However, despite the critical role of refactoring and code review, the innate relationship
between them is still largely unexplored in practice.
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(a) Refactoring commit [192].
(b) Non-refactoring commit [191].
Figure 1.1: An example of commit messages for (a) refactoring commit and (b) non-refactoring
commit.
1.2 Research Goals
To cope with the above-mentioned challenges, throughout this research project, we aim to achieve
the following research goals:
• Goal #1: Exploring how developers document refactoring activities.
We aim to extract how developers express their nonfunctional activities, namely improving
software design, renaming semantically ambiguous identifiers, removing code redundancies
etc. Multiple studies have been detecting the performed refactoring operations, e.g., rename
class, move method etc. within committed changes to better understand how developers cope
with bad design decisions, also known as design antipatterns, and to extract their removal
strategy through the selection of the appropriate set of refactoring operations [278]. As
the accuracy of refactoring detectors has reached a relatively high rate, the mined commits
represent a rich space to understand how developers describe, in natural language, their
refactoring activities. Yet, such information retrieval can be challenging since there are no
common standards on how developers should be formally documenting their refactorings,
besides inheriting all the challenges related to natural language processing.
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• Goal #2: Understanding developer perception of refactoring.
We aim to augment our understanding of the development contexts that trigger refactoring
activities and enable future research to take development contexts into account more effectively
when studying refactorings. Thus, the advantages of analyzing the textual description of
the code change that was intended to describe refactoring activities are three-fold: 1) it
improves our ability to study commit message content and relate this content to refactorings;
a challenging task which posed a significant hurdle in recent work on contextualizing rename
refactorings, 2) it gives us a stronger understanding of commit message practices and could
help us improve commit message generation by making it clear how developers prefer to
express their refactoring activities, 3) it provides us with a way of relating common words
and phrases used to describe refactorings with one another. We plan to progress on refactoring
motivation direction by identifying, among the various quality models presented in the literature,
the ones that are more inline with the developer’s vision of quality, when they explicitly state
that they are refactoring the code to improve it.
• Goal #3: Studying developers refactoring perspective in practice.
We aim to survey professional developers and conduct a case study in the industry to gain
practical insights from refactoring in practice by studying refactoring motivation, documentation
practices, and challenges. This proposal can help us design future studies in refactoring that
are empirically relevant to practitioner’s obstacles, challenges and needs, and create the next
generation of industry-relevant automated refactoring tools.
1.3 Contributions
In accomplishing the goals, we propose the following solutions which are organized into 3 main
contributions as it is shown in Figure 1.2. An overview of the thesis is depicted in Figure 1.3. In
the end, schematics overview of the most important research activities conducted during the PhD
trajectory is presented in the Figure 1.4. It provides the timeline of the PhD project containing an
overview of the time-frame of different articles submission and acceptance. A brief overview about
the research plan is found in [8].
• In our research (IWoR2019 [14], JSS2020 [15], KMDDIS2020 [13], ASEj2021 [11]), we extracted
how developers express their nonfunctional activities, namely improving software design,
renaming semantically ambiguous identifiers, removing code redundancies etc. Multiple
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studies have been detecting the performed refactoring operations, e.g., rename class, move
method etc. within committed changes to better understand how developers cope with bad
design decisions, also known as design antipatterns, and to extract their removal strategy
through the selection of the appropriate set of refactoring operations. As the accuracy of
refactoring detectors has reached a relatively high rate, the mined commits represent a rich
space to understand how developers describe, in natural language, their refactoring activities.
Yet, such information retrieval can be challenging since there are no common standards on
how developers should be formally documenting their refactorings, besides inheriting all the
challenges related to natural language processing.
• In our research (ESEM2019 [16], ICSR2020 [20], ESWA2020 [17], IWoR2020 [18], JSEP2021
[19], ISSE2021 [21]), we augmented our understanding of the development contexts that
trigger refactoring activities and enable future research to take development contexts into
account more effectively when studying refactorings. Thus, the advantages of analyzing the
textual description of the code change that was intended to describe refactoring activities
are three-fold: 1) it improves our ability to study commit message content and relate this
content to refactorings; a challenging task which posed a significant hurdle in recent work
on contextualizing rename refactorings, 2) it gives us a stronger understanding of commit
message practices and could help us improve commit message generation by making it clear
how developers prefer to express their refactoring activities, 3) it provides us with a way
of relating common words and phrases used to describe refactorings with one another. We
plan to progress on refactoring motivation direction by identifying, among the various quality
models presented in the literature, the ones that are more inline with the developer’s vision
of quality, when they explicitly state that they are refactoring the code to improve it.
• In our research (ICSE2021 [10], FSE [103], IST2021 [12]), we surveyed professional developers
and conduct a case study in the industry to gain practical insights from refactoring in practice
by studying refactoring motivation, documentation practices, and challenges. This direction
of study can help us design future studies in refactoring that are empirically relevant to
practitioner’s obstacles, challenges and needs, and create the next generation of industry-
relevant automated refactoring tools. Further, we also performed a systematic mapping study
to understand behavior preservation approaches and strategies.
Research repositories: The comprehensive experiments package of the Ph.D. work are available
online in [9].
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1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 outlines our achieved contributions. Chapter 3
provides a background of this thesis, while Chapter 4 introduces the literature review. In Chapter
5, we discuss our contribution of exploring refactoring documentation. Chapter 6 presents our
proposed approach to automate the detection of refactoring documentation. In Chapter 7, we
report the challenges faced when mining and managing big data refactoring. Chapter 8 highlights
on our approach on improving the quality of refactoring documentation. Chapter 9 describes our
approach to better understand developer perception of refactoring. In Chapter 10, we investigate
the relationship between developer perception the improvement of the internal quality attributes
while in Chapter 11, we explore the relationship between developer perception the improvement of
the external quality attribute. Chapter 12 presents our contribution of understanding developer
perspective of refactoring in practice. In Chapter 13 introduces the behavior preservation approaches
in software refactoring. The implication of the study is discussed in Chapter 14. In Chapter 15,
we discuss the threats to validity to our work. Finally, a summary and future research directions
are presented in Chapter 16.
Chapter 2
Ph.D. Publications
This section outlines our achieved contributions, as part of the PhD work.
1. A. Peruma, S. Simmons, E. A. AlOmar, C. Newman, M. W. Mkaouer, and A. Ouni. How
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Empirical Software Engineering, 30 pages, 2021 (under revision) [EMSE].
2. E. A. AlOmar, T. Wang, V. Raut, M. W. Mkaouer, C. Newman, and A. Ouni. Refactoring
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3. E. A. AlOmar, A. Peruma, M. W. Mkaouer, C. Newman, and A. Ouni. Behind the
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4. E. A. AlOmar, J. Liu, K. Addo, M. W. Mkaouer, C. Newman, A. Ouni, and Z. Yu. On the
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Chapter 3
Background
In this section, we introduce some terminologies and concepts that have been used in Ph.D. research.




Commit messages are the atomic descriptions of given code change, in natural language. It
augments the change with human and machine readable meaning. In this study, we are interested in
locating and automatically detecting developer’s documentation of refactoring activities in commit
messages. refactoring documentation is the textual description of what developers considers to be
a refactoring performed in their code change. The act of intentionally documenting a refactoring
activity is known as Self-Affirmed Refactoring (SAR) [14]. SAR is composed of a terminology
that was found to be consistently used in refactoring-related commit messages. For example, if we
consider the following commit message:
Refactor createOrUpdate method in MongoChannelStore to extract methods and make code
more readable
The developer explicitly mentions the intention of refactoring, using the keyword “refactor”, along
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with providing extra information related to the refactoring activity: the developer reports 1) the
type of refactoring operation performed, i.e., extract method ; 2) the code elements involved in the
refactoring operation, i.e., createOrUpdate and MongoChannelStore; and 3) the intent behind the
refactoring, i.e., make the code more readable. This message is labeled as Self-Affirmed Refactoring
(SAR) as it totally or partially documents the refactoring performed in the source code.
The manual inspection of the message’s corresponding commit1, reveals 3 methods extracted from
the method createOrUpdate() that belongs to the class MongoChannelStore along with renaming a
parameter to be consistent with the update. So, the documentation has given enough background to
explain the rationale behind the refactoring (improving code readability), the operations performed
and the code elements involved.
3.1.2 Categories
In our work [14], we manually analyzed commit messages to extract any relevant textual patterns
that can be considered as SAR. We provided a set of 87 SAR patterns, identified across 3,795 open
source projects. Table 5.1 demonstrates all of these patterns. Since refactoring research typically
focus on the detection of refactoring opportunities in the source code to recommend appropriate
operations, we were particularly interested in extracting the intent behind the refactoring, to
capture what typically triggers developers to refactor their code. As seen in Table 5.1, intents can be
either 1) generic, using high-level keywords, such as Code cleanup, Code revision, Code reformatting
& reordering etc.; or 2) specific, using keywords that are more in line with the concepts used by
tools to recommend refactoring. To further ensure the correctness of our data, we conducted a
pilot study with a sample of data to learn, explore, and understand what challenges we faced
when classifying commit messages. Based on the pilot study, we define the three SAR categories
(i.e., internal, external, and code smell). In particular, developers typically state structural, size,
complexity, and Object-Oriented metrics, such as coupling, composition, design size, etc. These
metrics are the main drivers for many refactoring techniques [40,79,176,182,238,244], and they are
known in literature as internal quality attributes.
Also, developers do mention the correction and management of bad programming practices, also
known in refactoring studies [53, 178, 202, 239, 257, 273] as code smells, anti-patterns, and design
defects. Code Smell resolution is the removal of design defects that might violate the fundamentals
of software design principles and decrease code quality. Examples of these code smells include
1https://github.com/atlasapi/atlas-persistence
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duplicate code, dead code, long method, blob class, etc.
Finally, we extracted intents corresponding to what literature considers as external quality attributes.
External quality attribute is the property or feature that indicates the effectiveness of a system such
as understandability and readability. Many refactoring approaches are driven by the optimization
of non-functional attributes such as testability, understandability, changeability, evolvability, and
readability [80,100,198,221].
These categories, namely, internal quality attributes, code smells, and external quality attributes
represent what existing refactoring techniques are using to identify refactoring opportunities in
the source code, in order to recommend pure and root-canal refactorings, i.e., behavior preserving
code changes for the purpose of improving software quality. Also, it is important to note that
existing studies, along with our manual analysis, have pointed out that refactoring can also be
interleaved with other development tasks, such as updating functionalities, bug fixes, etc. We do
not consider these categories (e.g., Bug Fix, Functional etc.) as part of our classification, since
it can be performed using previous studies [101, 118, 119, 143]. More recently, Paixão et al. [204]
captured these additional refactoring categories (i.e., Bug Fix and Feature). In the future, we plan
to extend our work to capture this taxonomy as well.
It is worth noting that there are many studies analyzing the impact of refactoring on 1) code
smells, 2) internal quality attributes, and 3) external quality attributes, but our work focuses on
the developer’s documentation, and not on the refactoring operations themselves and their impact.
Our aim is to classify the intent. For example, when we classify a message stating the removal
of duplicate code as a code smell, we are classifying purely the developer’s intent of removing
duplicate code, so we are not claiming that the performed refactoring operations had an impact
on only the removal of the code smell. In fact, these refactoring operations may also have an
impact on other internal quality attributes, but such analysis is not what we are trying to achieve
in this thesis. Simply, we are classifying the developer’s intent and not the impact of the refactoring
operations. The impact of refactoring operations has been heavily studied in literature and our
study complements this effort by exposing what developers do care about when they refactor.
Finally, according to a recently published survey [138], refactoring is typically driven by intents
that belong to the categories that we have used in this study.
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3.1.3 Benefits
Commit messages are essential for not only comprehending code changes, but for many other
aspects of software development, such as as classification of maintenance effort [101, 119], code
change summarization [165], files change-proneness and bug-proneness [298], etc. For instance,
recent studies have shown the feasibility of extracting insights of software quality from developers
inline documentation. For instance, mining developers comments has unveiled how developers
knowingly commit code that is either incomplete, temporary, or faulty. Such phenomenon is
known as Self-Admitted Technical Debt (SATD) [216]. Similarly, our previous study has introduced
Self-Affirmed Refactoring (SAR) [14], defined as developers explicit documentation of refactoring
operations intentionally introduced as code change. Per analogy to SATD, SAR manifests as a
positive phenomenon, known to be one of the primary concepts to manage technical debt [49].
So, it is of particular interest to understand how the developer’s intent to refactoring code leads
to an adequate corrective action, i.e., SATD resolution, especially that recent studies focus on
understanding how SATD is being removed [37,156,207,304].
When it comes to refactoring documentation, revealing the intents that are frequently pushing
developers to refactor, is of a major importance for the community, especially that recent surveys
have shown that refactoring tools are under-used, and developers are still manually refactoring their
code [128,190]. And so, these patterns can narrow the scope of refactoring towards what developers
consider to be relevant, in order to bridge the gap between refactoring tools and their adoption in
practice. However, the identification of these SAR patterns, is human-intensive, subjective, and
error-prone. Coping with the burden of manual analysis is the main goal of this thesis, by initially
detecting then classifying these SAR patterns, into the above-mentioned categories. Furthermore,
the automated identification of these SAR patterns, is not straightforward, as these keywords, are
not necessarily exclusive to refactoring. Even refactoring, being the most intuitive keyword used
to describe this activity, has been also found to be used out of its context [305].
Refactoring, just like any code change, has to be reviewed, before being merged into the code base.
However, little is known about how developers perceive and review refactoring during the code
review process, especially that refactoring, by definition, is not intended to alter to the system’s
behavior, but to improve its structure, so its review may differ from other code changes. Yet, there
is not much research investigating the proper documentation of refactoring, which can facilitate
the process of reviewing it. Through the identification of these SAR patterns, many example of
documented refactorings can be provided for future investigations and analysis.
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Figure 3.1: Review Process Overview.
3.2 Code Review at Xerox
Host Company and Object of Analysis. We conducted our survey with developers from the
research and development division, in Xerox Research Center Webster (XRCW), currently Xerox’s
largest research center. The research and development division is responsible for implementing and
maintaining the software that is currently being shipped with Xerox Printers, (i.e., ConnectKey
interface technology 2). The software is directly connected to the hardware and performs various
operations going from basic scanning and printing to more complex commands such as exchanging
with cloud services. The software is constructed using object-oriented, object-based and markup
languages. Despite being a legacy, around 20 years old, lengthy and complex software, the developers
in charge have been successfully evolving it to meet business requirements and provide secure and
reliable functionality to end users. This reflects the maturity of the engineering process within the
research and development division, which raised our interest to understand how they perform code
review in general, and how they review refactoring in particular.
Code Review process at Xerox. The research and development division uses a collaborative
code review framework allowing developers to directly tag submitted code changes and request
its assignment to a reviewer. Similar to existing modern code review platforms, e.g., Gerrit3, a
code change author opens a code Review Request (ReR) containing a title, a detailed description
of the code change being submitted, written in natural language, along with the current code
changes annotated. Once reviewers are assigned to the ReR, they inspect the proposed changes
and comment on the ReR’s thread, to start a discussion with the author, just like a forum or a
live chat. This way, the authors and reviewers can discuss the submitted changes, and reviewers
2https://www.xerox.com/en-us/innovation/insights/connectkey-interface-technology
3https://www.gerritcodereview.com/
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can request revisions to the code being reviewed. Following up discussions and revisions, a review
decision is made to either accept (i.e., ship it! ) or decline, and so the proposed code changes are
either “Merged” to production or “Abandoned”. An activity diagram, modeling a simplified bird’s
view of the code review process, is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.3 Behavior Preserving Transformation
Refactoring is a maintenance task in which the internal structure of the source code is improved
while the external behavior is preserved [91]. The definition of behavior preservation, originally
introduced by Opdyke [200], states that, “for the same set of input values, the resulting set of output
values should be the same before and after the refactoring.” Opdyke supports the notion of behavior
preservation by specifying refactoring preconditions. An example of a refactoring precondition can
be seen when considering Extract Class refactoring in which naming conflicts must be avoided.
Opdyke defined seven properties that must be checked before refactoring programs, which include:
(1) unique superclass, (2) distinct class names, (3) distinct member names, (4) inherited member
variables not redefined, (5) compatible signatures in member function redefinition, (6) type-safe
assignment, and (7) semantically equivalent references and operations.
Some refactoring techniques and formalisms to guarantee program preservation have been reported
in a survey study by Mens and Tourwe [170]. They discussed the existing literature in terms of
refactoring activities applied and their techniques, the application of refactoring to any type of
software artifacts, refactoring tool support, and the impact of refactoring on the software process.
In one of these several refactoring classification aspects, they discussed how the use of assertions
(preconditions, postconditions, and invariants) and the use of graph transformation could help
in guaranteeing behavior preservation. Therefore, in contrast to this SLM, the previous survey
does not cover all of the approaches to guarantee behavior-preserving transformation. The survey
considered only a few studies on behavior preservation because of its broader topic in the area of
software refactoring and because it was performed a decade ago.
Chapter 4
Related Work
The work proposed herein seeks to understand how developers perform refactoring in practices
by: exploring refactoring documentation, understanding developers perception, identifying and
classifying refactoring, and surveying professional developers. These areas were identified through
extensive review of existing literature related to refactoring. In this section, we discuss in details
these studies.
4.1 Refactoring Detection
Table 4.1: Characteristics of refactoring detection studies.
Study Year Refactoring Tool Detection Technique No. of Refactoring
Dig et al. [78] 2006 Refactoring Crawler Syntactic & Semantic analysis 7
Weissgerber & Diehl [292] 2006 Signature-Based Refactoring Detector Signature-based analysis 10
Zhenchang & Eleni [300] 2008 JDevAn Design Evolution analysis Not Mentioned
Hayashi et al. [111] 2010 Search-Based Refactoring Detector Graph-based heuristic search 9
Kim et al. [129,217] 2010 Ref-Finder Template-based rules reconstruction technique 63
Silva & Valente [237,240] 2017 & 2020 RefDiff Static analysis & code similarity 13
Tsantalis et al. [277,278] 2018 & 2020 Refactoring Miner Design Evolution analysis 66
Several studies have mining tools to identify refactoring operations between two versions of a
software system. Dig et al. [78] developed a tool called Refactoring Crawler, which uses syntax
and graph analysis to detect refactorings. Prete et al. [217] proposed Ref-Finder, which identifies
complex refactorings using a template-based approach. Hayashi et al. [111] considered the detection
of refactorings as a search problem. The authors proposed a best-first graph search algorithm to
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model changes between software versions. Zhenchang & Eleni [299] proposed JDevAn, which is a
UMLDiff based, design-level analyzer for detecting refactorings in the history of Object-Oriented
systems. Tsantalis et al. [276] presented Refactoring Miner, which is a lightweight, UMLDiff based
algorithm that mines refactorings within Git commits. Silva et al. [240] extended Refactoring Miner
by combining the heuristics-based static analysis with code similarity (TF-IDF weighting scheme)
to identify 13 refactoring types. Tsantalis et al. [278] extended their tool to enhance the accuracy of
the 28 refactoring types that can be detected through structural constraints. A recent survey [264]
compares several refactoring detection tools and shows that Refactoring Miner is currently the most
accurate refactoring detection tool. Table 4.1 summarizes the detection tools cited in this study.
We decided to use Refactoring Miner as it has shown promising results in detecting refactorings
compared to the state-of-art available tools [278] and is suitable for a study that requires a high
degree of automation since it can be used through its external API. The Eclipse plug-in refactoring
detection tools we considered, in contrast, require user interaction to select projects as inputs and
trigger the refactoring detection, which is impractical since multiple releases of the same project
have to be imported to Eclipse to identify the refactoring history.
4.2 Refactoring Documentation
Table 4.2: Existing works on refactoring identification.
Study Year Purpose Approach Source of Info. Ref. Patterns
Stroggylos & Spinellis [254] 2007 Identify refactoring commits Mining commit logs General commits 1 keyword
Ratzinger et al. [220,222] 2007 & 2008 Identify refactoring commits Mining commit logs General commits 13 keywords
Murphy-Hill et al. [190] 2012 Identify refactoring commits Ratzinger’s approach General commits 13 keywords
Soares et al. [253] 2013 Analyze refactoring activity Ratzinger’s approach General commits 13 keywords
Manual analysis
Dynamic analysis
Kim et al. [128] 2014 Identify refactoring commits Identifying refactoring branches Refactoring branch Top 10 keywords
Mining commit logs
Zhang et al. [305] 2018 Identify refactoring commits Mining commit logs General commits 22 keywords
AlOmar et al. [14] 2019 Identify refactoring patterns Detecting refactorings Refactoring commits 87 keywords & phrases
Extracting commit messages
A number of studies have focused recently on the identification and detection of refactoring activities
during the software life-cycle. One of the common approaches to identify refactoring activities is
to analyze the commit messages in versioned repositories. Stroggylos and Spinellis [254] opted
for searching words stemming from the verb “refactor” such as “refactoring” or “refactored” to
identify refactoring-related commits. Ratzinger et al. [220, 222] also used a similar keyword-based
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approach to detect refactoring activity between a pair of program versions to identify whether a
transformation contains refactoring. The authors identified refactorings based on a set of keywords
detected in commit messages, and focusing, in particular, on the following 13 terms in their search
approach: refactor, restruct, clean, not used, unused, reformat, import, remove, replace, split, reorg,
rename, and move.
Later, Murphy-Hill et al. [190] replicated Ratzinger’s experiment in two open source systems using
Ratzinger’s 13 keywords. They conclude that commit messages in version histories are unreliable
indicators of refactoring activities. This is due to the fact that developers do not consistently
report/document refactoring activities in the commit messages. In another study, Soares et al. [253]
compared and evaluated three approaches, namely, manual analysis, commit message (Ratzinger et
al.’s approach), and dynamic analysis (SafeRefactor approach [251]) to analyze refactorings in open
source repositories, in terms of behavioral preservation. The authors found, in their experiment,
that manual analysis achieves the best results in this comparative study and is considered as the
most reliable approach in detecting behavior-preserving transformations.
In another study, Kim et al. [128] surveyed 328 professional software engineers at Microsoft to
investigate when and how they do refactoring. They first identified refactoring branches and then
asked developers about the keywords that are usually used to mark refactoring events in change
commit messages. When surveyed, the developers mentioned several keywords to mark refactoring
activities. Kim et al. matched the top ten refactoring-related keywords identified from the survey
(refactor, clean-up, rewrite, restructure, redesign, move, extract, improve, split, reorganize, rename)
against the commit messages to identify refactoring commits from version histories. Using this
approach, they found 94.29% of commits do not have any of the keywords, and only 5.76% of
commits included refactoring-related keywords.
Zhang et al. [305] performed a preliminary investigation of Self-Admitted Refactoring (SAR) in
three open source systems. They first extracted 22 keywords from a list of refactoring operations
defined in the Fowler’s book [91] as a basis for SAR identification. After identifying candidate
SARs, they used Ref-Finder [129] to validate whether refactorings have been applied. In their
work, they used code smells to assess the impact of SAR on the structural quality of the source
code. Their main findings are the following (1) SAR tends to enhance the software quality although
there is a small percentage of SAR that have introduced code smells, and (2) the most frequent code
smells that are introduced or reduced depend highly on the nature of the studied projects. They
concluded that SAR is a signal that helps to locate refactoring events, but it does not guarantee
the application of refactorings. Krasniqi and Cleland-Huang [137] developed a model to first detect
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refactoring commit messages from non-refactoring commits, and then differentiated between 12
refactoring types. Their findings showed that Naive Bayes and SVM achieved the best performance
with an F-measure of 84% and 0.71% for binary and multiclass classification problems, respectively.
Another experiment that predicts refactoring was conducted by Aniche et al. [28]. Their machine
learning approach involves predicting refactoring using code, process, and ownership metrics. We
summarize these state-of-the-art approaches in Table 4.2.
4.3 Refactoring Motivation
Silva et al. [239] investigate what motivates developers when applying specific refactoring operations
by surveying GitHub contributors of 124 software projects. They observe that refactoring activities
are mainly caused by changes in the project requirements and much less by code smells. Palomba et
al. [207] verify the relationship between the application of refactoring operations and different types
of code changes (i.e., Fault Repairing Modification, Feature Introduction Modification, and General
Maintenance Modification) over the change history of three open source systems. Their main
findings are that developers apply refactoring to: 1) improve comprehensibility and maintainability
when fixing bugs, 2) improve code cohesion when adding new features, and 3) improve the comprehensibility
when performing general maintenance activities. On the other hand, Kim et al. [128] do not
differentiate the motivations between different refactoring types. They surveyed 328 professional
software engineers at Microsoft to investigate when and how they do refactoring. When surveyed,
the developers cited the main benefits of refactoring to be: improved readability (43%), improved
maintainability (30%), improved extensibility (27%) and fewer bugs (27%). When asked what
provokes them to refactor, the main reason provided was poor readability (22%). Only one code
smell (i.e, code duplication) was mentioned (13%).
Murphy-Hill et al. [190] examine how programmers perform refactoring in practice by monitoring
their activity and recording all their refactorings. They distinguished between high, medium and
low-level refactorings. High-level refactorings tend to change code elements signatures without
changing their implementation, e.g., Move Class/Method, Rename Package/Class. Medium-level
refactorings change both signatures and code blocks, e.g., Extract Method, Inline Method. Low level
refactorings only change code blocks, e.g., Extract Local Variable, Rename Local Variable. Some
of the key findings of this study are that 1) most of the refactoring is floss, i.e., applied to reach
other goals such as adding new features or fixing bugs, 2) almost all the refactoring operations
are done manually by developers without the help of any tool, and 3) commit messages in version
histories are unreliable indicators of refactoring activity because developers tend to not explicitly
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state refactoring activities when writing commit messages. It is due to this observation that, in
this study, we do not rely on commits messages to identify refactorings. Instead, we use them to
identify the motivation behind the refactoring.
Moser et al. [183] study the impact of refactoring on reusability. They showed that refactoring
increases the reusability of classes in an industrial, agile environment. In a subsequent study,
Moser et al. [182] question the effectiveness of refactoring on increasing the productivity in agile
environments. They performed a comparative study of developers coding effort before and after
refactoring their code. They measured the developer’s effort in terms of added lines of code and
time. Their findings show that not only does the refactored system improve in terms of coupling and
complexity, but also that the coding effort was reduced and the difference is statistically significant.
Szőke et al. [259] conduct 5 large-scale industrial case studies on the application of refactoring while
fixing coding issues, they have shown that developers tend to apply refactorings manually at the
expense of a large time overhead. Szőke et al. [258] extend their study by investigating whether the
refactorings applied when fixing issues did improve the system’s nonfunctional requirements with
regard to maintainability. They noticed that refactorings performed manually by developers do not
significantly improve the system’s maintainability like those generated using fully automated tools.
They concluded that refactoring cannot be cornered only in the context of design improvement.
Tsantalis et al. [276] manually inspect the source code for each detected refactoring with a text
diff tool to reveal the main drivers that motivated the developers for the applied refactoring.
Besides code smell resolution, they found that introduction of extension points and the resolution
of backward compatibility issues are also reasons behind the application of a given refactoring type.
In another study, Wang et al. [291] generally focuses on the human and social factors affecting
the refactoring practice rather than on the technical motivations. He interviewed 10 industrial
developers and found a list of intrinsic (e.g., responsibility of code authorship) and external (e.g.,
recognitions from others) factors motivating refactoring activity.
Palomba et al. [206] have demonstrated that refactoring can be used to repair flaky tests, i.e., tests
with random output for the same given input, under the same configuration. They have experienced
the correction of test flakiness in 18 open-source Java projects and shown the effectiveness of
refactoring as an automated tool for test repair.
Vassallo et al. [287] questioned whether the rise of continuous integration had affected the developer’s
refactoring practices. Their key findings highlight that (i) continuous refactoring is becoming a good
practice in CI, (ii) promptly correct design issues as they appear in order to pass CI enforced quality
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reviews (iii) there is a need for developer-centric static analysis tools and refactoring prioritization
techniques.
Lin et al. [146] investigated the relationship between refactoring and code naturalness by measuring
the impact of 10 refactoring types on code cross-entropy. Their findings show that naturalness can
be an indicator that is worth analyzing, when recommending better refactoring operations.
Another study relevant to our work is by Vassallo et al. [286]. They performed an exploratory study
on refactoring activities in 200 projects, by mining their performed refactoring operations. Their
findings show the need for better understanding the rationale behind these operations, and so our
study focuses on contextualizing refactoring activities within typical software engineering activities
and questions whether such difference in developers’ intentions would infer different refactorings
strategies. Such investigation has not been investigated before in the literature. More recently,
Pantiuchina et al. [209] present a mining-based study to investigate why developers are performing
refactoring in the history of 150 open source systems. Particularly, they analyzed 551 pull requests
implemented refactoring operations and reported a refactoring taxonomy that generalizes the ones
existing in the literature. Paixao et al. [204] perform an empirical study on refactoring activities in
code review in which they captured Bug Fix and Feature refactoring categories. AlOmar et al. [20]
studied how developers refactor their code to improve its reuse by analyzing the impact of reusability
refactorings on the state-of-the-art reusability metrics. Figure 12.2 depicts how our classification
clusters the existing refactoring taxonomy reported in the literature [16, 20, 128, 182, 183, 204, 207,
209,239,276,286]. As can be seen, our classification covers these categories. Furthermore, previous
studies have shown that refactoring can be used outside of the design box, e.g., correction flaky
tests, code naturalness, etc., therefore, our study is the first to engage the automated classification
of commit messages in order to cluster the refactoring effort that has been performed in non-design
circumstances.
All the above-mentioned studies have agreed on the existence of motivations that go beyond the
basic need for improving the system’s design. Refactoring activities have been solicited in scenarios
that have been coined by the previous studies as follows: Functional, Bug Fix, Internal Quality
Attribute, Code Smell Resolution, and External Quality Attribute. Since these categories are
the main drivers for refactoring activities, we decided to cluster our mined refactoring operations
according to these groups.
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Table 4.3: Related work in industrial case study & survey on refactoring.
Study Year Research Method Focus Single/Multi Company Subject/Object Selection Criteria # of Participants
Mens & Tourwe [170] 2004 Survey Extensive overview of refactoring N/A N/A N/A
Moser et al. [183] 2006 Case Study Impact of refactoring on reusability Yes/No developers 4
Moser et al. [182] 2007 Case Study Impact of refactoring on productivity Yes/No developers 4
Murphy-Hill & Black [188] 2008 Survey Refactoring tools Yes/No programmers 112
Wang [291] 2009 Interview Human & social factors affecting refactoring No/Yes has university-level education 20
Choi et al. [60] 2011 Case Study & Survey Extracting code clones for refactoring Yes/No experianced developer 1
Arcoverde et al. [29] 2011 Survey Longevity of code smells No/Yes belongs to development team 33
Vakilian et al. [283] 2012 Survey & Interview Usability of refactoring tools Yes/No developers 26
Yamashita & Moonen [301] 2013 Survey Developer perception of code smells No/Yes developers 85
Vakilian & Johnson [284] 2014 Survey & Interview Usability of refactoring tools Yes/No developers 36
Kim et al. [128] 2014 Survey & Interview Refactoring challenges & benefits Yes/No has change messages including ”refactor*” 328
within last 2 years
Szoke et al. [259] 2014 Case Study & Survey Impact of refactoring on quality No/Yes developers 40
Szoke et al. [260] 2015 Case Study & Survey Impact of refactoring on maintainability No/Yes developers not mentioned
Sharma et al. [234] 2015 Survey Challenges & solutions for refactoring adoption Yes/No architects 39
Newman et al. [198] 2018 Survey Developer familiarity of transformation No/Yes has “development” in job title & not students 50
languages for refactoring or faculty members
4.4 Surveys & Case Studies on Refactoring
Prior works have conducted literature surveys on refactoring from different aspects. The focus of
these surveys ranges between examining multidimensional areas of refactoring [170], to investigating
the impact of refactoring on software quality [182,259,260], to comparing refactoring tools [188,283],
to extracting code clones for refactoring [60], and exploring refactoring challenges and practices
[29,128,198,234,291,301]. These studies are depicted in Table 4.3.
Some refactoring techniques and formalisms, to guarantee program preservation, have been reported
in an extensive survey study by Mens and Tourwe [170]. The authors discussed the existing
literature in terms of refactoring activities and their automation techniques. They reported different
types of software artifacts being refactored, along with existing refactoring tool support, and the
impact of refactoring in the software process.
Closer to an industrial environment, Moser et al. [182,183] questioned the effectiveness of refactoring
in increasing the productivity of Agile teams. They performed a comparative study of developers’
coding effort before and after refactoring their code. They measured the developers’ effort in
terms of added lines of code and time. Their findings show that, not only does the refactored
system improve in terms of coupling and complexity, but also the coding effort was reduced and
the difference is statistically significant.
Murphy-Hill & Black [188] surveyed 112 Agile Open Northwest conference attendees and found
that refactoring tools are underused by professional programmers. In another study, Wang [291]
generally focused on the human and social factors affecting the refactoring practice rather than on
the technical motivations. He interviewed 10 industrial developers and found a list of intrinsic (e.g.,
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responsibility of code authorship) and external (e.g., recognition from others) factors motivating
refactoring activity.
Moreover, Choi et al. [60] proposed a method to extract code clones for the purpose of refactoring by
combining clone metrics. According to an industrial case study, the combinations of clone metrics
are more effective than individual clone metric when refactoring duplicate code.
In an explanatory survey involving 33 developers, Arcoverde et al. [29] studied how developers
react to the presence of design defects in the code. Their primary finding indicates that design
defects tend to live longer due to the fact that developers avoid performing refactoring to prevent
unexpected consequences.
Vakilian et al. [283] conducted a quantitative and qualitative study with 26 developers to understand
the use, disuse, and misuse of automated refactoring tools. Their findings shed light on how users
interact with automated refactorings and reveal several factors that affect the use of automated
refactoring tools, namely, need, awareness, naming, trust, predictability, and configuration.
Yamashita & Moonen [301] performed an empirical study in commercial software to evaluate the
severity of code smells and the usefulness of code smell-related tooling. The authors found that
32% of the interviewed developers are unaware of code smells, and refactoring tools should provide
better support for refactoring suggestions.
Vakilian & Johnson [284] identified 15 usability problems for Eclipse IDE using alternate refactoring
paths as indicators of the usability problems. The authors recruited 17 participants from the
industry and 19 participants from academia. Their identified usability problems have been reported
to Eclipse developers and with the corresponding design improvements.
Kim et al. [128] surveyed 328 professional software engineers at Microsoft to investigate when and
how they do refactoring. When surveyed, the developers cited the main benefits of refactoring to
be: improved readability (43%), improved maintainability (30%), improved extensibility (27%) and
fewer bugs (27%). When asked what provokes them to refactor, the main reason provided was poor
readability (22%). Only one code smell i.e., code duplication, was reported (13%).
Szoke et al. [259] conducted 5 large-scale industrial case studies on the application of refactoring
while fixing coding issues; they have shown that developers tend to apply refactorings manually at
the expense of a large time overhead. In follow up work, Szoke et al. [260] extended their study
by investigating whether the refactorings applied when fixing issues did improve the system’s non
functional requirements with regard to maintainability. They noticed that refactorings performed
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Table 4.4: Related work in refactoring-related code review.
Study Year Research Type Research Method Purpose Evaluation Technique
Ge et al. [98, 99] 2014,2017 Tool-based code review Case & formative study Detect refactoring from non-refactoring changes 2 OSS & 35 developers
Alves et al. [24, 25] 2014,2018 Tool-based code review User study Inspect manual refactoring edits 3 OSS & 15 developers
Morales et al. [181] 2015 Empirical study Case study Understand the impact of code review on quality 3 OSS
Coelho et al. [62] 2019 Literature review Systematic mapping study Present refactoring solutions to MCR N/A
Pascarella et al. [210] 2019 Empirical study Case study Study the effect of code review on code smells 7 OSS
Paixão et al. [204] 2020 Empirical study Mining software repositories Refactoring in MCR 6 OSS
manually by developers do not significantly improve the system’s maintainability like those generated
using fully automated tools. They conclude that refactoring cannot be sequestered in the context
of design improvement.
Sharma et al. [234] surveyed 39 software architects asking about the problems they faced during
refactoring tasks and the limitations of existing refactoring tools. Their main findings are: (1) fear
of breaking code restricts developers to adopt refactoring techniques; (2) lack of awareness of the
impact of refactoring on quality is a major obstacle to refactoring tasks. Developers feel reluctant
to adopt refactoring because it might result in wastage of resources, and (3) refactoring tools need
to provide better support for refactoring suggestions.
Newman et al. [198] conducted a survey of 50 developers to understand their familiarity with
transformation languages for refactoring. Newman et al.’s survey found that there is a need to
increase developer confidence in refactoring and transformation tools.
4.5 Refactoring Awareness & Code Review
Research on modern code review topics has been of importance to practitioners and researchers.
A considerable effort is spent by the research community in studying traditional and modern code
review practices and challenges. This literature has been includes case studies (e.g., [98, 99, 167,
181, 223, 228]), user studies (e.g., [25, 35, 266, 307]), surveys (e.g., [33, 154, 265]), and empirical
experiments (e.g., [106, 167, 181, 266]). However, most of the above studies focus on studying and
improving the effectiveness of modern code review in general, as opposed to our work that focuses
on understanding developers’ perception of code review involving refactoring. In this section, we
are only interested in research related to refactoring-aware code review. We summarize these
approaches in Table 4.4.
In a study performed at Microsoft, Bacchelli and Bird [33] observed, and surveyed developers to
understand the challenges faced during code review. They pointed out purposes for code review
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(e.g., improving team awareness and transferring knowledge among teams) along with the actual
outcomes (e.g., creating awareness and gaining code understanding). In a similar context, MacLeod
et al. [154] interviewed several teams at Microsoft and conducted a survey to investigate the human
and social factors that influence developers’ experiences with code review. Both studies found the
following general code reviewing challenges: (1) finding defects, (2) improving the code, and (3)
increasing knowledge transfer.
Ge et al. [98,99] developed a refactoring-aware code review tool, called ReviewFactor, that automatically
detects refactoring edits and separates refactoring from non-refactoring changes with the focus
on five refactoring types. The tool was was intended to support developers’ review process by
distinguishing between refactoring and non-refactoring changes, but it does not provide any insights
on the quality of the performed refactoring.
Inspired by the work of Ge et al. [98, 99], Alves et al. [24, 25] proposed a static analysis tool,
called RefDistiller, that helps developers inspect manual refactoring edits. The tool compares two
program versions to detect refactoring anomalies’ type and location. It supports six refactoring
operations, detects incomplete refactorings, and provides inspection for manual refactorings.
Coelho et al. [62] performed a systematic literature mapping study on refactoring tools to support
modern code review. They raised the need for more tools to explain composite refactorings. Also,
They reported the need for more surveys to assess the existing refactoring tools for modern code
review in both open source and industrial projects.
More recently, Pascarella et al. [210] investigated the effect of code review on bad programming
practices (i.e., code smells). Their approach mainly focused on comparing code smells at file-level
before and after the code review process. Additionally, they manually investigated whether the
severity of code smells was reduced in a code review or not. Their results show, in 95% of the
cases, the severity of code smells does not decrease with a review. The reduction of code smells in
remaining few cases was impacted by code insertion and refactoring-related changes.
Paixão et al. [204] explored if developers’ intents influence the evolution of refactorings during
the review of a code change by mining 1,780 reviewed code changes from 6 open-source systems.
Their main findings show that refactorings are most often used in code reviews that implement
new features, accounting for 63% of the code changes we studied. Only in 31% of the code reviews
that employed refactorings the developers had the explicit intent of refactoring.
Brito and Valente [48] introduced RAID, a refactoring-aware and intelligent diff tool to alleviate
the cognitive effort associated with code reviews. The tool relied on RefDiff [237] and is fully
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integrated with the state-of-the-art practice of continuous integration pipelines (GitHub Actions)
and browsers (Google Chrome). The authors evaluated the tool with eight professional developers
and found that RAID indeed reduced the cognitive effort required for detecting and reviewing
refactorings.
To summarize, existing studies mainly focus on proposing and evaluating refactoring tools that
can be useful to support modern code review, but the perception of refactoring in code review
remains largely unexplored. To the best of our knowledge, no prior studies have conducted case
studies in an industrial setting to explore the following five dimensions: (1) developers motivations
to refactor their code, (2) how developers document their refactoring for code review, (3) the
challenges faced by reviewers when reviewing refactoring changes, (4) the mechanisms used by
reviewers to ensure the correctness after refactoring, and (5) developers and reviewers assessment
of refactoring impact on the source code’s quality. Previous studies, however, discussed code review
motivations and challenges in general [33, 135, 154, 228]. To gain more in-depth understanding of
the above-mentioned five dimensions, in this thesis, we surveyed several developers at Xerox. Our
survey questions and results are detailed in the next section.
4.6 Commits Classification
A wide variety of approaches to categorize commits have been presented in the literature. The
approaches vary between performing manual classification [53, 57, 119, 163, 239], to developing an
automatic classifier [109, 164], to using machine learning techniques [26, 117, 118, 143, 155, 168] and
developing discriminative topic modeling [302] to classify software changes. These approaches are
summarized in Table 4.5.
A wide variety of approaches to categorizing commits have been presented in the literature. The
approaches vary between performing manual classification [53, 57, 110, 163, 239, 276], to developing
an automatic classifier [109, 164, 177], to using machine learning techniques [26, 117, 118, 120, 143,
144, 155, 168] and developing discriminative topic modeling [302] to classify software changes. We
summarize these state-of-the-art approaches in Table 4.5.
Hattori and Lanza [110] developed a lightweight method to manually classify history logs based on
the first keyword retrieved to match four major development and maintenance activities: Forward
engineering, Re-engineering, Corrective engineering, and Management activities. Also, Mauczka
et al. [163] have addressed the multi-category changes manually using three classification schemes
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from existing literature. Tsantalis et al. [276] conducted a multidimensional empirical study on
refactorings and performed a systematic labeling of the commit messages to better understand
the purpose of the applied refactorings. Silva et al. [239] applied a thematic analysis process to
reveal the actual motivation behind refactoring instances after collecting all developers’ responses.
Further, a few studies [53, 57] propose the classification of refactoring instances as root-canal or
floss refactoring through the use of manual inspection. Yan et al. [302] used discriminative topic
modeling techniques to automatically classifying software changes.
Mockus & Votta [177] designed an automatic classification algorithm to classify maintenance
activities based on a textual description of changes. Another automatic classifier is proposed
by Hassan [109] to classify commit messages as a bug fix, introduction of a feature, or a general
maintenance change. Mauczka et al. [164] developed an Eclipse plug-in named Subcat to classify
the change messages into Swanson’s original category set (i.e., Corrective, Adaptive and Perfective
[256]), with an additional category “Blacklist”. He automatically assessed if a change to the
software was due to a bug fix or refactoring based on a set of keywords in the change messages.
Hindle et al. [119] performed a manual classification of large commits to understand the rationale
behind these commits. Later, Hindle et al. [117] proposed an automated technique to classify
commits into maintenance categories using seven machine learning techniques. To define their
classification schema, they extended Swanson’s categorization [256] with two additional changes:
Feature Addition, and Non-Functional. They observed that no single classifier is the best. Another
experiment that classifies history logs was conducted by Hindle et al. [118], in which their classification
of commits involves the non-functional requirements (NFRs) a commit addresses. Since the commit
may possibly be assigned to multiple NFRs, they used three different learners for this purpose
along with using several single-class machine learners. Amor et al. [26] had a similar idea to [117]
and extended the Swanson categorization hierarchically. They, however, selected one classifier (i.e.,
Naive Bayes) for their classification of code transactions. Moreover, maintenance requests have been
classified using two different machine learning techniques (i.e., Naive Bayesian and Decision Tree)
in [155]. McMillan et al. [168] explored three popular learners to categorize software application for
maintenance. Their results show that SVM is the best performing machine learner for categorization
over the others.
Levin and Yehudai [143] automatically classified commits into three main maintenance activities
using three classification models namely, J48, Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM), and Random
Forest (RF). They found that the RF model outperforms the two other models (accuracy: 76%
versus 70% and 72%). In their extended work [144], the RF model showed a promising accuracy of
76%. More recently, a replicated study [120] of [143] introduced code density of a commit to study
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the purpose of a change. Using code-density based classification, they achieved up to 89% accuracy
for cross project commit classification using LogitBoost classifier.
Our proposal differs from commit classification-related studies, as their classification targeted
general maintenance activities (perfective, adaptive) and was not specific to commits containing
messages describing refactoring activities. In this study, we subdivide what would have been
considered “perfective” in previous studies, into three separate categories, namely, Internal Quality
Attribute, External Quality Attribute and Code Smell Resolution. This division is inherited
from the analysis of previous papers whose detection of refactoring opportunities rely on the
optimization of high-level design principles, structural metrics, and reduction of code smells. Thus,
this is not a typical commit classification since refactoring related commit messages contain a
strong overlap in their terminology and so their classification is challenging. Moreover, as we
previously stated, existing studies in recommending refactoring are based on (i) Internal Quality
Attribute (ii) External Quality Attribute, and (iii) Code Smell Resolution. The classification of
commits according to these categories, will be an empirical evidence of whether and to what extent
these factors are being used in practice. To perform the classification, we use existing classifiers
(e.g., Random Forest, Naive Bayes Multinominal, etc) that have been used by several studies
(e.g., [15, 118, 120, 134, 143]) in the context of commit classification and challenge them using our
defined set of classes. Although several studies [26, 110, 117, 119, 143, 163, 164, 302] have discussed
how to automatically classify change messages into Swanson’s general maintenance categories (i.e.,
Corrective, Adaptive, Perfective), refactoring, in general, has been classified as a sub-type of
“Perfective” in these maintenance categories. While we are motivated by the above-mentioned
studies, our work is still different from them since we apply the machine learning technique to
automatically classify commit messages into five main refactoring motivations defined in this study,
i.e., ‘Functional’, ‘Bug Fix’, ‘Internal Quality Attribute’, ‘Code Smell Resolution’, and ‘External
Quality Attribute’.
4.7 Quality Attributes & Software Metrics Selection
It is widely acknowledged in the literature of software refactoring that it has the ultimate goal
to improve software quality and fix design and implementation bad practices [91]. In recent year,
there is much research efforts have focused on studying and exploring the impact of refactoring
on software quality [22, 38, 54, 57, 112, 182, 235, 294]. The vast majority of studies have focused on
measuring the internal and external quality attributes to determine the overall quality of a software
system being refactored. In this section, we review and discuss the relevant literature on the impact
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Table 4.6: A summary of the literature on the impact of refactoring activities on software quality
attributes.
Study Year Approach Software Metric Internal QA External QA
Sahraoui et al. [229] 2000 Analyzing code histories CLD / NOC / NMO / NMI Inheritance / Coupling Fault-proneness / Maintainability
NMA / SIX / CBO / DAC
IH-ICP / OCAIC / DMMEC / OMMEC
Stroulia & Kapoor [255] 2001 Performing a case study LOC / LCOM / CC Size / Coupling Design extensibility
Kataoka et al. [127] 2002 Analyzing code histories Coupling measures Coupling Maintainability
Demeyer [74] 2002 Analyzing code histories N/A Polymorphism Performance
Tahvildari et al. [262] 2003 Analyzing code histories LOC / CC / CMT / Halstead’s efforts Complexity Performance / Maintainability
Leitch & Stroulia [142] 2003 Analyzing code histories SLOC / No. of Procedure Size Maintainability
Bois & Mens [81] 2003 Analyzing code histories NOM / CC / NOC / CBO Inheritance / Cohesion / Coupling / Size / Complexity N/A
RFC / LCOM
Tahvildari & Kontogiannis [261] 2004 Analyzing code histories LCOM / WMC / RFC / NOM Inheritance / Cohesion / Coupling / Complexity Maintainability
CDE / DAC / TCC
Bois et al. [79] 2004 Analyzing code histories N/A Cohesion / Coupling Maintainability
Bois et al. [80] 2005 Analyzing code histories N/A N/A Understandability
Geppert et al. [100] 2005 Performing a case study N/A N/A Changeability
Ratzinger et al. [221] 2005 Mining commit log N/A Coupling Evolvability
Analyzing code histories
Moser et al. [183] 2006 Analyzing code histories CK / MCC / LOC Inheritance / Cohesion / Coupling / Complexity Reusability
Wilking et al. [294] 2007 Analyzing code histories CC / LOC Complexity Maintainability / Modifiability
Stroggylos & Spinells [254] 2007 Mining commit log CK / Ca / NPM Inheritance / Cohesion / Coupling / Complexity N/A
Moser et al. [182] 2008 Analyzing code histories CK / LOC / Effort (hour) Cohesion / Coupling / Complexity Productivity
Alshayeb [22] 2009 Analyzing code histories CK / LOC / FANOUT Inheritance / Cohesion / Coupling / Size Adaptability / Maintainability / Testability / Reusability
Understandability
Hegedus et al. [112] 2010 Analyzing code histories CK Coupling / Complexity / Size Maintainability / Testability / Error Proneness / Changeability
Stability / Analizability
Shatnawi & Li [235] 2011 Analyzing code histories CK / QMOOD Inheritance / Cohesion / Coupling / Polymorphism / Size Reusability / Flexibility / Extendibility / Effectiveness
Encapsulation / Composition / Abstraction / Messaging
Bavota et al. [39] 2013 Analyzing code histories ICP / IC-CD / CCBC Coupling N/A
Surveying developers
Szoke et al. [257] 2014 Mining commit log CC / U / NOA / NII / NAni Size / Complexity N/A
Surveying developers LOC / NUMPAR / NMni / NA
Bavota et al. [38] 2015 Mining commit log CK / LOC / NOA / NOO Inheritance / Cohesion / Coupling / Size / Complexity N/A
Analyzing code histories C3 / CCBC
Cedrim at al. [54] 2016 Mining commit log LOC / CBO / NOM / CC Cohesion / Coupling / Complexity N/A
Analyzing code histories FANOUT / FANIN
Chavez et al. [57] 2017 Mining commit log CBO / WMC / DIT / NOC Inheritance / Cohesion / Coupling / Size / Complexity N/A
Analyzing code histories LOC / LCOM2 / LCOM3 / WOC
TCC / FANIN / FANOUT / CINT
CDISP / CC / Evg / NPATH
MaxNest / IFANIN / OR / CLOC
STMTC / CDL / NIV / NIM / NOPA
Pantiuchina et al. [208] 2018 Mining commit log LCOM / CBO / WMC / RFC Cohesion / Coupling / Complexity Readability
Analyzing code histories C3 / B&W / SRead
of refactoring on software quality.
In an academic setting, Stroulia and Kapoor [255] investigated the effect of size and coupling
measures on software quality after the application of refactoring. The results in Stroulia and
Kapoor’s work show that size and coupling metrics decreased after refactorings. Kataoka et al. [127]
used only coupling measures to study the impact of Extract Method and Extract Class refactoring
operations on the maintainability of a single C++ software system, and found that refactoring
has positive impact on system maintainability. Demeyer [74] performed a comparative study to
investigate the impact of refactoring on performance. The results of Demeyer’s study show that
program performance is enhanced after the application of refactoring. Moreover, Sahraoui et al.
[229] used coupling and inheritance measures to automatically detect potential anti-patterns and
predict situations where refactoring could be applied to improve software maintainability. The
authors found that quality metrics can help to bridge the gap between design improvement and
its automation, but in some situations the process cannot be fully automated as it requires the
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programmer’s validation through manual inspection.
Tahvildari et al. [262] proposed a software transformation framework that links software quality
requirements like performance and maintainability with program transformation to improve the
target qualities. The results show that utilizing design patterns increase system’s maintainability
and performance. In another study, Tahvildari and Kontogiannis [261] used the same framework
to evaluate four object-oriented measures (i.e., cohesion, coupling, complexity, and inheritance)
in addition to software maintainability. Leitch and Stroulia [142] used dependency graph-based
techniques to study the impact of two refactorings, namely, Extract Method and Move Method, on
software maintenance using two small systems. The authors found that refactoring enhanced the
quality by (1) reducing the design size, (2) increasing number of procedures, (3) reducing the data
dependencies, and (4) reducing regression testing. Bios and Mens [81] proposed a framework to
analyze the impact of three refactorings on five internal quality attributes (i.e., cohesion, coupling,
complexity, inheritance, and size), and their findings show positive and negative impacts on the
selected measures. Bios et al. [79] provided a set of guidelines for optimizing cohesion and coupling
measures. This study shows that the impact of refactoring on these measures ranged from negative
to positive. In a follow-up work, Bios et al. [80] conducted a study to differentiate between the
application of Refactor to Understand and the traditional Read to Understand pattern. Their
findings show that refactoring plays a role in improving the understandability of the software.
Geppert et al. [100] investigated the impact of refactoring on changeability focusing on three factors
for changeability, namely, customer-reported defect rates, change effort, and scope of changes. Their
findings show a significant decrease in the first two factors. Ratzinger et al. [221] analyzed the
historical data of a large industrial system and focused on reducing change couplings. Based on the
identified change couplings, they also analyzed code smell changes for the purpose of identifying
where to apply refactoring efficiently. They concluded that refactoring is able to enhance software
evolvability (i.e., reduce the change coupling). In an agile development environment, Moser et
al. [183] used internal measures (i.e., CK, MCC, LOC) to explore the effect of refactoring on
the reusability of the code using a commercial system, and found that refactoring was able to
improve the reusability of hard-to-reuse classes. Wilking et al. [294] empirically studied the effect of
refactoring on non-functional aspects, i.e., the maintainability and modifiability of system systems.
They tested the maintainability by explicitly adding defects to the code, and then they measured
the time taken to remove them. Modifiability, on the other hand, was examined by adding new
functionalities and then measuring the LOC metric and the time taken to implement these features.
The authors did not find a clear effect of refactoring on these two external attributes.
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Stroggylos and Spinellis [254] opted for searching words stemming from the verb “refactor” such
as “refactoring” or “refactored” to identify refactoring-related commits to study the impact of
refactoring on quality using eight object-oriented metrics. Their results indicated possible negative
effects of refactoring on quality, e.g., increased LCOM metric. Moser et al. [182] studied the impact
of refactoring on the productivity in an agile team. The achieved results show that refactoring
improved software developers’ productivity besides several aspects of quality, e.g., maintainability.
Alshayeb [22] conducted a study aiming at assessing the impact of eight refactorings on five external
quality attributes (i.e., adaptability, maintainability, understandability, reusability, and testability).
The author found that refactoring could improve the quality in some classes, but could also decrease
software quality to some extent in other classes. Hegedus et al. [112] examined the effect of singular
refactoring techniques on testability, error proneness, and other maintainability attributes. They
concluded that refactoring could have undesired side effects that can degrade the quality of the
source code.
In an empirical setting, Shatnawi and Li [235] used the hierarchical quality model to assess the
impact of refactoring on four software quality factors, namely, reusability, flexibility, extendibility,
and effectiveness. The authors found that the majority of refactoring operations exhibit positive
impact on quality; however, some operations deteriorated quality. Bavota et al. empirically
investigated the developers’ perception of coupling, as captured by structural, dynamic, semantic,
and logical coupling measures. They found that semantic coupling measure aligns with developers’
perceptions better than the other coupling measures. In a more recent study, Bavota et al. [38]
used RefFinder1, a version-based refactoring detection tool, to mine the evolution history of three
open-source systems. They mainly investigated the relationship between refactoring and quality.
The study findings indicate that 42% of the performed refactorings are affected by code smells, and
refactorings were able to eliminate code smells in only 7% of the cases.
Cedrim et al. [54] conducted a longitudinal study of 25 projects to investigate the improvement
of software structural quality. They analyzed the relationship of refactorings and code smells by
classifying refactorings according to the addition or removal of poor code structures. The study
results indicate that only 2.24% of refactorings removed code smells, and 2.66% introduced new
ones. Recently, Chavez et al. [57] studied the effect of refactoring on five internal quality attributes,
namely, cohesion, coupling, complexity, inheritance, and size, using 25 quality metrics. The study
shows that root-canal refactoring-related operations are either improved or at least not worsened
the internal quality attributes. Additionally, when floss refactoring-related operations are applied,
55% of these operations improved these attributes, while only 10% of quality declined.
1https://github.com/SEAL-UCLA/Ref-Finder
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In particular, two studies [208, 257] are most related to our work have analyzed the comment
commits in which developers stated the purpose of improving the quality. Szoke et al. [257] studied
198 refactoring commits of five large-scale industrial systems to investigate the effects of these
commits on quality of several revisions for a period of time. To know the purpose of the applied
refactorings, they trained developers and asked them to state the reason when committing the
changes to the repositories, which could be related to (1) fix coding issues, (2) fix anti-patterns,
and (3) improve certain metrics. The study results show that performing a single refactoring
could negatively impact the quality, but applying refactorings in blocks (e.g., fixing more coding
issues or improving more quality metrics) can significantly improve software quality. More recently,
Pantiuchina et al. [208] empirically investigated the correlation between seven code metrics and the
quality improvement explicitly reported by developers in 1,282 commit messages. The study shows
that quality metrics sometimes do not capture the quality improvement reported by developers.
A common indicator to assess the quality improvements between these studies resides in the use
the quality metrics. Both of these studies found that minor refactoring changes rarely impact the
quality of the software.
All of the above-mentioned studies have focused on assessing the impact of refactorings on the
quality by either considering the internal or the external quality attributes using a variety of
approaches. Among them, few studies [38, 54, 57, 208, 221, 254, 257] mined software repositories to
explore the impact on quality. Otherwise, the vast majority of these studies used a limited set of
projects and mined general commits without applying any form of verification regarding whether
refactorings have actually been applied.
Our work is different from these studies as our main purpose is to explore if there is an alignment
between quality metrics and quality improvements that are documented by developers in the
commit messages. As we summarize these state-of-the-art studies in Table 4.6, we identify 8
popular quality attributes, namely Cohesion, Coupling, Complexity, Inheritance, Polymorphism,
Encapsulation, Abstraction and Design size. As different studies advocate for various metrics to
calculate these quality attributes, we extract and calculate 27 structural metrics. In particular, on
a more qualitative sense, we conduct an empirical study using 1,245 commits that are proven to
contain real-world instances of refactoring activities, in the purpose of improving software design.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has empirically investigated, using a curated set
of commits, the representativeness of structural design metrics for internal quality attributes. In
the next section, we detail the steps we took to design our empirical setup.
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4.8 Systematic Literature Reviews in Refactoring
Table 4.7: Refactoring-related SLRs in related work.
Study Year Focus No. of PSs
Zhang et al. [306] 2011 Bad smells & refactoring 39
Abebe and Yoo [2] 2014 Trends, opportunities & challenges of software refactoring 58
Misbhauddin and Alshayeb [172] 2015 UML model refactoring 94
AlDallal [71] 2015 Refactoring opportunities identification 47
Singh and Kaur [243] 2017 Refactoring opportunities identification 238
AlDallal and Abdin [4] 2017 Impact of refactoring on quality 76
Mariani and Vergilio [161] 2017 Search-based refactoring 71
Baqais and Alshayeb [34] 2020 Automatic refactoring 41
This work is a systematic mapping study in which we studied and summarized the primary studies
(PSs) reporting the behavior preservation approach in the area of software refactoring. We did not
find any SLM discussing the behavior preservation strategies. However, we reviewed a number of
existing SLRs because of the similarities between those works and ours in terms of research setting.
Table 4.7 summarizes the SLRs cited in this study.
Zhang et al. [306] conducted an SLR of 39 studies in the field of bad code smells. They discussed
these studies based on the following: the goals of the studies, type of code smells addressed, the
approaches to studying code smells, and identifying bad smells and refactoring opportunities.
In a systematic review reported by Abebe and Yoo [2], 58 studies were reviewed with the intention
of revealing the trends, opportunities, and challenges of software refactoring. Their classification
helped guide researchers to address the crucial issues in the field of software refactoring.
Misbhauddin and Alshayeb [172] performed an SLR in the area of refactoring UML models. They
analyzed and classified 94 PSs based on several criteria: UML types of models, the formalisms
used, and the effect of refactoring on model quality. In part of the research, they listed a few
model behavior specification approaches. Our SLM is not limited to design-based approaches; it
also covers code-based behavior preservation approaches.
AlDallal [71] conducted an SLR of 47 PSs published on identifying refactoring opportunities in
object-oriented code. AlDallal’s review classified PSs based on the considered refactoring scenarios,
the approaches to determine refactoring candidates, and the datasets used in the existing empirical
studies. In a following SLR work by AlDallal and Abdin [4], they discussed 76 PSs and classified
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based on refactoring quality attributes of object-oriented code.
Singh and Kaur [243] performed an SLR as an extension of AlDallal’s [71] SLR. In their review, they
analyzed 238 research items in the field of code smell detection and its refactoring opportunities
with the intention of addressing some research questions that were left open in AlDallal’s SLR.
More recently, Baqais and Alshayeb [34] conducted a systematic literature review on automated
software refactoring. In their review, they analyzed 41 studies that propose or develop different
automatic refactoring approaches.
In the area of search-based refactoring, Mariani and Vergilio [161] systematically reviewed 71 studies
and classified them based on the main elements of search-based refactoring, including artifacts used,
encoding and algorithms used, search technique, metrics addressed, available tools, and conducted
evaluation. Within the field of search-based refactoring, Mariani and Vergilio classified the selected
PSs into five general categories related to behavior preservation methods. These categories involved:
(1) Opdyke’s function [200], (2) Cinnéide’s function [61], (3) domain-specific, (4) no evidence
of behavior preservation, and (5) do not mention the method. The conducted SLM does not
overlap Mariani and Vergilio’s SLR because this SLM entirely focuses on behavior preservation
transformation in all areas of software refactoring, whereas Mariani and Vergilio’s SLR mainly
focused on search-based refactoring and discussed partially general behavior preservation methods.
Chapter 5
Exploring how developers document
refactoring activities
5.1 Introduction
Refactoring is the art of improving the quality of software design without altering its behavior. With
the rise of agile methodologies that encourage developers to interleave refactoring within their other
development activities, and with the incorporation of refactoring operations in modern Integrated
Development Environments (IDEs), there is a lot of growing research to better understand how
developers practically refactor their codebases [189, 190, 211]. Thus, several studies focus on
detecting refactoring operations, performed by developers, by mining their commit changes and
extracting the refactoring history [129,239,253]. These refactoring detectors rely mainly on analyzing
code changes to identify refactorings strategies, previously performed by developers in various
development contexts.
In order to learn from these refactoring strategies, it is essential to also understand the developer’s
rationale and intent behind applying them, i.e., the context in which the refactoring operations
were executed. Existing studies on understanding developers perception of refactorings mainly rely
on developers surveys and formal interviews [97,128]. As the existing refactoring detectors offer an
abundant source of commits containing refactoring operations, this thesis aims at exploring how
developers document their refactoring activities during the software life-cycle.
Inspired by various studies in analyzing the developer’s internal documentations to extract their
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perception of their own code, e.g., self-admitted technical debt [70,216], we text-mine the developer’s
messages in refactoring-related commits to detect any potentially relevant information regarding
the applied refactorings. Indeed, commit messages represent an atomic documentation of a code
change, written by the change author, and thus represents a reliable and rich source of information
to describe their intention behind the performed changes. Therefore, we conduct this empirical
study to identify how developers describe their refactoring activities. Then we extract the rationale
behind the applied refactorings, e.g., fixing code smells or improving specific quality attributes. To
perform this analysis, we formulate the following research questions:
RQ1. What patterns do developers use to describe their refactoring activities? Since there is
no consensus on how to formally document the act of refactoring code, we mine in this research
questions, patterns, using which developers have described their refactoring activities. We explore
322,479 commit messages, belonging to a large variety of projects. The outcome of this research
question enumerates the most popular text patterns used in the analyzed commit messages.
RQ2. What are the quality issues that drive developers to refactor? Various studies have explored
the bad programming practices that trigger refactoring and the potential quality attributes that are
optimized when restructuring the code. In this research question, we investigate whether developers
explicitly mention the purpose of their refactoring activity, e.g., improving structural metrics of
fixing code smells.
RQ3. What are the top-10 patterns developers use to describe quality issues in their commits? In
this research questions, we link between patterns extracted from the first research question and the
quality issues found in the second question. We explore how developers express combining them to
express their refactoring activity.
RQ4. Do Commits containing the label “Refactor” indicate more refactoring activity than those
without the label? we revisit the hypothesis raised by Murphy-Hill et al. [189] about whether
developers use a specific pattern, i.e., “refactor” when describing their refactoring activities. We
quantify the messages with the label “refactor” and without to compare between them.
5.2 Study Design
In this section, we elaborate on our experimental design to answer our research questions.
To answer our research questions, we conducted a two-phased approach. The initial phase consists of
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selecting a large number open-source Java projects and detecting refactorings that occur throughout
the development history, i.e., code changes, of each considered project. The second phase consists
of analyzing the commit messages as a mean of identifying self-affirmed refactoring patterns. An


















Figure 5.1: Empirical study design overview.
5.2.1 Data Collection & Refactoring Detection
To perform our experimental study, we utilize an existing benchmark of GitHub repositories by
Allamanis [6]. To extract the entire refactoring history in each project, we use the Refactoring
Miner tool, developed by Tsantalis et al. [278]. Refactoring Miner is designed to analyze code
changes in git repositories to detect applied refactoring. Our choice to use Refactoring Miner is
justified by the fact that it achieved accurate results in detecting refactorings compared to the
state-of-the-art available tools, with a precision of 98% and recall of 87% [239, 278]. Refactoring
Miner seems suitable for a study that requires a high degree of automation since it can be used
through its external API. In this phase, Refactoring Miner detected 1,208,970 refactoring operations
in 3,795 projects.
5.2.2 Refactoring Patterns Extraction
After extracting all refactoring commit messages detected by Refactoring Miner, our next step
consists of analyzing each of the commit messages. As for pattern identification, we were inspired
by the manual analysis of Potdar and Shihab [216] when analyzing comments containing self-
admitted technical debt. Similarly, since commit messages are written in natural language and we
need to understand how developers express refactoring, we manually analyzed commit messages
by reading through each message to identify self-affirmed refactorings. We then extracted these
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Table 5.1: List of Self-Affirmed Refacoring (SAR) patterns.
Patterns
(1) Refactor* (30) Removed poor coding practice (59) Change design
(2) Mov* (31) Improve naming consistency (60) Modularize the code
(3) Split* (32) Removing unused classes (61) Code cosmetics
(4) Fix* (33) Pull some code up (62) Moved more code out of
(5) Introduc* (34) Use better name (63) Remove dependency
(6) Decompos* (35) Replace it with (64) Enhanced code beauty
(7) Reorganiz* (36) Make maintenance easier (65) Simplify internal design
(8) Extract* (37) Code cleanup (66) Change package structure
(9) Merg* (38) Minor Simplification (67) Use a safer method
(10) Renam* (39) Reorganize project structures (68) Code improvements
(11) Chang* (40) Code maintenance for refactoring (69) Minor enhancement
(12) Restructur* (41) Remove redundant code (70) Get rid of unused code
(13) Reformat* (42) Moved and gave clearer names to (71) Fixing naming convention
(14) Extend* (43) Refactor bad designed code (72) Fix module structure
(15) Remov* (44) Getting code out of (73) Code optimization
(16) Replac* (45) Deleting a lot of old stuff (74) Fix a design flaw
(17) Rewrit* (46) Code revision (75) Nonfunctional code cleanup
(18) Simplif* (47) Fix technical debt (76) Improve code quality
(19) Creat* (48) Fix quality issue (77) Fix code smell
(20) Improv* (49) Antipattern bad for performances (78) Use less code
(21) Add* (50) Major/Minor structural changes (79) Avoid future confusion
(22) Modif* (51) Clean up unnecessary code (80) More easily extended
(23) Enhanc* (52) Code reformatting & reordering (81) Polishing code
(24) Rework* (53) Nicer code / formatted / structure (82) Move unused file away
(25) Inlin* (54) Simplify code redundancies (83) Many cosmetic changes
(26) Redesign* (55) Added more checks for quality factors (84) Inlined unnecessary classes
(27) Cleanup (56) Naming improvements (85) Code cleansing
(28) Reduc* (57) Renamed for consistency (86) Fix quality flaws
(29) Encapsulat* (58) Refactoring towards nicer name analysis (87) Simplify the code
commit comments to specific patterns (i.e., a keyword or phrase). To avoid redundancy of any kind
of patterns, we only considered one phrase if we found different forms of patterns that have the same
meaning. For example, if we find patterns such as “Simplifying the code”, “Code simplification”,
and “simplify code”, we add only one of these similar phrases in the list of patterns. This enables
us to have a list of the most insightful and unique patterns. It also helps in making more concise
patterns that are usable for readers. The manual analysis process took approximately 7 days in
total, and was performed by the authors of the paper. In total, we read through 58,131 commit
messages and ended up with a set of 87 recurring patterns identified across 3,795 projects.
5.3 Evaluation
In this section, we report and discuss our findings for analyzing the identified refactoring-related
patterns to answer our four research questions RQ1-4.
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5.3.1 RQ1. What patterns do developers use to describe their refactoring
activities?
To identify self-affirmed refactoring patterns, we manually inspect a subset of change messages,
i.e., commits, and categorize these change messages into lexically or semantically similar patterns.
These patterns are represented in the form of a keyword or phrase that frequently occur in the
comments of all refactoring-related commits. The extraction of our approach has been carried
through few iterations. We start our first iteration by searching for the term “refactor*” (we use
* to capture extensions like refactors, refactoring etc.). The choice of “refactor”, besides being
used by all related studies, is intuitively the first term to identify ideal commit messages. In this
iteration, we obtained 33,301 refactoring commit messages. Then, we started a manual inspection
of each commit message that are associated with the term “refactor” to the set of patterns that
are also used to describe the refactoring activity. As developers may not always use the term
“refactor” explicitly to document/describe their refactoring activities in their commit messages.
Thus, to alleviate this issue, we reiterate again, using the extracted patterns in the first iteration,
while excluding the term “refactor”, to identify additional self-affirmed refactoring patterns. We
kept iterating by extracting new patterns while excluding the previously identified ones until we are
no longer able to find any relevant patterns. Our in-depth inspection resulted into a list of 87 self-
affirmed refactoring patterns identified across the considered projects, as illustrated in Table 5.1.
Upon a closer inspection of these refactoring patterns, we have made several observations: we
noticed that developers document refactoring activities at different levels of granularity, e.g.,
package, class, and method level. Furthermore, we observe that developers occasionally state
the motivation behind refactoring, and in some of these patterns that are not restricted only to
fixing code smells, as in the original definition of refactoring in the Fowler’s book [91].For instance,
developers tend often to improve certain non-functional attributes such as the readability and
testability of the source code. These observations are aligned with state-of-the-art studies by Kim
et al. [128] and Silva et al. [239]. We also observe that developers tend to report the executed
refactoring operations using keywords such as “move”, “rename” or “extract” as shown in Table
5.1.
Furthermore, we found that our identified patterns include all of the keywords identified by Kim
et al. [128] and mostly matched keywords introduced by Ratzinger [222] (cf. Table 5.1).
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Table 5.2: Quality issues (Quality Attribute(s) & Code Smell(s)) extracted from SAR commits.
Internal QA (%) External QA (%) Code Smell (%)
Inheritance (31.04%) Functionality (34.03%) Duplicate Code (43.52%)
Abstraction (30.63%) Performance (31.37%) Dead Code (24.84%)
Complexity (14.30%) Compatibility (13.61%) Data Class (22.93%)
Composition (12.53%) Readability (3.60%) Long Method (3.82%)
Coupling (3.81%) Stability (2.64%) Switch Statement (3.18%)
Encapsulation (3.61%) Usability (1.60%) Lazy Class (0.42%)
Design Size (2.11%) Flexibility (1.58%) Too Many Parameters (0.42%)
Polymorphism (1.50%) Extensibility (1.54%) Primitive Obsession (0.21%)
Cohesion (0.48%) Efficiency (1.51%) Feature Envy (0.21%)
Accuracy (1.05%) Blob Class (0.21%)
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5.3.2 RQ2: What are the quality issues that drive developers to refactor?
After identifying the different SAR patterns, we identify and categorize the patterns used to describe
the motivation behind the refactoring operations into three main categories: (1) internal quality
attributes, (2) external quality attributes, and (3) code smells. We perform five sequential steps
to answer this research question. We start by collecting software issues i.e., quality attributes
and code smells reported in the literature [4, 91, 140]. Then, we search for common categories
among the reported quality attributes and code smells. The following step involves identifying
categories clustering quality attributes under the identified categories. This process resulted in
three different categories, namely, internal quality attribute, external quality attribute, and code
smell. For each of the collected quality attributes and code smells, we search in our database for
any potential refactoring commit that contains any of the collected quality attributes and code
smells. To further enrich our results, we randomly select a subset of commit messages that do
not contain any of the identified quality issues and we inspect whether these messages contain any
quality attribute or code smell that is not present in three categories.
Table 5.2 reports each of these categories ranked based on their frequency. From these results, we
notice that developers frequently mention the main internal quality attributes such as abstraction,
inheritance, and cohesion, etc. and a wide range of external quality attributes such as compatibility,
readability, extensibility, and functionality. Developers occasionally mention fixing code smells
but rarely state the name of the code smell under correction. Instead, developers tend to use
specific phrases to indicate this activity as shown in table 5.1. For example, we found the following
patterns to indicate code smell fixings “fix quality flaws”, “fix quality issue”, or “antipatterns bad
for performance”.
Internal quality attributes-focused SAR indicate that there is an improvement in the structural
design of the code, which could be performed in code commits related to fixing abstraction or
inheritance issues, increasing the cohesion or reducing the coupling/complexity of the source code.
As examples of the internal quality attribute SARs, we refer to the commit descriptions in two of
the analyzed SAR commits as follows : (1) “Small refactoring to reduce cyclomatic complexity
of CheckStyleTask.execute()”, from the project Checkstyle1, and (2) “Reduce coupling between
packages”, from the project Visualwas2. Thus, we observe that developers do mention their strategy
to cope with the flaw, e.g., reduce the complexity of a method.
On the other hand, SAR commits that focus on external quality attributes indicate the enhancement
1https://github.com/isopov/checkstyle
2https://github.com/veithen/visualwas
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of non-functional attributes such as readability, understandability, and testability. As examples of
such patterns, let us consider the three following commit comments : (1) “Refactoring mostly
for readability (and small performance improvement)”, from the Gatk3, (2) “renamed EditorPage
to ContextEditorPage for better understandability”, from the project Openengsb4, and (3) “Refactor
plugin management for better maintainability”, from the project Sonar5. In these examples, developers
explicitly state what non-functional quality attributes are in needed of improvement.
Finally, for code smell-focused SARs, we observe that developers do perform refactorings to their
code to eliminate certain code smells (e.g., long method, feature envy, etc.) that are known to
deteriorate the quality of the source code. This type of SAR is illustrated in the following change
messages : (1) “[CLEANUP] - Split overly long method into smaller chunks”, from the project
Pentaho-reporting6, (2) “refactoring of Abstract*DataSet to delete duplicate code” from Cassandra-
unit7, and (3) “Moved data classes to a more suitable package”, from Cdk8. A Closer inspection of
these commit messages shows that developers intentionally apply refactoring to remove antipatterns
that violate design principles and good programming practices.
5.3.3 RQ3: What are the top-10 patterns developers use to describe quality
issues in their commits?
Based on the three categories defined in RQ2, we investigate what are the top common keywords,
i.e., patterns, that developers use when expressing SAR commits. Based on the obtained mining
results, we found that the top ranked keywords for internal quality attribute SARs include “fix”,
“refactor”, “reduce”, and “remove”, which show the improvement of the structural design/code
such as cohesion and coupling. For external quality attribute SARs, the top ranked keywords
include “improve”, “fix”, “refactor”.
This indicate the enhancement of non-functional attributes such as testability and readability.
Finally, for the code smells category, the word “remove” was ranked first, which indicates the
elimination of certain anti-pattern instances. We notice that refactoring operation-related keywords
(e.g., move and extract) are mostly used in code smell-focused category. This is due to the fact
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of refactoring operations for commits labeled and unlabeled SAR (at left)
and commits labeled and unlabeled refactor (at right).
extraction of the associated code elements. We also observe that it is possible for a single keyword
to serve different purposes of SARs, but with different ranking in some cases. For instance, the
keyword “improve” is ranked first for non-functional quality attributes, whereas it is ranked fifth
for internal quality attributes, as shown in Table 5.3.
5.3.4 RQ4: Do Commits containing the label Refactor indicate more refactoring
activity than those without the label?
Murphy-Hill et al. [189] proposed several hypotheses related to four methods that gather refactoring
data and outlined experiments for testing those hypotheses. One of these methods concerns mining
the commit log. Murphy-Hill et al. hypothesize that commits labeled with the keyword “refactor”
do not indicate more refactoring instances than unlabeled commits. In an empirical context, we
test this hypothesis in two rounds. In the first round, we used the keyword “refactor”, exactly
as dictated by the authors. Thereafter, we quantified the proportion of commits including the
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Table 5.3: Top-10 patterns across quality issues.
Rank Internal QA (%) External QA (%) Code Smell (%)
1 Fix (34.66%) Improve (33.36%) Remove (39.71%)
2 Refactor (17.05%) Fix (20.27%) Refactor (23.28%)
3 Reduce (15.68%) Refactor (15.72%) Fix (10.05%)
4 Remove (14.32%) Add (7.54%) Move (6.62%)
5 Improve (7.50%) Better (6.56%) Rename (4.66%)
6 Modify (3.98 %) Optimize (4.88%) Reduce (4.17%)
7 Cleanup (2.50%) Enhance (4.82%) Cleanup (3.92%)
8 Simplify (1.93%) Cleanup (3.34%) Replace (3.19%)
9 Enhance (1.70%) Introduce (2.16%) Avoid (2.45%)
10 Restructure (0.68%) Simplify (1.36%) Extract (1.96%)
searched label across all the considered projects in our benchmark. In the second round, we re-
tested the hypothesis using the 87 SAR patterns listed in Table 5.2, i.e., we counted the percentage
of commits containing any of our SAR labels. The result of the two rounds resides in a strict set
of commits containing the label refactor, which is included in a larger set containing all patterns,
and finally a remaining set of commits which does not contain any patterns. For each of the sets,
we count the number of refactoring operations identified in the commits. Then we break down the
set per operation type.
In order to compare the quantity of refactorings identified for each set, i.e., labeled and unlabeled
commits with the keyword “refactor”, along with labeled and unlabeled commits with SAR patterns.
We used the Wilcoxon test, as suggested by Murphy-Hill et al. [189] for the purpose of testing
the hypothesis. We then applied the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test to estimate the
significance of differences between the numbers of the sets.
Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of refactorings in labeled and unlabeled commits with SAR
patterns (group 1 at left) and labeled and unlabeled commits with the keyword refactor (group
2 at right). The first observation we can draw is that “Rename Package” is the most labeled
refactoring with a score of 74.53% and 17.59% for group 1 and group 2 respectively. Another
interesting observation is that “Move Attribute” turns out to be the most unlabeled refactoring
with a score of 51.15% for group 1, whereas “Move Source Folder” tends to be the most unlabeled
refactoring for group 2. For both tests, we notice that developers tend to label more refactorings
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applied to code elements with higher granularity level, i.e., at the package level. Conversely,
refactorings that are implemented at method level and at attribute level tend to have the lowest
percentage with commits labeled “refactor”. That sheds light on the variety of ways to express
refactorings, which depend on the levels of granularity.
By comparing the different commits that are labeled and unlabeled with SAR patterns, we observe
a significant number of labeled refactoring commits for each refactoring operation supported by
the tool Refactoring Miner (p-value = 0.0005). This implies that there is a strong trend of
developers in using these phrases in refactoring commits. The results for commits labeled and
unlabeled “refactor” with a p-value = 0.0005 engender an opposite observation, which corroborate
the expected outcome of Murphy-Hill et al.’s hypothesis. Thus, the use of “refactor” is not a great
indication of refactoring activities. The difference between the two tests indicates the usefulness of
the list of SAR patterns that we identified.
5.4 Conclusion
Software developers may explicitly report refactoring activities in the commit messages of versioned
repositories. We call such activity Self-Affirmed Refactoring (SAR), which is an indication of
the developer-reported refactoring events in the change messages. In this work, we performed
an exploratory study to identify SAR patterns, study possible SAR types, and determine how
much SAR exists. Our findings show that developers use a variety of patterns to purposefully
target refactoring events, developers tend to explicitly mention the improvement of certain quality
attributes and code smells, and refactoring commit messages with SAR patterns tend to have
more significant refactoring activity than those without. Our findings shed light on the existence of
SAR. As future work, we plan to investigate which developers are responsible for SAR. Since SAR is
considered a good practice, we would like to examine whether developers with higher experience are
responsible for the introduction of SAR. Further, for commit messages that contain internal quality
attributes (e.g., cohesion and coupling), we plan to empirically assess the quality improvement as
reported by developers in their commit messages.
Chapter 6
Automating the detection of
refactoring documentation
6.1 Introduction
The role of refactoring has been growing from simply improving the internal structure of the code
without altering its external behavior [91] to hold a key driver of the agile methodologies and
become one of the main practices to reduce technical debt [92]. According to recent surveys, the
research on refactoring has been focused on automating it through recommending candidate code
elements to be refactored and which refactoring operations to apply [39, 40, 56, 273]. Yet, more
recent studies have shown that fully automated techniques are underused in practice [128]. Indeed,
there is a need to minimize the disturbance of the existing design, by performing large refactorings,
as developers typically want to recognize and preserve the semantics of their own design, even at
the expense of not significantly improving it [128,201,202].
Therefore, several studies have taken a developer-centric approach by detecting how developers
do refactor their code [239, 240, 278] and how they document their refactoring strategies [14, 305].
The detection of refactoring operations and their documentation allows a better understanding of
code evolution, and challenges that trigger refactoring, including the reduction of code proneness to
errors, facilitation of API and type migrations, etc. While automating the detection of refactoring
operations that are applied in the source code has advanced recently reaching a high accuracy [278],
there is a critical need for a deeper analysis of how such refactoring activities are being documented.
In this context, recent studies [14, 305] have introduced a taxonomy on how developers actually
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document their refactoring strategies in commit messages. Such documentation is known as Self-
Admitted or Self-Affirmed refactoring. Documenting refactoring, similarly to any type of code
change documentation, is useful to decipher the rationale behind any applied change, and it can
help future developers in various engineering tasks, such as program comprehension, design reverse-
engineering, and debugging. However, the detection of such refactoring documentation was hardly
manual and limited. There is a need for automating the detection of such documentation activities,
with an acceptable level of accuracy.
Indeed, the automated detection of refactoring documentation may support various applications
and provide actionable insights to software practitioners and researchers, including empirical studies
around the developer’s perception of refactoring. This can question whether developers do care
about structural metrics and code smells when refactoring their code, or if there are other factors
that may influence such non-functional changes. Furthermore, our previous study [14] found
that there are several intentions behind the application of refactoring, which can be classified
as improving internal structural metrics (e.g., cohesion, encapsulation), removing code smells (e.g.,
God classes, dead code), or optimizing external quality attributes (e.g., testability, readability).
Yet, there is no systematic way to classify such refactoring related messages and estimate the
distribution of refactoring effort among these categories.
To cope with the above-mentioned limitations, this thesis aims to automate the detection and
classification of refactoring documentation in commit messages. In particular, our objective is
to analyze the feasibility and performance of applying learning techniques to (1) identify and (2)
classify refactoring documentation based on commit messages. However, the detection of refactoring
documentation is challenging, besides the inherited ambiguity of distinguishing meanings, in any
natural language text, a recent study has shown that developers do misuse the term refactoring in
their documentations [305], which hardens the reliance on that keyword alone. To cope with these
challenges, we design our study to harvest a potential taxonomy that can be used to document
refactoring activities. Such taxonomy is typically threatened by the potential false-positiveness of
the collected samples. Therefore, we develop a baseline of code changes that are known to contain
refactoring activities, and we analyze their commit messages, in order to ensure that the collected
textual patterns are meant to describe refactoring, and so, to reduce false positives.
To perform this analysis, we formulate the following research questions:
• RQ1. Is it possible to accurately perform two-class and multiclass SAR classification using
our machine learning technique?
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Previous work [14] has shown that SAR can be extracted from commit messages. However,
there is a lack of automatic techniques to classify them. In this work, we performed an
automated approach to classify SAR to determine if the classification using machine learning
techniques can result in high accuracy.
• RQ2. How effective is our machine learning approach in classifying SAR?
The main purpose of this research is to propose an automatic approach to classify SAR
commits. This question explores if our approach effectively outperform the classification over
the current state-of-the-art baselines, i.e., Pattern-based [14] and Random classifier [70].
• RQ3. How much training dataset is needed to effectively classify self-affirmed refactoring?
We would like to investigate the amount of training data that is needed to effectively classify
SAR. Our approach will be easily extended if a small dataset can be used for SAR identification.
On the other hand, if a large number of commits are required, then our approach requires
considerable time and effort.
6.2 Study Design
In this section, we first provide an overview of our approach. Then, we elaborate on the technical
details of the adopted classification technique, in the following subsection. The overview of our
approach is depicted in Figure 11.1, and a sample of commit messages is demonstrated in Figure 8.1.
6.2.1 Data Collection
To collect the necessary commits, we refer to an existing large dataset of links to GitHub repositories
[6]. We perform an initial filtering, using Reaper [184], to only navigate through well-engineered
projects while verifying that they were Java-based; the only language supported by Refactoring
Miner. The authors of this dataset classified “well-engineered software projects” based on the
projects’ use of software engineering practices such as documentation, testing, and project management.
So, we ended up reducing the number of selected projects from 57,447 to 3,795.
Using “well-engineered” and “well-documented” kind of interchangeably - although we acknowledge
the potential value of having a more diverse set of projects, and our findings may not extend to
projects that are not as well-documented, because our primary research methods rely on documentation,
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Figure 6.1: Overall classification framework.








Figure 6.2: Commit message examples for binary and multiclass classification.
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we chose to focus on projects that would be likely to have high-quality documentation (i.e., commit
messages) consistently available.
6.2.2 Refactoring Detection
To extract the entire refactoring history in each project, we use the popular refactoring mining
tool, i.e., Refactoring Miner [278]. Our choice to use Refactoring Miner is justified by the fact
that it achieved the highest accuracy in detecting refactorings compared to the state-of-the-art
available tools, with a precision of 98% and recall of 87% [239, 278] along with being suitable for
our study that requires a high degree of automation in data mining. In this phase, We collect a
total of 1,208,970 refactoring operations from 322,479 commits, applied during a period of 23 years
(1997-2019).
6.2.3 Overall Framework
In a nutshell, the goal of our work is to automatically identify then classify commit messages
containing refactoring documentation, i.e., Self-Affirmed Refactorings, (for the sake of simplicity,
we refer to them as SAR). Our approach takes as input, a commit message, and makes a binary
decision on whether it contains SAR or not. If a SAR is detected, it classifies it into one of of
three common categories: (i) internal quality attribute (ii) external quality attribute, and (iii)
code smell [14]. We formulate a two-phased approach that consists of a model building phase and
a prediction phase. In the model building phase, our goal is to build a model from a corpus real
world documented refactoring operations (i.e., commit messages). In the prediction phase, the
model created in the previous phase will be used to predict categories of new refactoring-related
commit messages.
Our framework takes commit messages along with their ground truth categories obtained by manual
inspection as input for the training procedure extracted from different projects, provided by a
previous study [14]. Based on this input, the commit messages are preprocessed, allowing for
informative featurization. Next, for each commit message, we extract features (i.e., words) to
create a structured feature space. Then, we use the extracted features to build the training set.
In total, we experimented 9 commonly used classifiers to evaluate our model for prediction. We
selected these classifiers as they are typically used in previous commit classification studies as well
as several software engineering classification/prediction problems [26,117,118,120,143,144,155], as
outlined in Table 4.5. After training all models, we use a testing set to challenge the performance.
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Since the model has already learned the vocabulary of N-Gram (discussed in Section 8.2.2) and their
weights from the training dataset, we extract features from the test data based on that vocabulary
and weights, and input them to the model. Finally, the classifier will output the predicted label
for each tested commit message.
6.2.4 Commit Classification
Our classification process has five main phases: (1) data preparation, (2) text cleaning and preprocessing,
(3) feature extraction using N-Gram, (4) model training and building, and (5) classifier selection
and model evaluation. Since a commit message is written in plain text, we follow the approach
provided by Kowsari et al. [136] that discussed a recent trend in text classification techniques and
algorithms.
Data Preparation
Our goal is to provide the classifier with sufficient commits that represent the categories analyzed in
this study. Since the number of candidate commits to classify is large, we cannot manually process
them all, and so we need to randomly sample a subset while making sure it equitably represents the
featured classes, i.e., categories. Since an imbalanced training dataset or class starvation (i.e., not
having adequate instances of a certain class) could worsen the performance of the model [143,144],
we make sure that the classes for two-class (i.e., with or without SAR) and multiclass (i.e., Internal
QA, External QA, and Code Smell) classification problems are equally distributed when preparing
the data for the training (cf., Table 6.1). The classification process has been performed by the
authors of the paper. To approximate the needed number of commits to add, we reviewed the
thresholds used in the studies related to commit classification (see Table 4.5). The highest number
of commits used in comparable studies was around 2,000 commits [57, 117, 119]. Thus, we select
a sample of 2,000 commits from 3,795 projects for each classification model. Below we detail the
manual analysis of the data we use for our classification.
For data preparation, building the ground truth is challenging since we are looking for a particular
set of commits. To prune the search space, we started with using an existing dataset of commits
[14], manually inspected and validated for containing refactoring operations and an associated
description at the commit message. We intend to build our own dataset by choosing a subset of
this dataset, in a way to serve the purpose of the binary and multiclass classification.
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Table 6.1: Number of instances per class.
Dataset with SAR without SAR
1,823 instances 912 911
Dataset Internal QA External QA Code Smell
1,044 instances 348 348 348
To prepare the dataset of the binary classification, we need to create two groups of commits,
i.e., commits with or without SAR. The first group (with SAR) is created by randomly sampling
commits, previously known to contain SAR patterns listed in Table 5.1. We further perform
another round of individual verification by the authors before adding them to the group. Commits
for which there was no full agreement by the authors were excluded from our dataset. The second
group (without SAR) can be easily created by randomly choosing commit messages that simply
do not contain these SAR patterns, but since we do want to strengthen our decision boundary, we
intend to choose commits that are closest to neighboring regions between the two classes. To do
so, for each commit from the first group (with SAR), we locate the set of its contiguous commits
(committed either before or after), and performed by the same committer, then we randomly sample
one of them to be added to the second group (without SAR), after manually verifying that it does
not contain any description of a refactoring activity.
For the multiclass classification, we build it by making sure the chosen commits belong to one of
the three categories listed in Table 5.2. To avoid involving our interpretation, it is important to
note that the description of the categories listed in Table 5.2 needs to be explicit in the commit
messages. We used stratified sampling to select 2,000 commit messages for manual classification,
divided equally for each stratum. To ensure that these commits reported developers’ intention
to perform refactoring, and to improve quality attributes or fix code smells, we inspected these
commits to remove false positives.
To avoid having false positive commits, we applied the filtering to narrow down the commit messages
eliminating the ones that are less likely to be classified as self-affirmed refactoring. We designed the
filtering to help ensure that we only trained the algorithm on higher-quality commit messages [124].
We followed the process from existing papers in filtering commit messages [70,94,164]. For example,
Fu et al. [94] filtered out short commit messages. Mauczka et al. [164] used the “Blacklist” category
to filter all commits, which underlying modifications were not carried out by humans or which do
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not actually include any source code modifications. In our work, we apply five filtering heuristics to
narrow down the commit messages eliminating the ones that are less likely to be classified as SAR.
It is important to note that we removed short commit messages from the training, but not from the
testing set because (1) short commit messages do not contain enough information and do not clearly
describe the purpose of code change , and (2) we want to train the classifier on well-documented
commit messages, and label commits that contain enough information about refactorings. Prior
study has pruned short commit messages since these will be noise for the classifiers, and they did
not record the cause of the changes [94]. Some criteria we used for filtering were as follows:
• If a commit contains an alternative form of the word “refactor” such as “re-factor*”, the
commit was classified as SAR commit.
• If a commit message contains a pattern that is in a slightly different form of one of the
patterns, such as “simplify the code” and “simplify code”, the commit was classified as SAR
commit.
• Commits that were either too short or ambiguous were discarded. Some examples of hard-
to-classify commit messages are: “Solr Indexer ready”1, “allow multiple collections”2, and
“Auto configuration of AgiScripts”3.
• If one commit could belong to more than one class, it was excluded.
• If the quality attribute is a part of the identifier name, the commits were excluded, e.g.,
“SONARJS-541 Precise issue location for ExpressionComplexity (S1067)”. We discarded
this commit because “complexity” is referring to a part of a class name and not a quality
attribute.
The above-mentioned examples of ambiguous commit messages prevent us from being confident,
and hence, for each discarded commit message, we randomly sampled another replacement. We
repeated this process until we found the commit message that we were able to confidently classify.
Because of the random nature of the process, some classes were saturated faster than others, so we
kept increasing the number of instances only for the underrepresented classes, until we find the right
balance between all classes. The criteria listed above reduced the number of commits and helped
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removed because of them either being short or ambiguous. Also, in our case, any message with less
than 7 characters was too short for us to decide. The evaluation resulted in keeping 1,823 commits
and 1,044 commits, respectively for two-class and multiclass classification problems. To mitigate the
risk of having a biased dataset and to inspect the level of agreement of the manual classification, we
extract stratified sample of our dataset that are classified by the first author, and have these sample
commits independently classified again by the second author. Particularly, similar to [144], in order
to inspect manual classification agreement, we randomly classified a 10% sample of commits, i.e.,
186 and 105 commits out of the 1823 and 1044 for two-class and multiclass classification problems,
respectively. This quantity roughly equates to a sample size with a confidence level of 95% and
a confidence interval of 8. We used Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [63] to evaluate the inter-rater
agreement level for the categorical classes. We achieved an agreement level of 0.96 for the two-class
classification, and 0.87 for multiclass classification. According to Fleiss et al. [90], these agreement
values are considered to have an almost perfect agreement (i.e., 0.81–1.00).
Text Cleaning & Preprocessing
After the data preparation phase, we applied a similar methodology explained in [134,136] for text
pre-processing. In order for the commit messages to be classified into correct categories, they need
to be preprocessed and cleaned; put into a format that the classification algorithms will process.
This way, the noise will be removed, allowing for informative featurization. To extract features
(i.e., words), we preprocess the text as follows:
• Tokenization: The goal of tokenization is to investigate the words in a sentence. The
tokenization process breaks a stream of text into words, phrases, symbols, or other meaningful
elements called tokens [136]. In our work, we tokenize each commit by splitting the text into
its constituent set of words. We also split tokens on special characters (e.g., the string
“package-level” would be separated into two tokens, “package” and “level”).
• Lemmatization: The lemmatization process either replaces the suffix of a word with a
different one or removes the suffix of a word to get the basic word form (lemma). In our
work, the lemmatization process involves sentence separation, part-of-speech identification,
and generating dictionary form. We split the commit messages into sentences, since input
text could constitute a long chunk of text. The part-of-speech identification helps in filtering
words used as features that aid in key-phrase extraction. Lastly, since the word could have
multiple dictionary forms, only the most probable form is generated.
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• Stop-Word Removal: Stop words (i.e., words and common English words such as “is”,
“are”, “if”, etc) are removed since they do not play any role as features for the classifier [230].
• Capitalization Normalization: Since text could have a diversity of capitalization to form
a sentence and this could be problematic when classifying large commits, all the words in the
commit messages are converted to lower case and all verb contractions are expanded.
• Noise Removal: Special characters and numbers are removed since they can deteriorate
the classification. More specifically, we remove all numeric characters, unique and duplicate
special characters, email addresses and URLs.
Feature Extraction Using N-Gram
After cleaning and preprocessing the text, we apply feature extraction to extract only the most
useful information from text strings to differentiate classes in both classification problems. In
particular, we selected the N-Gram technique for feature extraction. The N-Gram technique
is a set of n-word that occurs in a text set and could be used as a feature to represent that
text [136]. In general, N-Gram term has more semantic than an isolated word. Some of the
keywords (e.g., “improve”) do not provide much information when used on its own. However,
when collecting N-Gram from commit message (e.g., Refactor:Remove redundant method names,
extract method, improve usability), the keyword “improve” clearly indicates that this is a SAR
commit. In our classification, we use bigrams since it is very common to enhance the performance
of text classification [263], and we select Fisher Score filter-based feature selection [82, 104] to
featurize text and manage the size of the text feature vector, similar to [134]. As for the weighting
function, we used the standard Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [159] due
to its popularity in the research community (the value for each N-Gram is its TF score multiplied
by its IDF score). Thus, each preprocessed word in the commit message is assigned a value which
is the weight of the word computed using this weighting scheme. TF-IDF gives greater weight
(e.g., value) to words which occur frequently in fewer documents rather than words which occur
frequently in many documents.
Model Training and Building
In this phase, we performed the 10-fold cross-validation technique to assess the variability and
reliability of the classifier. Specifically, for each of the classification methods, we combined the
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commit messages into a single large dataset. Then, we split the dataset into ten folds, where each
fold contained an equal proportion of commit messages. Thereafter, we performed ten evaluation
rounds with different testing dataset in which nine folds were used as training dataset and the
remaining one of the ten folds is used as the testing dataset. We aggregated the results of the ten
evaluation rounds and reported the average performance for each classifier.
Classifier Selection and Model Evaluation
Selecting the proper classifier for optimal classification of the commits is a rather challenging
task [89]. Best practices suggest that developers document their commits by providing a commit
message along with every commit they make to the repository. These commit messages are usually
written using natural language, and generally convey some information about the commit they
represent. In this study, we are dealing with two-class and multiclass classification problems since
the commit messages are categorized into two and three different types as explained in Table 5.1
and 5.2, respectively. Because we have a predefined set of categories, our approach relies on
supervised machine learning algorithms to assign each commit message to one category. Since
it is very important to come up with an optimal classifier that can provide satisfactory results,
several studies have compared several classifiers such as K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Naive Bayes
Multinomial, Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM), and Random Forest (RF) in the context of
commit classification into similar categories [134, 143, 144]. These studies found that Random
Forest (RF) achieves high performance. We investigated each classifier ourselves using common
statistical measures (precision, recall, accuracy, and F-measure) of classification performance to
compare each. It is important to note that the calculation of F-measure for multiclass classification
is not supported by Azure Machine Learning (Azure ML). Thus, to facilitate comparison and to
have all statistical measures that are consistent with two-class classification, we compute F-measure
for multiclass in terms of precision and recall using the following formula:













It is worth noting that a few models that we consider are inherently binary classifiers. In order
to adjust for multiclass classification, each classifier applies the One-vs-All strategy for issues
that require multiple output classes [152]. Thus, to ensure fairness, we use One-vs-All strategy
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for multiclass classification when using the following five classifiers: Gradient Boosted Machine
(GMB) [93], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [297], Locally Deep SVM (LD-SVM) [125], Averaged
Perceptron Method (APM) [64], and Bayes Point Machine (BPM) [115]. The remaining classifiers,
considered in this study, are: Logistic Regression (LR) [27], Random Forest (RF) [218], Decision
Jungle (DJ) [236], and Neural Network (NN) [107]. Our experiment is conducted using Microsoft
Azure Machine Learning (Azure ML [185]), as it provides a built-in web-service once the classification
models are deployed. We provide, in Table 6.2, the default parameter values for the classification
algorithms in our study.
Table 6.2: Default parameter values for the classification algorithms.
Algorithm Parameter Description Default Value
Random Forest
n estimators Number of decision trees 8
max depth Maximum depth of the decision trees 32
n samples leaf Number of random splits per node 128
min samples split Minimum number of samples per leaf node 1
Logistic Regression
optimiz tol Optimization tolerance 1E-07
1 weight L1 regularization weight 1
L2 weight L2 regularization weight 1
memory L BFGS Memory size for L-BFGS 20
Gradient Boosted Machine
max n leaf Maximum number of leaves per tree 20
min samples leaf Minimum number of samples per leaf node 10
learning rate Learning rate 0.2
n tree Number of trees constructed 100
Decision Jungle
n estimators Number of decision directed acyclic graphs 8
max depth Maximum depth of the decision directed acyclic graphs 32
max width Maximum of the decision directed acyclic graphs 128
n optimiz Number of optimization steps per decision directed acyclic graphs layer 2048
Support Vector Classification
n iter Number of iterations 1
Lambda Lambda 0.001
Locally Deep SVM
max depth Depth of the tree 3
lam weight Lambda weight 0.1
n theta Lambda Theta 0.01
n theta Prime Lambda Theta Prime 0.01
n sigmoid Sigmoid sharpness 1
n iter Number of iterations 15000
Neural Network
n nodes Number of hidden nodes 100
learning rate The learning rate 0.1
n learning rate Number of learning iterations 100
learning rate weights Initial learning weights diameter 0.1
momentum Momentum 0
Average Perceptron Method
learning rate Learning rate 1
m iter Maximum number of iterations 10
Bayes Point Machine n training iter Number of training iterations 30
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6.3 Evaluation
This section reports and discusses our experimental results and aims to answer our research
questions.
6.3.1 RQ1: Is it possible to accurately perform two-class and multiclass SAR
classification using our machine learning technique?
As shown in previous work [14], SAR can be extracted from commit messages. However, there is a
lack of automatic techniques to classify them. In this work, we performed an automated approach
to classify SAR to determine if the classification using machine learning techniques can result in
high accuracy. A comparison between classification algorithms is reported in Table 6.3 and 6.4. The
best performing model was used to classify the test dataset. Based on our findings, the F-measure of
Random Forest (RF) and Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) are respectively 98% and 98% which
are clearly higher than their competitors for the two-class classification. For the multiclass, in
addition to RF and GBM, Logistic Regression (LR) outperforms the other models with F-measure
of 93%. Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 show the detailed performance for the best multiclass classifiers.
Random Forest and boosting learning machines belong to the family of ensemble learning machines,
and have typically yielded superior predictive performance mainly due to the fact that they both
aggregate several learnings. As for Logistic Regression, the fact that Logistic Regression achieves
comparable performance as Random Forest and Boosting can be explained by the fact that the
underlying true model for the text data has an inherent structure that matches the logistic regression
assumption.
Another observation with regard to the classifiers accuracy is that few of the classifiers we considered
in our study (GBM, SVM, LD-SVM, APM, and BPM) are inherently binary classifiers, and we
used the One-vs-All strategy to adapt them for multiclass. Hence, these classifiers give us higher
accuracy when performing binary classification compared to multiclass classification (98% vs 93%,
respectively).Another reason for getting a different accuracy value when identifying multiclass labels
vs two-class is that some commit messages could potentially belong to multiple categories. Hence,
the machine learning classifiers, considered in this study, got confused when classifying such commit
messages. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show two cases of commit messages that confused the classifiers when
performing two-class and multiclass classifications, respectively. The first commit message (Figure
6.6) contains a pattern (i.e., changing package name) that is a synonym of the patterns “renam*”
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or “use better name”. The second commit message (Figure 6.7) contains more code element-related
keywords such as “method” or “class” tend to be classified as “Code Smell” since code smell-related
commits usually contain more description of the code elements that need to be optimized. This
commit example targets to improve the flexibility at the design phase, which should be classified
as “External QA”.
Moreover, it is important to note that the classes used in this study categorize mainly the refactoring
documentation and do not reflect the overall activities of the commits. Hence, these commit
messages do not strictly contain refactoring code changes, especially that we noticed that refactoring
tends to be interleaved with other software engineering tasks, such as fixing bugs, migrating type
changes etc. Therefore, it is important to consider such context to better understand the intention
behind the application of refactoring, and this will be our main future research direction.
Table 6.3: Performance of different classifiers (Binary classification).
Classifier Precision Recall Accuracy F-measure
Logistic Regression 0.98 0.93 0.96 0.95
Random Forest 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
Gradient Boosted Machine 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
Decision Jungle 0.97 0.94 0.95 0.95
Support Vector Machine 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.95
Locally Deep SVM 0.97 0.93 0.95 0.95
Neural Network 0.98 0.92 0.95 0.95
Averaged Perceptron Method 0.97 0.93 0.95 0.95
Bayes Point Machine 0.83 0.85 0.84 0.84
6.3.2 RQ2: How effective is our machine learning approach in classifying SAR?
The main goal of this research is to propose an automatic approach to classify SAR commits that
can effectively outperform the classification over the current state-of-the-art baselines, i.e., Pattern-
based [14] and Random classifier [70]. The selection of the two baseline approaches to compare
against our approach was similar to Da Silva et al. [70]. We opt to choose a pattern-based approach
because the methods used so far to identify refactoring commits [128,164,190,221,222,253,254,305]
and analyze refactoring activity [253] heavily rely on string matching. Other studies (e.g., [164]) that
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Figure 6.5: Visualization of the F-measure for different classifiers (Multiclass).
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Figure 6.6: Example of refactoring commit message that confused the classifiers (Two-class).
Figure 6.7: Example of refactoring commit message that confused the classifiers (Multiclass).
focused on classifying commit messages on Swanson’s categories (Corrective, Adaptive, Perfective)
also used keyword-based approach. Currently, there is no evidence on how well pattern-based
approaches perform. The choice of random classifier was similar to [70] that assumes that the
detection of self-affirmed refactoring is random. Existing studies (cf., Table 4) that have applied
machine learning techniques in similar contexts (i.e., text classification) usually evaluate their
approach using different classifiers. To compare their approach against others, they consider the
keyword-based approach. To our knowledge, the only study that considers additional approach
(i.e., random classifier) is the study by Da Silva et al. [70]. Thus, we consider keyword-based and
random classifiers to compare against our approach.
Answering this research question would shed light on whether the classification of SAR is a learning
problem or not. We hypothesize that if learning algorithms cannot outperform a String matching
algorithm, then there is no need for proposing such a framework. The two chosen baselines, for
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Table 6.4: Performance of different classifiers (Multiclass classification).
Classifier Precision Recall Accuracy F-measure
Logistic Regression 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
Random Forest 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
One-vs-All Gradient Boosted Machine 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
Decision Jungle 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.88
One-vs-All Support Vector Machine 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91
One-vs-All Locally Deep SVM 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90
Neural Network 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91
One-vs-All Averaged Perceptron Method 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.91
One-vs-All Bayes Point Machine 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83
this investigation, are listed below:
• Baseline 1 (Pattern-based technique): The pattern-based approach in identifying SAR
is proposed by AlOmar et al. [14]. In their work, they identified 87 recurring patterns in
SAR commit messages. We use these patterns as indicators of refactoring activities, i.e., if a
pattern exists in a commit, it is then classified as a SAR.
In order to calculate the standard statistical metrics for this baseline, we use a set of 1,823
and 1,044 commit messages (cf., Table 6.1) from the list of SAR and non-SAR commits
and from each class of the multiclass classification respectively. We use them to perform
a manual inspection to identify true positives (tp), true negatives (tn), false positives (fp),
and false negatives (fn). True positives are cases when the pattern-based approach correctly
identified SAR commits, and true negatives are commits correctly classified as without SAR.
Similarly, false positives are commits classified as being SAR when they are not and finally
false negatives are commits classified as without SAR when they are really SAR commits.
Thus, using the tp, tn, fp, and fn values, we compute the precision, recall, and F-measure.
• Baseline 2 (Random classifier): Similar to Da Silva et al. [70], we consider Random
classifier as one of the baselines to compare against our approach. The rationale behind using
this random classifier to hold our approach accountable for providing significantly better
results in comparison with a random classification. The precision of this approach is calculated
by taking the total number of SAR over the total number of commit messages for all projects.
As for the recall, there is a 50% chance that commit messages will be classified as SAR. The
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calculation of F-measure is explained previously in Section 6.2.
Table 6.5 and Figure 8.3 present the experimental results of our approach compared with baseline 1
(Pattern-based), and baseline 2 (Random classifier). For our approach, we consider the highest F-
measure score to compare against the other two baselines. Our approach provides an improvement
over the comment patterns, outperforming it by 1.53 times and 1.45 times for two-class and
multiclass respectively. We can see from Table 6.5 that our approach outperforms the simple
Random baseline by 1.84 times and by 22.14 times respectively for two-class and multiclass classifications.
To better analyze our findings, after deploying our models as a web-service, we validate the two-
class and multiclass models by randomly selecting 500 and 363 new commit messages, respectively.
These new commit messages contain all types of commits (e.g., short commit messages, commits
with more than two classes, and commits with quality attributes as part of the identifier names).
We manually read through commit messages that were classified as SAR commits in the prediction
phase, and were classified as non SAR according to the pattern-based approach. Intuitively, such
results induce the existence of features that represent the refactoring activity, and they are not
captured by the previous study. Indeed, we found a set of featured keywords that do indicate
refactoring activities (e.g., “Tidy code”, “repackage”, and “fix bad merge and coding style issues”),
and were not reported by any of the previous studies related to refactoring documentation. Such
featured patterns could complement the list of manually identified 87 SAR patterns. Figure 6.9
reveals examples of these new patterns.
Table 6.5: Comparison of statistical measures between our approach, pattern-based and the
Random classifier.
Classification
Our approach Pattern-based Random Classifier
Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F-measure
Two-class 0.98 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.47 0.64 0.61 0.5 0.53
Multiclass 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.97 0.48 0.64 0.02 0.5 0.042
Two-class Improve. – – – 0.98 x 2.08 x 1.53 x 1.60 x 1.96 x 1.84 x
Multiclass Improve. – – – 0.95 x 1.93 x 1.45 x 46.5 x 1.86 x 22.14 x
6.3.3 RQ3: How much training dataset is needed to effectively classify self-
affirmed refactoring?
After assessing the accuracy of our approach in classifying SAR commits, we want to investigate
the amount of training data that is needed to effectively classify SAR. Our approach will be easily


















Our approach Pattern-based Random classifier
Figure 6.8: Visualization of the F-measure for different approaches.
extended if a small dataset can be used for SAR identification. On the other hand, if a large number
of commits are required, then our approach requires considerable time and effort.
To answer this research question, we incrementally add training data and assess the classifier’s
performance. We start by randomly selecting a stratified sample of 11,000 commits for each stratum
(i.e., SAR and non-SAR commits) provided by the authors of [14], and combining these commits
into a single large dataset. Then, we follow the classification process discussed in Section 6.2,
which results in 5,000 equally divided for each class. We then split the dataset into 10 folds with
equal size, ensuring that each partition has the same ratio of SAR and non-SAR commits. For
the multiclass classification problem, however, we use only a stratified sample of 1,044 commits
discussed in Section 6.2. The reason for only considering these commits is that we are restricted
by the minimum number of commits belonging to the code smell category. Thus, to avoid having
an imbalanced training dataset, we keep the training size as it was originally set up. We discard
the 44 commits since this number is less than the selected batch training size.
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Figure 6.9: Sample of patterns identified by automatic classification.




















Figure 6.10: F-measure achieved by incrementally adding training data size for two-class
classification.
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Figure 6.11: F-measure achieved by incrementally adding training data size for multiclass
classification.
For both classification methods, we run our approach using the 10-fold cross-validation technique,
using nine folds as training data and the remaining one for testing. Because our target is to examine
the impact of the quantity of training data on the performance of the classification, we train the
classifier adding batches of 100 commits at a time similar to [70], and evaluate their performance on
the testing dataset. For each batch of commits, we maintain the same ratio of SAR and non-SAR
commits. The process ends when all of the training dataset is used. After each iteration, we report
the average performance for all of the folds.
Figure 6.10 reveals the F-measure scores when identifying SAR and non-SAR commits. Overall,
we find that the F-measure maintains almost the same level with no significant improvement, in
terms of accuracy, as the dataset size increases. As can be seen, we obtain a high F-measure value
starting with less than 1000 commits. We conclude that only one fold of the training dataset is
sufficient to identify SAR commits with F-measure of 90%. To achieve F-measure higher than
90%, at least one fold of 1000 is needed. Figure 6.11 shows the F-measure values when classifying
Internal QA, External QA, and Code Smell commits (multiclass). In general, we notice that the
F-measure value slightly increases as we increase the number of commits in the training dataset.
To get at least 90% F-measure, more than 400 commits are needed. We conclude that to achieve
a performance equivalent to 80% and 90% of the high F-measure score, only 10% and 40% of the
commit messages are required respectively. To test the significance of the difference in F-measure
values, we applied the Mann-Whitney U Test and found that the differences are not statistically
significant.
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6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed an approach to identify and classify self-affirmed refactoring in commit
messages. We compared the performance of our approach to pattern-based and simple random
baselines. Our results show that our approach (1) is able to accurately classify SAR commits
with accuracy of 98% and 93% for two-class and multiclass classification methods, respectively,
outperforming the two state-of-the-art approaches considered in this study, and (2) can achieve F-
measure of 90% using only 1% and 40% of the commits when performing two-class and multiclass
SAR classifications respectively. This indicates a relatively small training dataset is sufficient to
classify SAR commits.
In the future, we plan to study the applicability of our approach to other projects developed in
different programming languages, and to other domains. Another potential research direction is to
use the current findings to build a tool that supports the identification and detection of self-affirmed
refactoring commits. We also plan to conduct different user studies with our industrial partner to
predict the refactoring intention of the developers and further assess whether it aligns with what
happened to his source code after applying refactoring.
Chapter 7
Mining and managing big data
refactoring for design improvement
7.1 Introduction
Successful software systems undergo evolution through the continuous code changes, as means
to update features, fix bugs, and produce a more reliable and efficient product. Prior studies
have pointed out how software complexity can be a serious obstacle preventing the ease of software
evolution, as large and sophisticated modules are, in general, harder to understand, and error-prone.
Such patterns, located in the system design, negatively impact the overall quality of software as
they are responsible for making its design inadequate for evolution. In this context, it has been
shown that software engineers spend up to 60% of their programming time in reading source code,
and trying to understand its functionality, in order to properly perform the needed changes without
”breaking” the code. Consequently, software maintenance activities that are related to improving
the overall software quality to take up to 67% of the cost allocated for the project. The de-facto
way of handling such debt is through software refactoring. By definition, refactoring is the art
of improving design structure while preserving the overall external behavior. With the rise of
technical debt, and developers acknowledgment of shortage in their deliverables, refactoring stands
as a critical task to maintain the existence of software and to prevent it from decay.
Projects that are known to be successful in maintaining their quality through several waves of
updates and migrations across various programming paradigms and frameworks, are known to be
witnessing efficient refactoring strategies. Such hidden knowledge has triggered the intention of
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research to mine and understand how developers refactor their code in practice. In this context,
several refactoring detection tools have been lately proposed to mine the development history of
a given software project, and extract all the information related to all refactoring operations that
were performed on its code elements.
As recent refactoring tools (e.g., Refactoring Miner [278] and RefDiff [240]) have reached a high level
of maturity, their usage across various large projects has triggered an explosion in the information
that can be obtained regarding previously performed refactorings, and their corresponding impact
on the source code. Furthermore, refactoring, being by nature a code change, when batched,
becomes harder to analyze. Moreover, code changes visualization is gaining more attention in
software engineering research, yet visualizing refactoring is still under-researched.
For the above mentioned challenges that the plethora of refactorings have emerged, this chapter
initiates the discussion about how the world of big data can provide a rich source of solutions.
We detail the multiple challenges linked to refactoring indexing, analysis and visualization, while
exploring potential big data solutions. We identify five refactoring challenges, triggering the
explosion of refactoring data, which we can call Big Data Refactoring Challenges. These challenges
are 1) Detection of refactoring operations in software systems, 2) Developer’s Documentation of
refactoring activities, 3) Recommendation of refactoring opportunities on existing software systems,
5) Automation of refactoring execution, and 5) Visualization of refactoring impact on the source
code. We organize this chapter to explore each of these challenges, by detailing its existing tools
and methodologies, along with discussing their limitations and how they are explicitly or implicitly
linked to big data dimensions.
7.2 Mining and Detection
The popularity of the GitHub hosting service is increasing rapidly and has been used frequently for
the base of data collection in literature. Research in mining software repositories mainly relies on
two GitHub services: the version and bug tracking systems. GitHub stores all versions of the source
code and any specific changes are represented by a commit that involves a textual description of the
change (i.e., commit message). The bug tracking system, on the other hand, provides an interface
for reporting errors. GitHub makes it possible to mine a large amount of information and different
properties of open source projects.
The challenge in this area lies in analyzing a comprehensive and large number of GitHub commits
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containing refactoring. Several studies have mining tools to identify refactoring operations between
two versions of a software system. Dig et al. [78] developed a tool called Refactoring Crawler, which
uses syntax and graph analysis to detect refactorings. Prete et al. [217] proposed Ref-Finder, which
identifies complex refactorings using a template-based approach. Hayashi et al. [111] considered
the detection of refactorings as a search problem. The authors proposed a graph search algorithm
to model changes between software versions. Xing and Stroulia [299] proposed JDevAn, which is a
UMLDiff based, design-level analyzer for detecting refactorings in the history of Object-Oriented
systems. Tsantalis et al. presented Refactoring Miner, which is a lightweight, UMLDiff based
algorithm that mines refactorings within Git commits. Silva and Valente [240] extended Refactoring
Miner by combining the heuristics-based static analysis with code similarity (TF-IDF weighting
scheme) to identify 13 refactoring types. Tsantalis et al. [278] extended their tool to enhance the
accuracy of the 28 refactoring types that can be detected through structural constraints. A recent
survey by Tan [264] compares several refactoring detection tools and shows that Refactoring Miner
is currently the most accurate refactoring detection tool. The choice of the mining tool is driven
by accuracy; therefore Refactoring Miner is suitable for mining and detecting refactorings and
extracting big data refactoring. It is suitable for studies that require a large variety of repositories
and commit volumes.
With the existence of millions of software projects, whose sizes vary from small to large, mining
their refactorings could lead to an amount of data that cannot be handled by traditional means.
This links mining refactoring to Big Data’s Volume. For instance, in our recent study [14], we
mined refactoring in 3,795 open source projects. The process extracted over 1,200,000 refactoring
operations, distributed in 322,479 commits. We faced challenges in hosting and querying this data.
To extend our study, we need to extract refactorings in over 300 000 open source projects, and we
are currently unable to perform this study, unless we seek the right framework to collect, store, and
index such data.
Another interesting challenge related to such data, is its heterogeneity. Refactoring operations are
different from each other in their structure, target code elements and impact on source code. For
instance, the rename identifier refactoring, is the act of changing the name of a given attribute.
Such operation requires saving the old name of the attribute, its new name and the path of the
file containing the attribute. As for extract method, which is the splitting of a given method into
two sub-methods, this operation requires saving the old method signature, and body (and path)
along with saving the signature and bodies of the newly created methods (and paths). So, each
refactoring type requires a unique structure to store its information. Furthermore, various studies
are interested in the reachability of the refactoring operation, to better analyze their impact on the
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code design. Storing refactored code elements and their corresponding dependencies may require
specific data structures like graphs. For large and complex systems, analyzing such information is
challenging.
7.3 Refactoring Documentation
A number of studies have focused recently on the identification and detection of refactoring activities
during the software life cycle. One of the common approaches to identify refactoring activities is to
analyze the commit messages in version-controlled repositories. Prior work [14] has explored how
developers document their refactoring activities in commit messages; this activity is called Self-
Admitted Refactoring or Self-Affirmed Refactoring (SAR). In particular, SAR refers to the situation
which shows developers explicit documentation of refactoring operations intentionally introduced
during a code change. For example, by manual inspection of the Cassandra-unit1 open source
project, AlOmar et al [14] used this example to demonstrate SAR: ”refactoring of Abstract*DataSet
to delete duplicate code,” which indicates that developers intentionally refactor one class to remove
the redundancy antipattern that violates design principles. The authors manually analyzed commit
messages by reading through 58,131 commits. Then they extracted, from these commit messages,
a set of repetitive keywords and phrases which are specific to refactoring. They provided a set
of 87 patterns, identified across 3,795 open source projects. Since this approach heavily depends
on the manual inspection of commit messages, in follow-up work, AlOmar et al. [15] presented
a two-step approach that firstly distinguishes whether a commit message potentially contains an
explicit description of a refactoring effort. Then, secondly classifies it into one of the three common
categories identified in previous study [14], which is the first attempt to automate the detection and
classification of self-affirmed refactorings. The existence of such patterns unlocks more studies that
question the developers’ perception of quality attributes (e.g., coupling, complexity); these results
may be used to recommend future refactoring activity. For instance, AlOmar et al. [16] identified
which quality models are more in line with the developer’s vision of quality optimization when they
explicitly mention in the commit messages that they refactor to improve these quality attributes.
This study shows that, although there is a variety of structural metrics can represent internal
quality attributes, not all of them can measure what developers consider to be an improvement
in their source code. Based on their empirical investigation, for metrics that are associated with
quality attributes, there are different degrees of improvement and degradation of software quality
for different SAR patterns.
As stated above, developers use a variety of patterns to express their refactoring activities. Previous
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studies illustrate such a pattern. However, one big challenge is that it is not practical for large
real world projects to manually collect all potential keywords/phrases reported in a large number
of commit messages, as developers may use various expressions to annotate how they refactor. To
cope with this challenge, future research could plan to use the findings of previous studies to build
a text-mining tool that will automatically support software engineers in the task of identifying,
detecting, and highlighting self-affirmed refactoring in the commit messages. This detector could
allow users to train their own model and integrate self-affirmed refactoring detectors into their
development tools.
If we want to extend the study of AlOmar et al. [16], and analyze refactoring documentation
across the dataset previously described, we are challenged by the Volume of text that needs to
be analyzed. Furthermore, this text is originated from many developers, from different projects,
and so, it contains various semantics, which increases the ambiguity of deciphering it. From a
Variability perspective, there is a need to find better formatting and indexing for this text in order
to adequately extract the needed information. For instance, the rise of Word2Vec [102], when
combined with the appropriate vector indexing, may provide a potential solution to avoid naive
string matching, which is known to generate false positives. Other topic modeling techniques can be
also explored to extract textual patterns which are relevant to refactoring documentation, however,
their manual validation is challenging due to the large number of potential patterns that can be
generated.
7.4 Refactoring Automation
Maintaining large scale code and ensuring large scale semantically safe refactoring can be a challenging
task. Many contemporary IDEs provide a limited set of automatic refactoring operations applied
to a single file or package. Handling large refactoring poses a big challenge in many object-oriented
development projects. Further, performing a high volume of refactoring typically takes longer and
changes multiple parts of the system. If refactoring influences large chunks of the system, as a result,
there is a need to break changes down into smaller parts. A few questions could be investigated
when performing Volume and Variety of refactoring:
• How can large refactoring operations be planned?
• How can undo-functionality be implemented for large refactorings during the actual refactoring?
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• How can we proceed to add more functionality during the execution of large refactorings while
ensuring behavior preservation for the existing application?
• How can we integrate the plans of implementing large refactorings into the development
process?
• How can we document the status of a large refactoring?
7.4.1 Refactoring Tools
Various aspects of refactoring need to be considered when automating the application of refactoring.
These include, but are not limited to, automation, reliability, coverage, and scalability of refactoring
tools. With regards to automation, fully automated and semi-automated refactoring tools are
beneficial for developers. For example, adding support of an ”undo” feature can facilitate the
process of returning the software to its original state in case the effect of refactoring is not desirable.
Reliability indicates whether the software guarantees behavior preservation of the refactoring transformation.
A full guarantee of behavioral preservation is challenging, thus, an automated refactoring tool
should define a set of pre and post conditions to ensure program correctness after the application
of refactoring. Concerning coverage, refactoring tools should cover a wide range of refactoring
activities that developers could perform, i.e., the tool should be as complete as possible. It would
be worthwhile to have refactoring tools that support a complete set of refactoring operations of
different levels of granularity (e.g., class, method, package) to improve the system design from
different perspectives (e.g., code smell removal, adherence to object-oriented design practices such
as SOLID and GRASP, etc). Scalability is another aspect that should be taken into consideration
when constructing refactoring tools.
7.4.2 Lack of Use
Despite the positive aspects of semi-automated refactoring, many developers continue to prefer to
do refactoring manually, even when the opportunity to use a refactoring tool presents itself. In
the realm of Extract Method refactoring, Kim et al. [128] found that 58.3% of developers chose to
perform their refactorings manually. Another study by Negara et al. [196] shows that even though
the majority of developers aware of refactoring tools and their benefits, they still chose to refactor
manually. Murphy-Hill et al. [188] found that only 2 out of 16 students in an object-oriented
programming class had previously used refactoring tools. Another survey by Murphy-Hill [187]
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found that 63% of surveyed individuals at an Agile methodology conference used environments
with refactoring tools, and that they use the tools 68% of the time when one is available. This
is significant, since Agile methodologies are generally predisposed to be in favor of refactoring,
indicating the general usage must be even lower. Murphy-Hill tempers this statement by noting
the likelihood of bias in the participants’ responses, as well as the survey size of 112 being non-
representative as it is comparatively small compared to all programmers.
Murphy-Hill also compared studies by Murphy-Hill et al. and Mäntylä et al. They show that
students claim they are more likely to perform Extract Method refactoring immediately compared
to Rename refactoring, yet developers are 8 times as likely to use a Rename refactoring tool than
an Extract Method refactoring tool [160]. Research by Vakilian et al. and Kim et al. also indicate
that the majority of developers would prefer to apply refactorings other than Rename refactoring
manually [128, 283]. There is no clear conclusion for this discrepancy, but it indicates either an
underuse of Extract Method refactoring tools or overuse of Rename refactoring tools. Ultimately,
it seems unrealistic to come to a concrete conclusion regarding the use of refactoring tools by all
developers, but these findings show strong indirect evidence that refactoring tools are underutilized
compared to their potential.
From big data perspective, these studies suffer from lack of analysis of Value. There should be
an alignment of how tools refactor code with what developers are expecting their code to be
refactored. So far, existing tools focus on removing code smells, and improving the design structural
measurements, however, and as seen in Table 9.6, developers do refactor their code for various
reasons that go beyond these two objectives.
7.4.3 Lack of Trust
There have been a number of studies and surveys done collecting information on developers’ aversion
to refactoring tools. Surveys by Campbell et al. [52], Pinto et al. [215], and Murphy-Hill [187]
include the same barrier to entry in their findings: lack of trust . In general, this refers to when a
developer is unwilling to give control over modification of the code base to the refactoring tool due
to perceived potential problems. This can manifest for a number of reasons. The developer may
be unfamiliar with the tool and unwilling to risk experimenting with a tool that could modify the
program in unexpected ways. The developer may be unfamiliar with the terms the tool uses, or
the information it displays, or the tool may be difficult to learn or use. They may not understand
exactly what the tool intends to change about their program. They may not know how the tool will
affect the style or readability of the code, or they may be familiar with this and knowingly dislike
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what it will do to their code. Pinto et al. [215] found that some developers will avoid suggested
refactorings if they would need to trade readability for atomicity. In any of these scenarios, a
more trustworthy option for the developer would be to rely on their own intuition, abilities, and
experience.
Developers also reported concerns that refactoring tools would implement poor design choices,
either due to bugs in the tool, inconsistencies with the detection algorithms, or special cases with
the code base, such as reflection. Several popular refactoring tools have been shown to contain such
bugs that modify program behavior without the developer ever knowing [7, 289]. Veracity, or the
extent to which refactorings can be trusted, is emerging problem from big data perspective.
7.4.4 Behaviour Preservation
Today, a wide variety of refactoring tools automates several aspects of refactoring. However,
ensuring the behavior preserving property when building tool-assisted refactoring is challenging.
Several formalisms and techniques have been proposed in the existing literature to guarantee the
behavior preservation and correctness of refactorings. Actual source code transformation and a set
of preconditions are the two main parts for any refactoring operation to be performed by automated
refactorings.
7.5 Refactoring Recommendation
Performing refactoring in a large software system can be very challenging. While refactoring is being
applied by various developers [18], it would be interesting to evaluate their refactoring practices.
We would like to capture and better understand the code refactoring best practices and learn from
these developers so that we can recommend them for other developers. There is a need to build
a refactoring recommendation system to (1) identify refactoring opportunities and pinpoint design
flaws, and (2) apply refactoring solutions. To support future refactorings, structural, semantic,
dynamic, and historical information between code components need to be considered. Recent
proposed recommenders do generate a large list of refactorings to apply. This represents a challenge
for practitioners, since they do not want to lose the identity of their design, also they cannot fully
understand the impact of such large set of code changes. Such a problem is mapped to big data
Volume and Veracity. Furthermore, running such set of refactoring, requires handling several
constraints. it is to satisfy the correctness of the applied refactorings. Previous studies distinguish
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between two kinds of constraints: structural constraints and semantic constraints. Structural
constraints were extensively investigated in the literature. Fowler, for example, defined in [91]
a set of pre and post-conditions for a large list of refactoring operations to ensure the structural
consistency. However, software engineers should check manually all actors related to the refactoring
operation to inspect the semantic relationship between them. In the next subsections, we further
detail the challenges of establishing the relationship between refactoring and its corresponding
target code element(s).
7.5.1 Structural Relationship
Structural relationships mean selecting quality metrics to measure system improvement before
and after the application of refactoring that includes method calls, shared instance variables, or
inheritance relationships. Several quality metrics have been reported in the literature to capture
different aspects of internal quality attributes. For example, the coupling between object (CBO)
metric correlates with coupling, i.e., the higher the CBO value, the higher the coupling between
classes.
7.5.2 Semantic Relationship
To determine the semantic relationship between code components, textual similarity is measured.
If the terms of two code components (i.e., class or method) are very similar, then it is probable
that developers used the same terms to express the responsibilities implemented by the class
or the method. For example, two methods are considered conceptually related if both of these
methods perform conceptually similar actions. This information is useful for grouping similar
code components together. There are a few quality metrics to capture semantic similarity (e.g.,
the conceptual cohesion of classes (C3) and the conceptual coupling between classes (CCBC)). For
example, in order to recommend Move Class refactoring, software module classes having high CCBC
values can be grouped together. Consequently, the changes can be localized easily by developers
and the software will be more manageable and maintainable.
7.5.3 Historical Information
The refactoring process can be automated, not only by using the state-of-the-art features (improving
design metrics and quality attributes) but also with contextual features that simulate developers’
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presence by using refactoring operations previously performed by developers. These refactoring
operations could be obtained by using refactoring-mining tools such as Refactoring Miner and
RefDiff that identify refactoring applied between two subsequent versions of a software system.
7.6 Refactoring Visualization
Visualizing refactoring activity applied to the source code helps provide a big picture about
refactoring. It helps gain insight about the source code and improves the understandability of
the software. However, visualizing large refactoring activity presents both technical and cognitive
challenges. Particularly, if the code change is complex and large, the task of detecting refactoring
anomalies and looking for defects becomes more challenging. Developers could perform batch
refactoring or sequence of refactoring operations. Murphy-Hill et al. [190] define batch refactorings
as refactoring operations that are executed within 60 seconds of each other. Their findings show
that developers repeat the application of refactoring, and 40% of refactorings performed using a
refactoring tool occur in batches. Recently, Brito et al. [47] introduced a refactoring graph concept
to assess refactoring over time. The authors analyzed 10 Java projects, extracted 1,150 refactoring
subgraphs, and evaluated their properties: size, commits, age, composition, and developers. To
increase the trust between developers and the tool, Bogart et al. [44] recently extended JDeodorant
tool by providing developers with the possibility of verifying their refactoring outcomes. The
extended tools provide timely visualization of multiple selected refactorings, and detects whether
there is a conflict or not.
Visualizing big data refactoring is not deeply studied or discussed in the refactoring literature.
Refactoring visualization is a vital process since it allows developers to look at the code and learn
how it is organized and how it works. Further, it assists developers in pinpointing possible bad
code smells that violate design principles, determining which code paths are susceptible to a bug,
and saving development time.
Research in refactoring should expand on refactoring graphs at the method level, and focus on class
and package level refactorings. Also, research could complement existing git-based (e.g., Refactoring
Miner [278] and RefDiff [240]) and contemporary IDE refactoring tools (e.g., JDeodorant [273] and
RefFinder [217]) with visualization features.
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7.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have explored various challenges that the rise of refactoring research has been
facing, and which represent interesting research opportunities for the big data community. For
each refactoring challenge, we explored its related studies to understand its growth and complexity,
then we discussed how it is linked to big data dimensions. As we established stronger connections
between refactoring and big data, we hope to see emerging studies leveraging big data techniques
and frameworks to take refactoring research to the next level.
Chapter 8
Improving the quality of refactoring
documentation
8.1 Introduction
Understanding maintenance activities is critical for practitioners to effectively support the evolution
of their projects in terms of enhancing cost-effectiveness, managing technical debt, and better
allocation of maintenance related resources. Therefore, a plethora of studies have been performed
on automatic classification of repository artifacts (e.g., bug reports, issues, code changes) in general,
and commit messages in particular for several purposes, including the approximation of maintenance
activities [101, 121], identification of bug fixes [303], and detection of security-relevant changes
[23, 226]. Recently, there have been a focus on analyzing commit messages in the context of
refactoring.
Refactoring, being the art of improving software internal design without altering its external
behavior, is the de-facto way to reduce technical debt [32]. To help manage this technical debt, a
lot of research focus has shifted to analyzing developers’ refactoring practices through mining code
changes and commit messages [65, 66, 193, 281, 288]. For instance, AlOmar et al. [14] developed a
taxonomy of textual patterns, used by developers when documenting their refactoring activities, to
understand how developers document these refactoring activities and many empirical studies have
focused on mining commit messages to extract the reason behind developers’ choice to refactor
in terms of optimizing structural metrics, (e.g., coupling, complexity, etc.) [16, 208], and quality
attributes (e.g., readability, etc.) [87]. Commit messages were also used to recommend refactoring
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operations. While there is a heavy reliance on the valuable information contained in commit
messages, little is known about the extent to which such information can properly describe the
actual refactoring changes in the source code. Specifically, studies have shown that developers
do often misuse refactoring related terminology, in their documentation [305]. Because commit
message analysis relies on the notion that refactorings are described in such a way that they can
be distinguished from one another (i.e, rename is described differently than move method), it
is important to know whether this is generally true and in particular how refactorings can be
distinguished by the way they are described in commit messages.
Recent studies have been heavily investigating how developers document refactoring to gain more
insights on how refactoring is being practically applied. They parse commit messages to extract
the intent behind the refactoring, then measure the impact of the refactoring on the source code
quality, and verify the consistency between what was described in the message with the measument
in the source code. For instance, Pantiuchina et al. [208] found a misperception between the state-
of-the-art structural metrics, widely used as indicators for refactoring, and what developers actually
document as an improvement when they refactor their source code. Similarly, AlOmar et al. [16]
have found that not all metrics are equally capturing developers perception of software quality.
Fakhoury et al. [87] have found that current readability frameworks are unable to capture what
developers intended to be refactorings that improve the source code readability. Such misperception
between the theory of detecting refactoring opportunities, through removing code smells and
improving structural metrics, and practical intents driving developers to refactor, could explain the
shortage of developers adoption of current refactoring tools [128,190]. Another important dimension
that can be investigated, is the consistency between the documentation of the refactoring actions,
and the refactoring types that were actually performed in the source code. Just like documenting
features and bug fixes, recent studies have shown that developers intentionally describe refactoring
activities in commit messages, i.e., self-affirm the existence of refactoring activity [14, 305]. Yet,
little is known about the extent to which, the description of refactorings, in the commit message,
matches the actual refactoring action that was committed.
Therefore, we study the ways in which terminology used to describe refactorings in commit messages
to distinguish different refactorings from one another by studying the discriminative power of various
machine learning techniques when provided this terminology. As an illustrative example, we refer
to the simplified example extracted from the bekvon/residence project1 reported in Figure 8.1.
The commit message states the purpose of refactoring as a rename of getter function for better
1https://github.com/bekvon/residence/commit/76c364ea47e5a28b2041a0bb3323cb48bab180c9 (last checked
2020/06/20)
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Figure 8.1: An example of a refactoring, and its corresponding documentation.
readability. Based on the developers commit message, can we automatically deduce the existence of
a refactoring whose type is Rename Method. An intuitive solution for this problem is to detect the
refactoring type in the source code and string-match it in the commit message to check whether it
is mentioned as a form of verification. Such a solution assumes that developers refer to refactorings
as they are known in the refactoring catalogue [91, 290]. Previous studies found that developers
misuse refactoring related terms [253], which hinders the accuracy of the string matching solution
and presents a challenge for any solution that attempts to verify the consistency between refactoring
and its corresponding documentation.
The goal of our study is to investigate whether different words and phrases found in refactoring
commit messages are unique to different types of refactorings (e.g., rename, move, extract, inline,
etc.). In pursuit of this goal, we deploy machine learning techniques for the prediction of refactoring
operation types based on commit messages. The results of this study can help us determine the types
of words and phrases which best discriminate one type of refactoring from another; providing greater
insight into the way refactoring is affirmed, which can be used to help automatically document
refactorings in a more systematic way. In particular, we address the following research question:
• RQ1. How effective is our supervised learning in predicting the type of refactoring?
• RQ2. How do our model compare with keyword-based classification?
In this paper, we formulate the prediction of refactoring operation types as a multi-class classification
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problem. Our solution relies on textual mining of commit messages to extract the corresponding
features (i.e., keywords) that better represent each class (i.e., refactoring type) in order to automatically
predict, for a given commit, the type of refactoring being applied and documented.
To build our model, we collected a dataset of commits that are known to contain the type of
refactorings considered in this study. So, we use Refactoring Miner [278] to extract, from different
open source projects, commits that are known to contain a refactoring operation. Using Refactoring
Miner, we collected a dataset of 5,004 instances, from 800 projects each instance represents a commit
message, and a refactoring operation whose type is one of the 6 method-level types considered in this
study, namely Extract Method, Inline Method, Move Method, Pull-up Method, Push-down Method,
and Rename Method. Then, we use the N-Gram technique [158] to identify relevant features, for
each of the classes, and which will be used to develop various classifiers, including Random Forest,
Logistic Regression, and Gradient Boosted Machine.
Our key findings show that there is no uniform accuracy across all refactoring types, i.e., some
refactorings can achieve up to 90% in terms of F-measure, while others achieve 35% at best. This
indicates that the documentations of some refactoring types, such as Rename Method are likely to
follow best documentation practices than others, while some types are harder to distinguish and
tend to be more ambiguous , such as Move Method, Pull-up Method, and Push-down Method.
This paper makes the following contributions:
1. We formulate the refactoring type prediction as a multi-class classification problem based on
commit messages mining, and we challenge various models.
2. We evaluate the performance of our prediction model by comparing it against a baseline
keyword-based approach that relies on matching messages with known refactoring type [128,
220,222,253,254,305].
3. We deploy our model as a lightweight web-service that is publicly available for software
engineers and practitioners. We publicly provide our best model and the dataset that served
as the ground-truth, for replication and extension purposes [9].
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8.2 Study Design
The aim of our work is to reveal the extent to which a clear documentation of refactorings can
help in correctly classifying them. The manual search for such correlation between refactoring
types and their corresponding proper description can be time-consuming and error prone. We
refer to solutions that can properly discriminate, and resolve, textual ambiguity; imitating the
human decision making [186] versus other, simpler techniques such as string-matching [221, 222,
253,254] which can be used, to some extent, to solve the same problem. We opt for the supervised
learning where predictors (i.e., independent variables) are developed to decide about the dependent
variable’s value, which, in our case, refers to the commit message classification. Thus, our dependent
variable is represented by the refactoring types to be predicted. The independent variables will be
extracted from the keywords used by developers to describe each type of refactoring in their commit
messages. Therefore, we need to first setup a dataset that can characterize each class adequately.
Since our aim is to investigate which types of refactoring are more adequately documented than
others, we formulate this problem as a multiclass classification problem. Hence, when we build
our dataset, we choose commits such that each contains one type of refactoring being performed.
Then, we provide, for each class (i.e., refactoring type) a set of commit messages that are meant
to document it.
In the following, we elaborate on the technical details of our adopted classification technique,
starting from the data collection, through its preparation and finally the models training and
validation. The overview of our approach is depicted in Figure 11.1.
8.2.1 Overall Classification Framework
In a nutshell, the goal of our work is to automatically identify then classify commit messages
containing refactoring documentation. Our approach takes as input, a commit message, and
classifies it into one of six common method-level refactoring operations: Extract Method, Inline
Method, Move Method, Pull-up Method, Push-down Method, and Rename Method. The overall
framework of our approach is depicted in Figure 11.1. We formulate a two-phased approach that
consists of a model building phase and a prediction phase. In the model building phase, our goal
is to build a model from a corpus of real-world documented refactoring operations (i.e., commit
messages). In the prediction phase, the built model will be used to predict the type of a given
refactoring-related commit messages.
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Figure 8.2: Overall prediction framework.
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Our framework takes commit messages along with their ground truth categories obtained by manual
inspection as input for the training procedure extracted from different projects. Based on this input,
the commit messages are preprocessed, allowing for informative featurization. Thereafter, for each
commit message, we extract features (i.e., words) to create a structured feature space. Then,
we use the extracted features to build the training set. In total, we experimented 9 commonly
used classifiers to evaluate our prediction model, namely, Gradient Boosted Machine (GMB) [93],
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [297], Locally Deep SVM (LD-SVM) [125], Averaged Perceptron
Method (APM) [64], Bayes Point Machine (BPM) [115], Logistic Regression (LR) [27], Random
Forest (RF) [218], Decision Jungle (DJ) [236], and Neural Network (NN) [107]. We selected these
classifiers as they are commonly used in previous commit classification studies as well as several
software engineering classification/prediction problems [26, 117, 118, 120, 143, 144, 155], as outlined
in Table 4.5. After training all models, we use a testing set to challenge the performance. Since
the model has already learned the vocabulary of N-Gram (discussed in Section 8.2.2) and their
weights from the training dataset, we extract features from the test data based on that vocabulary
and weights, and input them to the model. Finally, the classifier will output the predicted label
for each tested commit message.
8.2.2 Commit Classification
Our solution design has six main phases: (1) data collection and refactoring detection, (2) data
labeling, (3) text cleaning and preprocessing, (4) feature extraction using N-Gram, (5) model
training and building, and (6) model evaluation. Since a commit message is written in plain text,
we follow the approach provided by [15, 136] that discussed a recent trend in text classification
techniques and algorithms.
Data Collection & Refactoring Detection
To perform this study, we randomly selected 800 projects, which were curated open-source Java
projects hosted on GitHub. These curated projects were selected from an available dataset by [184],
while verifying that they were Java-based; the only language supported by Refactoring Miner.
The authors of this dataset classified “well-engineered software projects” based on the projects’
use of software engineering practices such as documentation, testing, and project management.
Additionally, these projects are non-forked (i.e., not cloned from other projects), as forked projects
may impact our conclusions by introducing duplicate code and documents. Also, 74.6% of the
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projects had their most recent commit within the last four years. The 800 selected projects analyzed
in this study have a total of 748,001 commits, and a total of 711,495 refactoring operations from
111,884 refactoring commits. Additionally, these projects contain 732 commits and involve 19
developers on average.
To extract the entire refactoring history of each project, we use Refactoring Miner because it
achieved the highest accuracy in detecting refactorings compared to the state-of-the-art available
tools, with a precision of 98% and recall of 87% [239, 278] along with being suitable for our study
that requires a high degree of automation in data mining.
Data Labeling
Our goal is to provide the classifier with sufficient commits that represent the refactoring operations
considered in this study. Since the number of candidate commits to classify is large, we cannot
manually process them all, and so we need to randomly sample a subset while making sure it
equitably represents the featured classes, i.e., refactoring types. Since an imbalanced training
dataset or class starvation (i.e., not having adequate instances of a certain class) could worsen
the performance of the model [143, 144], we make sure that the classes for multiclass classification
problem are equally distributed when preparing the data for the training (cf., Table 8.1). The
classification process has been performed by the authors of the paper. To approximate the needed
number of commits to add, we reviewed the thresholds used in the studies related to commit
classification (see Table 4.5). The highest number of commits used in comparable studies was 5,000
commits [101]. Thus, we select a sample of 5,004 commits from 800 projects for each classification
model. Below we detail the manual analysis of the data we use for our classification.
To prepare the dataset for the multiclass classification, we first run Refactoring Miner [278] on
the 800 open-source projects, in order to identify all commits containing refactorings. Then, we
filter them to only keep commits with at most one refactoring type. Then, we cluster them by the
types of refactorings we selected for this study. For each cluster, we start the random sampling of
potential commits to include for our training set. For each randomly selected commit, we manually
read through its message to verify whether it contains any textual description of the refactoring.
Any commit with no such textual description is discarded. An example of commits that we retain
in our dataset is illustrated in Figure 8.1. An example of commits that we discard documents a pull
request, e.g., ”Merge pull request #6 from marcel-blonk/develop make map type handle interfaces
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correctly”2. Commits whose messages do not contain any kind of refactoring documentation would
represent a noise in our dataset. Such commits would have been kept if the problem was formulated
to binary identify refactoring documentation, but this is out of the scope of our work.
This process resulted in selecting 5,004 stratified samples, divided equally for each stratum.
Table 8.1: Number of refactoring instances per class.
Dataset Extract Inline Move Pull Up Push Down Rename
5,004 instances 834 834 834 834 834 834
Text Cleaning & Preprocessing
After the data preparation phase, we applied a similar methodology explained in [134,136] for text
pre-processing. In order for the commit messages to be classified into correct categories, they need
to be preprocessed and cleaned; put into a format that the classification algorithms will process.
This way, the noise will be removed, allowing for informative featurization. To extract features
(i.e., words), we preprocess the text as follows:
• Tokenization: The goal of tokenization is to investigate the words in a sentence. The
tokenization process breaks a stream of text into words, phrases, symbols, or other meaningful
elements called tokens [136]. In our work, we tokenize each commit by splitting the text into
its constituent set of words. We also split tokens on special characters (e.g., the string
“package-level” would be separated into two tokens, “package” and “level”).
• Lemmatization: The lemmatization process either replaces the suffix of a word with a
different one or removes the suffix of a word to get the basic word form (lemma). We opted to
use lemmatization over stemming, as the lemma of a word is a valid English word [139]. In our
work, the lemmatization process involves sentence separation, part-of-speech identification,
and generating dictionary form. We split the commit messages into sentences, since input
text could constitute a long chunk of text. The part-of-speech identification helps in filtering
words used as features that aid in key-phrase extraction. Lastly, since the word could have
multiple dictionary forms, only the most probable form is generated.
2Commit extracted from sage-bionetworks/schema-to-pojo.
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• Stop-Word Removal: Stop words (i.e., words and common English words such as “is”,
“are”, “if”, etc) are removed since they do not play any role as features for the classifier [230].
• Capitalization Normalization: Since text could have a diversity of capitalization to form
a sentence and this could be problematic when classifying large commits, all the words in the
commit messages are converted to lower case and all verb contractions are expanded.
• Noise Removal: Special characters and numbers are removed since they can deteriorate
the classification. More specifically, we remove all numeric characters, unique and duplicate
special characters, email addresses and URLs.
Feature Extraction Using N-Gram
After cleaning and preprocessing the text, we apply feature extraction to extract only the most
useful information from text strings to differentiate classes in both classification problems. In
particular, we selected the N-Gram technique for feature extraction. The N-Gram technique is a
set of n-word that occurs in a text set and could be used as a feature to represent that text [136].
In general, N-Gram term has more semantic than an isolated word. Some of the keywords (e.g.,
“extract”) do not provide much information when used on its own. However, when collecting
N-Gram from commit message (e.g., Refactor createOrUpdate method in MongoChannelStore to
extract methods and make code more readable), the keyword “extract” clearly indicates that this
refactoring commit belongs to Extract Method refactoring. In our classification, we use bigrams
since it is very common to enhance the performance of text classification [263], and we select Fisher
Score filter-based feature selection [82,104] to featurize text and manage the size of the text feature
vector, similar to [134]. As for the weighting function, we used the standard Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [159] as it is commonly used in the literature [101, 141, 147, 202].
The value for each N-Gram is proportional to its TF score multiplied by its IDF score. Thus,
each preprocessed word in the commit message is assigned a value which is the weight of the word
computed using this weighting scheme. TF-IDF gives greater weight (e.g., value) to words which
occur frequently in fewer documents rather than words which occur frequently in many documents.
Model Training and Building
In this phase, we performed the 10-fold cross-validation technique to assess the variability and
reliability of the classifier. Specifically, for each of the classification methods, we combined the
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commit messages into a single large dataset. Then, we split the dataset into ten folds, where each
fold contained an equal proportion of commit messages. Thereafter, we performed ten evaluation
rounds with different testing dataset in which nine folds were used as training dataset and the
remaining one of the ten folds is used as the testing dataset. We aggregated the results of the ten
evaluation rounds and reported the average performance for each classifier.
Classifier Selection and Model Evaluation
Selecting the proper classifier for optimal classification of the commits is a rather challenging task
[89]. Best practices suggest that developers properly document their commits by providing a commit
message along with every commit they make to the repository. These commit messages are typically
written using natural language, and generally convey some descriptive information about the
commit changes they represent. In this study, we are dealing with multiclass classification problem
since the commit messages are categorized into six different types. Since we have a predefined set of
categories (i.e., refactoring types), our approach relies on supervised machine learning algorithms to
assign each commit message to one category. Since it is very important to come up with an optimal
classifier that can provide satisfactory results, several studies have compared various classifiers such
as K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Naive Bayes Multinomial, Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM), and
Random Forest (RF) in the context of commit classification into similar categories [134, 143, 144].
These studies found that Random Forest (RF) often achieves high performance. We investigated
each classifier in our study using common statistical measures (precision, recall, and F-measure)
of classification performance to compare each of them based on Azure Machine Learning (Azure
ML) [185]. It is important to note that the calculation of F-measure for multiclass classification is
not supported by Azure ML. Thus, we compute F-measure using the following formula:














It is worth noting that a few models that we consider are inherently binary classifiers. In order
to adjust for multiclass classification, each classifier applies the One-vs-All strategy for issues that
require multiple output classes [152]. Thus, to ensure fairness, we use One-vs-All strategy for
multiclass classification when using the following five classifiers: Gradient Boosted Machine (GMB),
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Support Vector Machine (SVM), Locally Deep SVM (LD-SVM), Averaged Perceptron Method
(APM), and Bayes Point Machine (BPM). The remaining classifiers, consider in this study, are:
Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), Decision Jungle (DJ), and Neural Network (NN).
Our experiment is conducted using Microsoft Azure Machine Learning platform (Azure ML) [185],
as it provides a built-in web-service once the classification models are deployed. We provide, in
Table 6.2, the default parameter values for the classification algorithms in our study.
8.3 Evaluation
In this section, we assess the performance of our approach, and aim at answering the following
research questions:
• RQ1. How effective is our supervised learning in predicting the type of refactoring?
• RQ2. How do our model compare with keyword-based classification?
8.3.1 RQ1. How effective is our supervised learning in predicting the type of
refactoring?
Table 8.2 reports the performance results of each classifier, in terms of precision, recall and F-
measure, broken down per class, i.e., refactoring type.
According to Table 8.2, Random Forest (RF), Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM), and Logistic
Regression (LR) are performing relatively higher than their competitor classifiers, in terms of F-
measure, across the majority classes. We also observe that the GBM was able to achieve the highest
average F-measure of 0.59, in comparison with RF and LR, whose F-measure is respectively 0.54
and 0.55. Random Forest and Boosting learning machines belong to the family of ensemble learning
machines, and have typically yielded superior predictive performance mainly due to the fact that
they both aggregate several learnings. As for Logistic Regression, the fact that Logistic Regression
achieves comparable performance as Random Forest and Boosting can be explained by the fact
that the underlying true model for the text data has an inherent structure that matches the logistic
regression assumption.
Overall, there is an interesting pattern that we can observe across all classifiers: there is an
agreement between all models that the Rename Method refactoring is the easiest to classify, with
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Table 8.2: Performance of each model, in terms of Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-measure (F1),
per refactoring type.
Random Forest Logistic Regression One-vs-All Gradient Boosted Machine
Refactoring type P R F1 Refactoring type P R F1 Refactoring type P R F1
Extract Method 0.58 0.65 0.62 Extract Method 0.63 0.64 0.63 Extract Method 0.71 0.68 0.69
Inline Method 0.41 0.46 0.44 Inline Method 0.43 0.48 0.45 Inline Method 0.45 0.44 0.45
Move Method 0.57 0.67 0.61 Move Method 0.57 0.61 0.59 Move Method 0.61 0.66 0.63
Pull Up Method 0.41 0.31 0.35 Pull Up Method 0.41 0.38 0.40 Pull Up Method 0.42 0.41 0.42
Push Down Method 0.42 0.32 0.36 Push Down Method 0.40 0.36 0.38 Push Down Method 0.44 0.41 0.42
Rename Method 0.89 0.92 0.91 Rename Method 0.93 0.87 0.90 Rename Method 0.91 0.94 0.93
Decision Jungle One-vs-All Support Vector Machine One-vs-All Locally Deep SVM
Refactoring type P R F1 Refactoring type P R F1 Refactoring type P R F1
Extract Method 0.54 0.66 0.59 Extract Method 0.55 0.56 0.55 Extract Method 0.54 0.54 0.54
Inline Method 0.40 0.43 0.42 Inline Method 0.38 0.39 0.39 Inline Method 0.35 0.35 0.35
Move Method 0.58 0.73 0.65 Move Method 0.50 0.51 0.50 Move Method 0.47 0.46 0.47
Pull Up Method 0.39 0.21 0.27 Pull Up Method 0.37 0.36 0.36 Pull Up Method 0.34 0.38 0.36
Push Down Method 0.38 0.27 0.31 Push Down Method 0.37 0.38 0.37 Push Down Method 0.41 0.39 0.40
Rename Method 0.90 0.96 0.93 Rename Method 0.86 0.81 0.84 Rename Method 0.85 0.78 0.81
Neural Network One-vs-All Averaged Perceptron Method One-vs-All Bayes Point Machine
Refactoring type P R F1 Refactoring type P R F1 Refactoring type P R F1
Extract Method 0.58 0.50 0.54 Extract Method 0.54 0.53 0.53 Extract Method 0.49 0.46 0.48
Inline Method 0.37 0.37 0.37 Inline Method 0.36 0.38 0.37 Inline Method 0.33 0.35 0.34
Move Method 0.50 0.44 0.47 Move Method 0.45 0.48 0.46 Move Method 0.40 0.49 0.44
Pull Up Method 0.36 0.35 0.35 Pull Up Method 0.36 0.37 0.36 Pull Up Method 0.36 0.35 0.36
Push Down Method 0.37 0.46 0.41 Push Down Method 0.39 0.38 0.39 Push Down Method 0.38 0.36 0.37
Rename Method 0.82 0.86 0.84 Rename Method 0.85 0.81 0.83 Rename Method 0.70 0.61 0.65
an F-measure starting from 0.65 (Bayes Point Machine) and reaching up to 0.93 (GBM). The
Extract Method refactoring classification was the second highest for all classifiers except Decision
Jungle. Its F-measure varies from 0.48 (Bayes Point Machine) to 0.69 (GBM). Furthermore, we
observe that for the Move Method refactoring, the classifiers’ performance varies between 0.46
(Averaged Perceptron Method) and 0.63 (GBM). As for the remaining classes, the performance of
classifiers was similar and relatively low, when compared with the previous classes. For instance,
the classifiers’ performance, for the Inline Method refactoring varies between 0.34 (Bayes Point
Machine) and 0.45 (GBM). For the Pull-up Method and the Push-down Method refactorings, the
highest F-measure scored across all classifiers was 0.42. To gain a better understanding on why
there exists such differences in the prediction between the refactoring types, we further analyzed
the confusion matrix of the GBM classifier. During our qualitative analysis, we made the following
observations:
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Table 8.3: Examples of wrongly predicted commit messages, by the Gradient Boosting Machine
(GBM).
Observation Ref. Operation Commit Message Example
Similar Expression Extract Method “fcrepo-1029: move purge code to separate method”
Inline Method “ISQReader: move the dialog code into run() and tidy up”
Move Method “Move send/receive code from SMTPSession to TextProtocolTester [...]”
Pull Up Method “HV-1239 Moving shared code up to CascadableConstraintMapping[...]”
Push Down Method “Move group communication down to jvstm-ispn only [...]”
Generic Expression Extract Method “refactored code to enhance readabiliy”
Inline Method “Refactored BeanDiffer to allow for better testing”
Move Method “Huge refactoring to make PrestoResolver.”
Pull Up Method “refactored PDPRoadModel system”
Push Down Method “Quality & refactoring”
Rename Method “Huge refactoring. Initial connection from websocket transport support.”
Inadequate Expression Extract Method “Merged updateTopic and updateTopicInline.”
Inline Method “Extracting transactions from HadoopArchiveFileSystem. [...]”
Move Method “Improve code structure. Added tests.”
Pull Up Method “split out into ERXAjaxContext so you can [...]”
Push Down Method “removed deprecated method getConfigServer()”
Rename Method “Added extended names for mixins.”
Observation # 1. Similar Expressions.
Our first observation relates to the terminology and keywords developers use to describe each
refactoring type. We notice that Rename Method has the highest accuracy across all classifiers
because developers typically use the keyword rename to describe renaming methods. However, for
the other types, developers do not stick to how these types are named in the refactoring catalog, and
use various terminologies, to describe them. We enumerate, in Table 8.3, examples from messages
belonging to Extract/Inline/Pull-up/Push-down Method classes, and which were wrongly predicted
as Move Method. For instance, the process of extracting a method was described in one of the
commits as ”moving purge code to a separate method”. While we can induce the extraction of the
method, it was mislabeled by GBM classifier.
Observation # 2. Generic Expressions.
The main challenge that we observed across various commits, is the tendency of developers to
provide a high-level description of their refactoring, through the use of general expressions and
patterns, such as refactor, restructure, redesign, code clean up, etc. Such patterns cannot be framed
into one single type, i.e., they can be used to describe all refactoring types, and so, to improve
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the accuracy of the models, they should be treated as stop words and filtered out during the data
preprocessing.
Observation # 3. Inadequate Expressions.
Occasionally, some messages contain keywords that are counter-intuitive to our model, resulting
in a misclassification. Table 8.3 contains samples of misclassified commits, we report the correct
label, while keywords that induced the wrong prediction are in bold. Let us take the following
message: “Merged updateTopic and updateTopicInline”, which documents inlining two methods,
namely updateTopic() and updateTopicInline(), however, Refactoring Miner has detected an
extraction of the method. To further understand this, we conducted a manual analysis of random
samples. Our verification indicates that the keywords used by our model are not necessarily meant
to document the underlying refactoring, as developers may document other changes performed in
the commit.
It is worth noting that a recent study has reported that developers do misuse refactoring-related
terms in their documentations [305]. Such cases will also hinder the accuracy of our prediction.
8.3.2 RQ2. How do our model compare with keyword-based classification?
We opt to test the keyword-based approach because it was used to identify refactoring commits in
previous studies [128, 164, 190, 221, 222, 254, 305]. The keyword-based approach also measures the
extent to which developers explicitly mention their refactoring operations in their commit messages.
The keyword-based approach simply uses the following keywords, namely “extract”, “inlin”, “mov”,
“pull”, “push”, and “renam”, to perform the prediction. Note that we manually check the results
to remove any false matching, e.g., for the keyword mov, we filtered matchings like movie and
movement.
Figure 8.3 presents the experimental results of our approach compared with the keyword-based
prediction. Our approach provides an F-measure improvement across all refactoring types. One
case in which the keyword-based approach could not detect the type of refactoring but the ML-
based approach detects correctly is best illustrated in the following commit message: “Change name
of ‘Decorator’ to ‘Events’”. The keyword-based approach does not capture this message as it does
not contain the keyword “renam”. This is intuitive since the model has identified a set of keywords
that were also used to indicate a given refactoring type. For example, if we refer to Table 8.4, the
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Inline Method refactoring was found to be documented using various keywords such as combine,
gather, and merge. Similarly with the Extract Method refactoring, whose documentation contained
add, create, split, and separate.

























Figure 8.3: Comparison of F-measure between our approach and keyword-based approach.
Table 8.4: Relevant features per class.
Extract Inline Move Pull Up Push Down Rename
Add Combine Move Move Move Change
Create Gather Add Pull Push Fix
Extract Inline Shift Reduce Improve




It is worth noting that the highest performance of the keyword-based approach was achieved
when predicting the Move Method refactoring, being able to capture the vast majority of commits
containing this type (true positives), along with many other commits containing mainly the Pull-up
Method, and Push-down Method refactortings, because developers typically document them using
the “move” keyword, as we illustrated in Table 8.3.
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8.4 Conclusion
In this paper, we formulated the prediction of refactorings as a multiclass classification problem,
i.e., classifying refactoring commits into six method-level refactoring operations, applying nine
supervised machine learning algorithms. We compared the performance of our approach to the
keyword-based baseline and our results show that our approach outperforms the keyword-based
approach.
In the future, we plan to study the applicability of our approach to other projects developed
in different programming languages, and to other domains, i.e., consider using commit messages
written in different programming languages to predict refactoring and compare findings. We also
plan to use the extension of Refactoring Miner [277] that supports low-level refactorings. Another
interesting research direction is to investigate if our approach can be applied to statement-level
refactoring (i.e., Extract Variable). Further, although we used commit messages as our primary
source of text, our approach is not restricted to a specific source of textual information. In our





The success of a software system depends on its ability to retain high quality of design in the face of
continuous change. However, managing the growth of the software while continuously developing
its functionalities is challenging, and can account for up to 75% of the total development [36, 84].
One key practice to cope with this challenge is refactoring. Refactoring is the art of remodeling the
software design without altering its functionalities [4,91]. It was popularized by [91], who identified
72 refactoring types and provided examples of how to apply them in his catalog.
Refactoring is a critical software maintenance activity that is performed by developers for an
amalgamation of reasons [207,239,276]. Refactoring activities in the source code can be automatically
detected [78, 276] providing a unique opportunity to practitioners and researchers to analyze how
developers maintain their code during different phases of the development life-cycle and over large
periods of time. Such valuable knowledge is vital for understanding more about the maintenance
phase; the most costly phase in software development [43,84]. To detect refactorings, the state-of-
the-art techniques [78, 276] typically search at the level of commits. As a result, these techniques
are also able to group commit messages with their corresponding refactorings.
Commit messages are the description, in natural language, of the code-level changes. To understand
the nature of the change, recent studies have been using natural language processing to process
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commit messages for multiple reasons, such as classification of code changes [119], change summarization
[165], change bug-proneness [298], and developer’s rationale behind their coding decisions [5]. That
is, commit messages are a common way for researchers to study developer rationale behind different
types of changes to the code. There are two primarily challenges to using commit messages to
understand refactorings: 1) the commit message does not have to refer to the refactoring that
took place at all, 2) developers have many ways of describing the same activity. For example,
instead of explicitly stating that they are refactoring, a developer may instead state that they are
performing code clean-up or simplifying a method. Developers are inconsistent in the way they
discuss refactorings in commit messages. This makes it difficult to perform analysis on commit
messages, since researchers may find it challenging to determine whether a commit message discusses
the refactoring(s) being performed or not. Thus, it is hard to determine when the commit message
is discussing a refactoring at all and it is hard to determine how a commit message is discussing
the refactoring.
To cope with the above-mentioned challenges, the purpose of this study is to augment our understanding
of the development contexts that trigger refactoring activities and enable future research to take
development contexts into account more effectively when studying refactorings. Thus, the advantages
of analyzing the textual description of the code change that was intended to describe refactoring
activities are three-fold: 1) it improves our ability to study commit message content and relate
this content to refactorings; a challenging task which posed a significant hurdle in recent work on
contextualizing rename refactorings [211, 212], 2) it gives us a stronger understanding of commit
message practices and could help us improve commit message generation by making it clear how
developers prefer to express their refactoring activities, 3) it provides us with a way of relating
common words and phrases used to describe refactorings with one another. Typically frameworks
like WordNet, which does not recognize refactoring phrases and terminology, are used for this task.
Our dataset and methodology reduces the need to rely on frameworks which are not trained for
natural language found in software projects.
In this chapter, we present a way to partially-automatically detect how developers document their
refactorings in commit messages, and classify these into categories that reflect the type of activity
that refactoring was co-located with. The goal of this work is to create a data set of terms and
phrases, used by developers, to describe refactorings. Further, we group these words and phrases
by maintenance-type (e.g., bug fix, external, code smell) to obtain a fine-grained and maintenance-
type-specific dataset of terms and phrases. Recent studies have shown the feasibility of extracting
insights of software quality from developers inline documentation. For instance, mining developer’s
comments has unveiled how developers knowingly commit code that is either incomplete, temporary,
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or faulty. Such phenomenon is known as Self-Admitted Technical Debt (SATD) [216]. Similarly,
our previous study has introduced Self-Affirmed Refactoring (SAR) [14,15], defined as developer’s
explicit documentation of refactoring operations intentionally introduced during a code change.
To perform this analysis, we formulate the following research questions:
• RQ1. To what purposes developers refactor their code?
While previous surveys studied how developers apply refactorings in varying development
contexts, none of them have measured the ubiquity of these varying contexts in practice.
Therefore, it is important to quantify the distribution of refactoring activities performed in
varying development contexts to augment our understanding of refactoring in theory versus
in practice.
• RQ1.1 Do software developers perform different types of refactoring operations on test code
and production code between categories?
This question further explores the findings of the classification to see to what extent developers
refactor production files differently from test files.
• RQ2. What patterns do developers use to describe their refactoring activities?
Since there is no consensus on how to formally document refactoring changes, we intend to
extract (from commit messages) words and phrases commonly used by developers in practice
to document their refactorings. Such information is useful from many perspectives. First,
it allows to understand the rationale behind the applied refactorings, e.g., fixing code smells
or improving specific quality attributes. Moreover, it may reveal what specific refactoring
operations are being documented, and whether developers explicitly mention it as part of
their documentation. Such details are of crucial importance especially in modern code review
the help code reviewers understand the rationale behind such refactorings. Little is known
about how developers document refactoring as previous studies mainly rely on the keyword
refactor to annotate such documentation.
• RQ2.1 Do commits containing the label Refactor indicate more refactoring activity than those
without the label?
We revisit the hypothesis raised by Murphy-Hill et al. [189] about whether developers use a
specific pattern, i.e., “refactor” when describing their refactoring activities.
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9.2 Study Design
In this section, we elaborate on our experimental design to answer our research questions.
To answer our research questions defined in Section 1, we design a six-steps approach as shown in
Figure 9.1. Our approach consists of: (1) data collection, (2) refactoring detection, (3) automatic
refactoring classification, (4) unit test files detection, (5) refactoring documentation extraction, and
(6) manual analysis.
9.2.1 Data Collection
Our first step consists of randomly selecting 800 projects, which were curated open-source Java
projects hosted on GitHub. These curated projects were selected from a dataset made available by
Munaiah et al. [184], while verifying that they were Java-based, the only language supported by
Refactoring Miner [278]. The authors of this dataset selected “well-engineered software projects”
based on the projects’ use of software engineering best practices such as documentation, testing,
and project management. Additionally, these projects are non-forked (i.e., not cloned from other
projects) as forked projects may impact our conclusions by introducing duplicate code and data.
We cloned the 800 selected projects having a total of 748,001 commits, and a total of 711,495
refactoring operations from 111,884 refactoring commits. Additionally, these projects contain on
average 935 commits and 19 developers.
9.2.2 Refactoring Detection
To extract the entire refactoring history of each project, we used the Refactoring Miner tool
introduced by Tsantalis et al. [278]. We decided to use Refactoring Miner as it has shown promising
results in detecting refactorings compared to the state-of-the-art available tools [278] and is suitable
for a study that requires a high degree of automation since it can be used through its external API.
The Eclipse plug-in refactoring detection tools (e.g., Ref-Finder [129]), in contrast, require user
interaction to select projects as inputs and trigger the refactoring detection, which is impractical
since multiple releases of the same project have to be imported to Eclipse to identify the refactoring
history.
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Figure 9.1: Empirical study design overview.
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9.2.3 Commits Classification
After all refactoring operations are collected, we need to classify them. As part of the development
workflow, developers associate a message with each commit they make to the project repository.
These commit messages are usually written using natural language, and generally convey some
information about the commit they represent. In this study, we aim to determine the type of
refactoring activity performed by the developer based on the message associated with a refactoring-
based commit. We started by collecting the different motivations that drive developers to refactor
their code as reported in the literature [4,91,128,140,190,207,239,276]. Then, we search for common
categories among the reported motivations. The following step involves identifying categories
clustering functional requirements, quality attributes and software issues under the identified categories.
This process resulted in five different categories. Hence, we aim to classify the refactoring commit,
into one of five main categories: ‘Functional ’, ‘Bug Fix ’, ‘Internal Quality Attribute’, ‘Code Smell
Resolution’, and ‘External Quality Attribute’.
In this supervised multi-class classification problem, we followed a multi-staged approach to build
our model for commit messages classification. The first stage consists of the model construction.
In the second stage, we utilized the built model to classify the entire dataset of commit messages.
Model Construction
In the first stage of the experiment, our goal is to build a model from a corpus real world documented
refactorings (i.e., commit message) to be utilized in the second stage to classify commit messages.
The following subsections detail the different steps in the model construction phase.
Data Annotation
In order to construct a machine learning model, a gold set of labeled data is needed to train and
test the model. To prepare this gold set, a manual annotation (i.e., labeling) of commit messages
needs to be performed by subject experts. To this end, we annotated 1,702 commit messages.
This quantity roughly equates to a sample size with a confidence level of 95% and a confidence
interval of 2. Confidence level and interval are utilized to obtain an accurate and statistically
significant sample size from a population [50]. The authors of this paper performed the annotation
of the commit messages. Provided to each author was a random set of commit messages along
with details defining the annotation labels. Each annotator had to label each provided commit
message with a label of either ‘Functional’, ‘Bug Fix’, ‘Internal Quality Attribute’, ‘Code Smell
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Resolution’, and ‘External Quality Attribute’. To mitigate bias in the annotation process, the
annotated commit messages were peer-reviewed by the same group. All decisions made during the
review had to be unanimous; discordant commit messages were discarded and replaced. In total,
we annotated 348 commit messages as ‘Functional’, ‘Bug Fix’, ‘Internal Quality Attribute’, and
‘Code Smell Resolution’, while 310 messages were labeled as ‘External Quality Attribute’.
Text Pre-Processing
To better support the model in correctly classifying commit messages, we performed a series of
text normalization activities. Normalization is a process of transforming non-standard words into
a standard and convenient format [126]. Similar to [134, 141], the activities involved in our pre-
processing stage included: (1) expansion of word contractions (e.g., ‘I'm’ → ‘I am’), (2) removal
of URLs, single-character words, numbers, punctuation and non-alphabet characters, stop words,
and (3) reducing each word to its lemma. The lemmatization process either replaces the suffix of a
word with a different one or removes the suffix of a word to get the basic word form (lemma) [139].
In our work, the lemmatization process involves sentence separation, part-of-speech identification,
and generating dictionary form. We split the commit messages into sentences, since input text
could constitute a long chunk of text. The part-of-speech identification helps in filtering words
used as features that aid in key-phrase extraction. Lastly, since the word could have multiple
dictionary forms, only the most probable form is generated. We opted to use lemmatization over
stemming, as the lemma of a word is a valid English word [139]. In relation to stopwords, we used
the default set of stopwords supplied by NLTK [42] and also added our own set of custom stop
words. To derive the set of custom stop words, we generated and manually analyzed the set of
frequently occurring words in our corpus. Custom stop words include ‘git’, ‘code’, ‘refactor’, ‘svn’,
‘gitsvnid’, ‘signedoffby’, ‘reviewedon’, ‘testedby’, ‘us’, id’, ‘changeid’, ‘lot’, ‘small’, ‘thing’, ‘way’.
Additionally, for more effective pre-processing, we tokenized each commit message. Tokenization
is the process of dividing the text into its constituent set of words.
Training/Test Split
To gauge the accuracy of a machine learning model, the implemented model must be evaluated on
a never-seen-before set of observations with known labels. To construct this set of observations,
the set of annotated commit messages were divided into two sub-datasets - a training set and a test
set. The training set was utilized to construct the model while the test set was utilized to evaluate
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the classification ability of the model. For our experiment, we performed a shuffled stratified split
of the annotated dataset. Our test dataset contained 25% of the annotated commit messages,
while the training dataset contained the remaining 75% of annotated commit messages. This split
results in the training dataset containing a total of 1,276 commit messages, which breaks down to
246 ‘Functional’, 271 ‘BugFix’, 255 ‘Internal’, 276 ‘CodeSmell’, and 228 ‘External’ labeled commit
messages. The stratification was performed based on the class (i.e., annotated label) of the commit
messages. The use of a random stratified split ensures a better representation of the different types
(i.e., labels) of commit messages and helps reduce the variability within the strata [242].
Feature Extraction
In order to create a model, we need to provide the classifier with a set of properties or features
that are associated with the observations (i.e., commit messages) in our dataset. However, not all
features associated with each observation will be useful in improving the prediction abilities of the
model. Hence, a feature engineering task is required to determine the set of optimum features [308].
In our study, we constructed our model using the text in the commit message. Hence, the feature
for this model is limited to the commit message. We utilized Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) [157], commonly used in the literature [141, 147], to convert the textual data
into a vector space model that can be passed into the classifier. In our experiments, we evaluate the
accuracy of the model by constructing the TF-IDF vectors using different types of N-Grams and
feature sizes. The N-Gram technique is a set of n-word that occurs in a text set and could be used
as a feature to represent that text [136]. In general, the N-Gram term has more semantic than an
isolated word. Some of the keywords (e.g., “extract”) do not provide much information when used
on its own. However, when collecting N-Gram from commit message (e.g., Refactor createOrUpdate
method in MongoChannelStore to extract methods and make code more readable), the keyword
“extract” clearly indicates that this refactoring commit belongs to Extract Method refactoring. In
our classification, we use N-Grams since it is very common to enhance the performance of text
classification [263]. Using TF-IDF, we can determine words that are common and rare across the
documents (i.e., commit messages) in our dataset; the model utilizes these words. In other words,
The value for each N-Gram is proportional to its TF score multiplied by its IDF score. Thus,
each preprocessed word in the commit message is assigned a value which is the weight of the word
computed using this weighting scheme. TF-IDF gives greater weight (e.g., value) to words which
occur frequently in fewer documents rather than words which occur frequently in many documents.
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Model Training
For our study, we evaluated the accuracy of six machine learning classifiers: Random Forest,
Logistic Regression, Multinomial Naive Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbors, Support Vector Classification
(C-Support Vector Classification based on LIBSVM [55, 75]), and Decision Tree (CART [46]).
We selected these classifiers since they are widely adopted in several classification problems in
software engineering, as reported in Section 4. It is important to note that the library containing
the classification algorithms are capable of multiclass classification. As per the Python’s SKlearn
documentation, Random Forest, K-Nearest Neighbors, Logistic Regression, and Multinomial Naive
Bayes are inherently multiclass [245], while SVC utilizes a one-vs-one approach to handle multiclass
[246]. Moreover, to ensure consistency, we ran each classifier with the same set of test and training
data each time we updated the input features.
Model Tuning & Evaluation
The purpose of this stage in the model construction process is to obtain the optimal set of classifier
parameters that provide the highest performance; in other words, the objective of this task is to tune
the hyperparameters. For example, for the K-Nearest Neighbors classifier, we tuned the number of
neighbors hyperparameter (i.e., ‘k’) by evaluating the accuracy of the model as we increased the
value of ‘k’ from 1 to 50 in increments of one. We tuned at least one hyperparameter associated with
each classifier in our list. For numeric-based hyperparameters, we determined the bounds/range
for testing through continuously running the classifier with a different range of values to identify
the appropriate minimum and maximum value.
We performed our hyperparameter tuning on the training dataset using a combination of 10-fold
cross-validation and an exhaustive grid search [72]. Our test dataset did not take part in the
training process, which provides a more realistic model evaluation. This approach is also known to
prevent overfitting that leads to incorrect conclusions. Grid search utilizes a brute force technique
to evaluate all combinations of hyperparameters to obtain the best performance. It is used to find
the optimal hyperparameters of a model which results in the most accurate predictions. Since our
classification is multiclass, we relied on the Micro-F1 score. The combination of hyperparameters
that resulted in the highest Micro-F1 score was selected to construct the model. We provide, in
Table 9.1, the optimal hyperparameter values for the classification algorithms in our study.
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In this stage, the optimized model produced by the training phase is utilized to predict the labels
of the test dataset. Based on the predictions, we measure the precision and recall for each label as
well as the overall F1-score of the model.
Model Classification
In this stage of our experiment, we utilized the optimized model that we created in the prior stage.
However, to be consistent, before classifying each commit message, we performed the same text
pre-processing activities, as in the prior stage, on the commit message. The result of this stage
is the classification of each refactoring commit into one of the five categories. The output of this
classification process was utilized in our experiments in order to answer our research questions.
9.2.4 Unit Test File Detection
As part of our study, we distinguish between refactorings applied to production and unit test
files and perform comparisons against both production-file-based refactorings versus test-file-based
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refactorings. To identify all test files that were refactored, following JUnit’s file naming standards1,
we first extracted all refactored Java source files where the filename either starts or ends with
the word “test”. Next, we utilized JavaParser2 to parse each extracted file. By parsing the files,
we were able to eliminate Java files that contained syntax errors and were able to detect if the
file contained JUnit-based unit test methods accurately, thereby cutting down on false positives.
Finally, to ensure that the files were indeed unit test files, we checked if the files contained unit
test methods. As per JUnit specifications, a test method should have a public access modifier,
and either has an annotation called @Test (JUnit 4), or the method name should start with “test”
(JUnit 3).
9.2.5 Refactoring Patterns Extraction
After extracting all refactoring commit messages detected by Refactoring Miner, our next step
consists of analyzing each of the commit messages. To identify self-affirmed refactoring patterns,
we perform manual analysis. Since commit messages are written in natural language and we need
to understand how developers document their refactoring activities, we manually analyzed commit
messages by reading through each message to identify self-affirmed refactorings. We then extracted
these commit comments to specific patterns (i.e., a keyword or phrase). To avoid redundancy of
any kind of patterns, we only considered one phrase if we found different forms of patterns that
have the same meaning. For example, if we find patterns such as “simplifying the code”, “code
simplification”, and “simplify code”, we add only one of these similar phrases in the list of patterns.
This enables having a list of the most insightful and unique patterns. It also helps in making more
concise patterns that are usable for readers. We also analyzed the top 100 features, distilled by the
classifier, for each category.
The manual analysis process took approximately 20 days in total. In the first two weeks, the
authors had regular meetings to discuss top features, extracted from each category, to understand
how each class was represented by its corresponding set of keywords, along with extracting any
patterns that are most likely to be descriptive to refactoring, besides being another verification
level of the classification accuracy. Moreover, during these meetings, the extraction of textual
patterns from commit messages was also performed by the authors. Due to the subjective nature
of this process, we opted to report as many keywords as possible for better coverage. When reporting
keywords from top features, we kept the majority of keywords, for each category. keywords that were
1https://junit.org/junit4/faq.html#running_15
2https://javaparser.org/
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removed were either proper names of code elements (method names, identifiers, etc.), or languages
and frameworks. For the identification of patterns from commit messages, the authors kept any
keyword that can be either tightly or loosely coupled to refactoring. Such decision mitigates the
selection bias, at the expenses of reporting keywords that may or may not be relevant to refactoring
documentation. During the last week, two authors have finished analyzing the remaining commit
messages. This step resulted in analyzing 59,745 commit messages. Then, we iterated over the
set again while excluding the terms identified in our previous work, to identify additional self-
affirmed refactoring patterns. We manually read through 21,193 commit messages. Our in-depth
inspection resulted in a list of 513 potential self-affirmed refactoring candidates, identified across
the considered projects, as illustrated later in Tables 9.5 and 9.6.
9.2.6 Manual Analysis
To get a more qualitative sense of the classification results, we created five case studies that
demonstrate GitHub developers’ intentions when refactoring source code. Case study is one of
the empirical methods used for studying phenomena in a real-life context [296]. In our study, we
performed a combination of manual analysis and quantitative analysis using custom-built scripts.
For each case study, we provide the commit message and its corresponding refactoring operations
detected by Refactoring Miner. We elaborate in detail these case studies in Section 9.3.2, where
we report on our results.
9.3 Evaluation
This section reports and discusses our experimental results and aims to answer our research
questions.
9.3.1 RQ1: To what purposes developers refactor their code?
To answer this research question, we present the refactoring commit messages classification results
explained in Subsection 9.2.3. This section details the classification of 111,884 commit messages
containing 711,495 refactoring operations. The complete set of scores for all the classifiers including
the Precision, Recall, and F-measure scores per class for each machine learning classifier is provided
in Table 9.2. The best performing model was used to classify the test dataset. Based on our findings,
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Table 9.2: Detailed classification metrics (Precision, Recall, and F-measure) of each classifier.
Random Forest Support Vector Classification Decision Tree
Category Precision Recall F1 Category Precision Recall F1 Category Precision Recall F1
Bug Fix 0.83 0.79 0.81 Bug Fix 0.75 0.78 0.77 Bug Fix 0.77 0.80 0.78
Code Smell 0.93 0.95 0.94 Code Smell 0.93 0.94 0.93 Code Smell 0.89 0.91 0.90
External QA 0.85 0.91 0.88 External QA 0.92 0.89 0.90 External QA 0.77 0.90 0.83
Functional 0.81 0.91 0.86 Functional 0.77 0.88 0.82 Functional 0.92 0.83 0.87
Internal QA 0.95 0.81 0.87 Internal QA 0.95 0.84 0.89 Internal QA 0.91 0.80 0.85
Average F1 0.87 0.87 0.87 Average F1 0.87 0.86 0.86 Average F1 0.85 0.85 0.85
Logistic Regression Multinomial Naive Bayes K-Nearest Neighbors
Category Precision Recall F1 Category Precision Recall F1 Category Precision Recall F1
Bug Fix 0.66 0.70 0.68 Bug Fix 0.63 0.77 0.69 Bug Fix 0.62 0.71 0.66
Code Smell 0.89 0.94 0.91 Code Smell 0.82 0.94 0.87 Code Smell 0.76 0.93 0.84
External QA 0.88 0.88 0.88 External QA 0.97 0.71 0.82 External QA 0.85 0.75 0.79
Functional 0.77 0.87 0.82 Functional 0.66 0.83 0.74 Functional 0.68 0.73 0.71
Internal QA 0.96 0.78 0.86 Internal QA 0.99 0.67 0.80 Internal QA 0.97 0.71 0.82
Average F1 0.83 0.83 0.83 Average F1 0.81 0.78 0.78 Average F1 0.78 0.77 0.76
Table 9.3: McNemar’s test results.
Random Forest
Classifier p-value
Support Vector Classification 0.1
Decision Tree 0.04
Logistic Regression 0.02
Multinomial Naive Bayes 0.01
K-Nearest Neighbors 0.01
we observed that Random Forest achieved the best F1 score: 87% which is higher than its
competitors. Random Forest belongs to the family of ensemble learning machines, and has typically
yielded superior predictive performance mainly due to the fact that it aggregates several learners.
Hence, we utilized this machine learning algorithm (and its optimal set of hyperparameters) as
the optimum model for our study. In order to compare classification algorithms performance, we
use the McNemar test [77]. We compare the performance of Random Forest against the other five
classifiers. As shown in Table 9.3, the McNemar’s test results show that there are statistically
significant differences in the performance of the classifiers except for the classifier Support Vector
Classification in which the difference is not statistically significant.
Figure 9.2 shows the categorization of commits, from all projects combined. We observe that all
































Figure 9.3: Percentage of classified commits per category in production and test files.
of the categories had almost a uniform distribution of refactoring classes with low variability. For
instance, Bug Fix, Functional, Internal Quality Attribute, External Quality Attribute, and Code
Smell Resolution had commit message distribution percentages of 24.3%, 22.3%, 20.1%, 17.5%, and
15.9%, respectively.
The first observation that we can draw from these findings is that developers do not solely refactor
their code to fix code smells. They instead refactor the code for multiple purposes. Our manual
analysis show that developers tend to make design-improvement decisions that include re-modularizing
packages by moving classes, reducing class-level coupling, increasing cohesion by moving methods,
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and renaming elements to increase naming quality in the refactored design. Developers also tend
to split classes and extract methods for: 1) separation of concerns, 2) helping in easily adding new
features, 3) reducing bug propagation, and 4) improving the system’s non-functional attributes
such as extensibility and maintainability
Figure 9.3 depicts the distribution of refactoring commits for all production and test files for each
refactoring motivation. As can be seen, developers tend to refactor these two types of source files
for several refactoring intentions, and they care about refactoring the logic of the application and
refactoring the test code that verifies if the application works as expected. Although developers
usually handle production and test code differently, the similarity of the patterns shows that they
refactor these source files for the same reasons with unnoticeable differences.
Production code. Concerning refactorings applied in the production files, developers perform
refactoring for several motivations. For the Bug Fix category, an interpretation for this comes
from the nature of the debugging process that includes the disambiguation of identifier naming
that may not reflect the appropriate code semantics or that may be infected with lexicon bad
smells (i.e., linguistic anti-patterns [3,30]). Another debugging practice would be the separation of
concerns, which helps in reducing the core complexity of a larger module and reduces its proneness to
errors [275]. Regarding the Internal Quality Attributes category, developers move code elements for
design-level changes [22,38,176,254], e.g., developers tend to re-modularize classes to make packages
more cohesive, and extract methods to reduce coupling between classes. As for the External
Quality Attributes category, developers often optimize the code to improve the non-functional
quality attributes such as readability, understandability, and maintainability of the production
files. For the Code Smell Resolution category, developers eliminate any bad practices and adhere
to object-oriented design principles. Finally, for the Functional category, developers implement a
new feature or modify the existing ones.
Test code. With regards to test files, developers perform refactoring to improve the design of
the code. An example can be shown by renaming a given code element such as a class, a package
or an attribute. Finding better names for code identifiers serves the purpose of increasing the
software’s comprehensibility. Developers explicitly mention the use of the renaming operations for
the purpose of disambiguation the redundancy of methods names and enhancing their usability.
Another activity to refactor test files could be moving methods, or pushing code elements across
hierarchies, e.g., pushing up attributes. Each of these activities are performed to support several
refactoring motivations.
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9.3.2 Case Studies
This subsection reveals more details with respect to our classified commits. As we validate our
classification results, we have selected an example from each category. For each example, we
checkout the corresponding commit to obtain the source code, then two authors manually analyze
the code changes. The purpose is not to verify the consistency between the commit message and
its corresponding changes, but to capture the context in which refactorings were applied. In each
analyzed commit, we report its class, its message, the distribution of its corresponding refactoring,
along with our understanding of their usage context.
Case Study 1. Refactoring to improve internal quality attributes
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Figure 9.5: Distribution of refactoring operations.
This case study aims to demonstrate one of the five refactoring motivations reported in this study.
The commit message mainly discussed two refactoring practices: (1) performing large refactorings,
and (2) optimizing the structure of the codebase. It is apparent from this commit that the main
intention behind refactoring the code is to improve the design. Specifically, Refactoring Miner
detected 69 refactoring operations associated with this commit message. We observe there is
consistency between what is documented in the commit message and the actual size of refactoring
operations.
Closer inspection of the nature and type of the 69 refactorings and the corresponding source code
shows that the GitHub commit author massively optimized the package structure within existing
modularizations. Particularly, as Figure 9.5 shows, the developer performed four refactoring types,
namely, Move Class, Change Package, Move Source Folder, and Move and Rename Class. A
percentage of 80.16% of these refactorings were Move Class refactorings, 8.70% were Change
Package, 7.25% were Move Source Folder, and 2.90% were composite refactorings (Move and
Rename Class). As pointed out in Refactoring Miner documentation3, Change Package refactoring
involves several package-level refactorings (i.e., Rename, Move, Split, and Merge packages).
We observe that the developer is optimizing the design by performing repackaging, i.e., extracting
packages and moving the classes between these packages, merging packages that have classes
strongly related to each other, and renaming packages to reflect the actual behavior of the package.
The present observations are significant in at least two major respects: (1) improving the quality of
packages structure when optimizing intra-package (i.e., cohesion) and inter-package (i.e., coupling)
dependencies and minimizing package cycles and (2) avoiding increasing the size of the large
packages and/or merging packages into larger ones. Developer intention to distribute classes over
packages, however, might depend on other design factors than package cohesion and coupling. This
remodularization activity helps to identify packages containing classes poorly related to each other.
In order to confirm the main refactoring intention when performing this refactoring, we emailed
the GitHub contributor and asked about the main motivation behind performing this massive
refactorings in the commit message (Figure 9.4). The GitHub contributor confirmed that the
intention was to improve the design and this motivation is best illustrated in the following response
about the commit we examined:
3https://github.com/tsantalis/RefactoringMiner
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“there are a few reasons for large refactorings: (1) the codebase is becoming increasingly difficult
to evolve. Sometimes relatively small conceptual changes can make a huge difference, but
requires a lot of changes in many places.” and “(2) analysis of codebase dependencies, call
sequences and so on reveal that the codebase is a mess and needs to be fixed to avoid current
or future bugs.”
The most striking observation to emerge from the response was that as a program evolves in size
it is vital to design it by splitting it into modules, so that developer does not need to understand
all of it to make a small modification. Generally, refactoring to improve the design at different
levels of granularity is crucial. This case study sheds light on the importance of refactoring at
package-level of granularity and how it plays a crucial role in the quality and maintainability
of the software. In future investigations, it might be possible to extend this work by learning
from existing remodularization process and then recommending the right package for a given class
taking into account the design quality (e.g., coupling, cohesion, and complexity). Future studies on
remodularization topic can develop refactoring tool which can refactor software systems at different
levels of granularity.
Case Study 2. Refactoring to remove code smells
Figure 9.6: Commit message stating the removal of duplicate code.





















Figure 9.7: Distribution of refactoring operations.
This case study illustrates another developer’s perception of refactoring which is mainly about code
smell resolution. Figure 9.6 shows that the developer performed large-scale refactoring to eliminate
duplicated code. Generally, code duplication belongs to the “Dispensable” code smell category,
i.e., code fragments that are unneeded and whose absence would make the code cleaner and more
efficient.
Figure 9.7 depicts the 38 refactoring operations performed in which the developer removed duplicated
code. The developer performed 10 different types of refactorings associated with the commit
message shown in Figure 9.6: Rename Method, Move Attribute, Move Method, Extract Class, Move
and Rename Class, Move Class, Rename Variable, Extract Variable, Extract Method, and Change
Package.
From the pie chart, it is clear that the majority of refactorings performed were Rename Method and
Move Attribute with 34.21% and 21.05% respectively, followed by Move Method with 13.16% and
Extract Class refactorings with 10.54%. Nearly 5% were Move Class and Move and Rename Class
refactorings and only a small percentage of refactoring commits were Change Package, Extract
Method, Extract Variable, and Rename Variable.
On further examination of the source code and the corresponding refactorings detected by the tool,
we notice that there are a variety of cases in which the code fragments are considered duplicate.
One case is when the same code structure is found in more than one place in the same class, and the
other one is when the same code expression is written in two different and unrelated classes. The
developer treated the former case by using Extract Method refactoring followed by the necessarily
naming and moving operations and then invoked the code from both places. As for the latter
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case, the developer solved it by using Extract Class refactoring and the corresponding renaming
and moving operations for the class and/or attribute that maintained the common functionalities.
The developer also performed Change Package refactorings when removing code duplication as a
complementary step of refactoring, which could indicate motivations outside of those described in
the commit message.
It appears to us that composite refactorings have been performed for resolving this code smell.
These activities help eliminate code duplication since merging duplicate code simplifies the design
of the code. Additionally, these activities could help improving many code metrics such as the lines
of code (LOC), the cyclomatic complexity (CC), and coupling between objects (CBO).
Case Study 3. Refactoring to improve external quality Attributes
Figure 9.8: Commit message stating the refactoring to improve code readability.









Figure 9.9: Distribution of refactoring operations.
This case study demonstrates another refactoring intention which is related to improving external
quality attributes (i.e., indication of the enhancement of non-functional attributes such as readability
and understandability of the source code). As shown in Figure 9.8, the developer stated that the
purpose of performing this refactoring is to improve the readability of the source code by breaking
large blocks of code into separate methods.
Figure 9.9 illustrates the breakdown of 16 refactoring operations related to readability associated
with this commit message. It can be seen that Rename Parameter and Extract Method refactorings
have the highest refactoring-related commits with 37.50% and 31.25%, respectively. Rename
Variable is the third most performed refactoring with 25%, in front of Parameterize Variable
refactorings at 6.25%. By analyzing the corresponding source code, it is clear that developer
decomposed four methods for better readability, namely, handleIO(), handleIO(sk SelectionKey),
handleReads(sk SelectionKey, qa MemcachedNode), and attemptReconnects(). The name
could also change for a reason (e.g., when Extract Method is applied to a method, the method
name and its parameters or variables also update as a result).
To improve code readability, developer used Extract Method refactorings as a treatment for this
case study to reduce the length of the method body. Additionally, renaming operations were used
to improve naming quality in the refactored code and reflect the actual purpose of the parameters
and variables. Converting variables to parameters could also make the methods more readable and
understandable. To develop a full picture of how to create readable code, future studies will be
needed to focus on code readability guidelines or rules for developers.
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Case Study 4. Refactoring to add feature













Figure 9.11: Distribution of refactoring operations.
This case study discusses another motivation of refactoring that is different than the traditional
design improvement motivation. As shown in Figure 9.10, developers interleaved refactoring
practices with other development-related tasks, i.e., adding feature. Specifically, the developer
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implemented two new functionalities (i.e., allow the user to download files, and “check for updates”
and “preference option” features. Developers also performed other code changes which involved
renaming, moving, etc.
Figure 9.11 portrays the 21 refactoring operations performed in which the developer added features
and made other related code changes. With regards to the type of refactoring operations used
to perform these implementations, the developer mainly performed moving and renaming related
operations that are associated with code elements related to that implementation. Overall, Rename
Variable and Rename Attribute constitute the main refactoring operations performed accounting
for 38.10% and 28.57% respectively, followed by Move Class with 14.29% and Rename Method with
9.52% . The percentage of Move Method and Move and Rename Class refactorings, by contrast,
made up a mere 4.76%.
Upon exploring the source code, it appears to us that the developer performed moving-related
refactorings when adding features (e.g., update checker functionality and activate user preference
option) to the system, and renaming-related operations have been performed for several enhancements
related to the UI (e.g., renaming buttons, task bar, progress bar, etc). These observations may
explain that adding feature is one type of development task that refactorings were interleaved with
and the refactoring definition in practice seems to deviate from the rigorous academic definition of
refactoring, i.e., refactoring to improve the design of the code.
Case Study 5. Refactoring to fix bug
Figure 9.12: Commit message stating the correction of user interface related bugs.
















Figure 9.13: Distribution of refactoring operations.
This case study presents another refactoring intention, i.e., refactoring to fix bugs that differs from
the academic definition of refactoring. It can be seen from the above commit message (Figure 9.12)
that several UI-related bugs have been solved while performing refactorings. Similar to the commit
in case study 4, the developer interleaved these changes with other types of refactoring.
The pie chart above shows 7 distinct refactoring operations performed that constituted 37 refactoring
instances for bug fixing-related process. The type of refactorings involved in this activity are mainly
focused on extracting, moving, and renaming-related operations.
From the graph above we can see that roughly a quarter of refactorings were Move Method. Rename
Parameter, Rename Attribute, and Move Attribute constituted almost the same percentage with
slight advantage to Rename Parameter. Extract Method was comprised of 13,51%, whereas Rename
Variable, Rename Method, and Extract Class combined just constituted under a fifth. The present
results are significant in at least two major respects: (1) developers flossly refactor the code to
reach a specific goal, i.e., fix bugs, and (2) developers did not separate refactoring techniques from
bug fixing-related activities. Interleaving these activities may not guarantee behavior preserving
transformation as reported by Fowler et al. [91]. Developers are encouraged to frequently refactor
the code to make finding and debugging bugs much easier. Fowler et al. pointed out that developers
should stop refactoring if they notice a bug that needs to be fixed since mixing both tasks may lead
to changing the behavior of the system. Testing the impact of these changes is a topic beyond the
scope of this thesis, but it is an interesting research direction that we can take into account in the
future.
Analyzing the distributions of refactoring operations in the case studies, and observing how they
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vary due to the context of refactoring and due to the difference between production and test files, has
raised our curiosity about whether we can observe similar difference if we analyze distributions of
refactorings across classification categories. In the next subsection, we define the following research
question to investigate the frequency of refactorings, spit by target refactored element (production
vs. test) per category.
9.3.3 RQ1.1: Do software developers perform different types of refactoring
operations on test code and production code between categories?
In Table 9.4, we show the volume of operations for each refactoring operation applied to the
refactored test and production files grouped by the classification category associated with the file.
Values in bold indicate the most common applied refactoring operation – Move Class and Rename
Parameter for production files, and Rename Method for test files.
Concerning production file-related refactoring motivations, the topmost refactoring operations
performed across all refactoring motivations is Move Class refactoring, except for Bug Fix in which
Rename Attribute is the highest performed refactoring. In the case of internal quality attribute-
related motivations, developers performed Move Class refactoring to move the relevant classes
to the right package if there are many dependencies for the class between two packages. This
could eliminate undesired dependencies between modules. Another possibility for the reason to
perform such refactoring is to introduce a sub-package and move a group of related classes to a new
subpackage. With respect to code smell resolution motivation, developers eliminate a redundant
sub-package and nesting level in the package structure when performing Move Class refactoring
operations. With regards to external quality attribute-related motivation, developers can target
improving the understandability of the code by repackaging and moving the classes between these
packages. Hence, the structure of the code becomes more understandable. Developers could also
maintain code compatibility by moving a class back to its original package to maintain backward
compatibility. For feature addition or modification, Move Class refactoring is performed when
adding new or modifying the implemented features. This could be done by moving the class to
appropriate containers or moving a class to a package that is more functionally or conceptually
relevant. Lastly, for bug fixing-related motivations, developers mainly improve parameter and
method names; they rename a parameter or method to better represent its purpose and to enforce
naming consistency and to conform to the project’s naming conventions. Developers need to change
the semantics of the code to improve the readability of the code. For test files-related refactoring
motivations, the most frequently applied refactoring is Rename Method. This can be explained by
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the fact that test methods are the fundamental elements in a test suite. Test methods are utilized
to test the production source code; hence, the high occurrence of method based refactorings in
unit test files. The observed difference in the distribution of refactorings in production/test files
between our study and the related work [276] is also due to the size (number of projects) effect of
the two groups under comparison.
9.3.4 RQ2: What patterns do developers use to describe their refactoring
activities?
In this research question, we explore the set of 513 potential self-affirmed refactoring candidates,
extracted by manual inspection from commits messages and categories top 100 features. We classify
these SAR candidates into two tables: Table 9.5 contains generic candidate patterns that were found
across categories; Table 9.6 contains candidate patterns that are specific to each category.
Upon a closer inspection of these refactoring patterns, we have made several observations: we
noticed that developers document refactoring activities at different levels of granularity, e.g.,
package, class, and method level. Furthermore, we observe that developers state the motivation
behind refactoring, and some of these patterns are not restricted only to fixing code smells, as
in the original definition of refactoring in Fowler’s book, i.e., improving the structure of the
code. For instance, developers tend often to improve certain non-functional attributes such as
the readability and testability of the source code. Additionally, developers occasionally apply the
“Don’t Repeat Yourself” principle by removing excessive code duplication. A few patterns indicated
that developers refactor the code to improve internal quality attributes such as inheritance, polymorphism,
and abstraction. We also noticed the application of a single responsibility principle which is meant
to improve the cohesion and coupling of the class when developers explicitly mentioned a few
patterns related to dependency removal.
Further, we observe that developers tend to report the executed refactoring operations by explicitly
using terms from Fowler’s taxonomy; terms such as inline class/method, Extract Class/Superclass/Method
or Push Up Field/Method and Push Down Field/Method.
The generic nature of some of these patterns was a critical observation that we encountered, i.e.,
many of these patterns are context specific and can be subject to many interpretations, depending
on the meaning the developer is trying to convey. For instance, the pattern fixed a problem is
descriptive of any anomaly developer encountered and it can be either functional or non-functional.
Since in our study, we are interested in textual patterns related to refactoring, we decided to filter
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Table 9.5: Patterns detected across all classes. Patterns whose occurrence in refactoring commits
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Table 9.6: Patterns detected by class. Patterns whose occurrence in refactoring commits is
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this list down by reporting patterns whose frequency in commit messages containing refactoring
is significantly higher than in messages of commits without refactoring. The rationale behind this
idea is to identify patterns that are repeatedly used in the context of refactoring, and less often
in other contexts. Since the patterns were extracted from 111,884 messages of commits containing
refactoring (we call them refactoring commits), we need to build another corpus of messages from
commits that do not contain refactorings (we call them non-refactoring commits). As we plan on
comparing the frequency of keywords between the two corpora, i.e., refactoring and non-refactoring
commit messages, it is important to adequately choose the non-refactoring messages to ensure
fairness. To do so, we follow the following heuristics: we randomly select a statistically significant
sample of commits (confidence level of 95%), 1) chosen from the same set of 800 projects that issued
the refactoring commits; 2) whose authors are from the same authors of the refactoring commits;
3) whose timestamps are in the same interval of refactoring commits timestamps; 4) and finally,
the average length of commit messages is approximately close (118 for refactoring commits, and
120 for non-refactoring commits).
Figure 9.14: Violin plots representing the occurrence of refactor keyword in (A) non-refactoring
corpus vs. (B) refactoring corpus.
Once the set of non-refactoring commit messages constructed, for each keyword, we calculate its
occurrence per project for both corpora. This generates vector of 800 occurrences per corpus. Each
vector dimension contains a positive number representing the keyword occurrence for a project,
and zero otherwise. Figure 9.14 illustrates occurrences violin plots of the keyword “refactor” in
both corpora. While it is observed in Figure 9.14 that the occurrence of refactor in refactoring
commits is higher, we need a statistical test to prove it. So, we perform such comparison using the
Mann-Whitney U test, a non-parametric test that checks continuous or ordinal data for a significant
difference between two independent groups. This applies to our case, since the commits, in the
first group, are independent of commits in the second group. We formulate the comparison of each
keyword occurrence corpora by defining the alternative hypothesis as follows:
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Hypothesis 1 The occurrence vector of refactoring commits is strictly higher than the occurrence
vector of non-refactoring commits.
And so, the null hypothesis is defined as follows:
Null Hypothesis 1 The occurrence vector of non-refactoring commits is equal or smaller than
the occurrence vector of refactoring commits.
We start with generating occurrence vectors for each keyword, then we perform the statistical test
for each pair of vectors. We report our findings in Table 9.5 and 9.6 where keywords in bold are
the ones rejecting the null hypothesis (i.e., p< 0.05).
With the analysis of these tables results, we observe the following:
• While previous studies have been relying on the detection of refactoring activity in software
artifacts using the keyword “refactor* ” [128,190,220,222,254], our findings demonstrate that
developers use a variety of keywords to describe their refactoring activities. For instance,
keywords such as clean up, repackage, restructure, re-design, and modularize has been used
without the mention of the refactoring keyword, to imply the existence of refactorings in the
committed code. While these keywords are not exclusive to refactoring, and could also be
used for general usage, their existence in commits containing refactoring operations has been
more significant (i.e., p< 0.05), which qualifies them to be close synonyms to refactoring.
Table 9.7 enumerates the top-20 keywords, sorted by the percentage of projects they were
located in.
• The keyword refactor was also used in non-refactoring commit messages. This can be
explained either by its occasional misuse, like some previous studies found, or by the existence
of refactoring operations that were not identified by the tool we are using. Yet, the frequency
of misuse of this popular pattern remains significant in the refactoring-related commit messages
(i.e., p< 0.05).
• We notice that developers document refactoring activities at different levels of granularity,
e.g., package, class, and method level. We also observe that developers occasionally state the
motivation behind refactoring, which is not restricted only to fixing code smells, as in the
original definition of refactoring in the Fowler’s book [91], and so, this supports the rationale
behind our classification in the first research question.
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• Furthermore, our classification has revealed the existence of patterns that are used in specific
categories (i.e., motivations). For instance, the traditional code smell category is mainly
populated with keywords related to removing duplicate code. Interestingly, all patterns whose
existence in refactoring commit messages is statistically significant, were related to duplicate
code deletion. Although patterns related to removing code smells exist, e.g., Clear up a small
design flaw or fix code smell or Antipattern bad for performances, these patterns occurrence
was not large enough to reject the null hypothesis. Nevertheless, Table 9.8 contains a summary
of category-specific patterns that we manually identified. These keywords are found relevant
based on how previous studies have been identifying refactoring opportunities (removing code
smells, improving structural metrics, optimizing external quality attributes like performance
etc.). Note that, in Table 9.8, we did not quantify the frequency of these patterns, and we plan
on the future to further analyze their popularity, along with the type of refactoring operations
that are mostly used with their existence, similarly to previous empirical studies [38,39].
• Developers occasionally mention the refactoring operation(s) they perform. The Mann-
Whitney U test accepted the alternative hypothesis for all patterns linked to refactoring
operations, i.e., Pull Up, Push Down, Inline, Extract, Rename, Encapsulate, Split, Extend,
except for the famous move. Unlike code smell patterns, move does exist in 787 projects
(98.37%, fourth most used keyword, after respectively Fix, Add, and Merge) and it is heavily
used by both refactoring and non-refactoring commit messages.
• Similarly to move, keywords like merge, reformat, remove redundant, performance improvement,
code style, were popular across many projects, and typically invoked by both refactoring and
non-refactoring commits. So, although they do serve in documenting refactoring activities,
their generic nature makes them also used in several other contexts. For example, merge is
typically used when developers combine classes or methods, as well as describing the resolution
of merge conflicts. Similarly, performance improvement is not restricted to non-functional
changes, as several performance optimization techniques and genetic improvements are not
necessarily linked to refactoring.
9.3.5 RQ2.1: Do commits containing the label Refactor indicate more refactoring
activity than those without the label?
Murphy-Hill et al. [189] proposed several hypotheses related to four methods that gather refactoring
data and outlined experiments for testing those hypotheses. One of these methods concerns mining
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Table 9.7: Top generic refactoring patterns.
Patterns
Refactor* (89.00%) Renam* (83.63%) Improv* (78.75%) CleanUp (67.38%)
Replac* (66.88%) Introduc (53.00%) Extend (52.63%) Simplif (52.50%)
Extract (49.00%) Added support (47.38%) Split (45.50%) Reduc* (45.00%)
Chang* name (44.88%) Migrat (32.88%) Enhanc (32.63%) Organiz* (32.25%)
Rework (27.25%) Rewrit* (27.25%) Code clean* (25.63%) Remov* dependency (25.00%)
Table 9.8: Summary of refactoring patterns, clustered by refactoring related categories.
Internal External Code Smell
Inheritance Functionality Duplicate Code
Abstraction Performance Dead Code
Complexity Compatibility Data Class
Composition Readability Long Method
Coupling Stability Switch Statement
Encapsulation Usability Lazy Class
Design Size Flexibility Too Many Parameters
Polymorphism Extensibility Primitive Obsession
Cohesion Efficiency Feature Envy
Messaging Accuracy Blob Class






















the commit log. Murphy-Hill et al. [189] hypothesize that commits labeled with the keyword
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“refactor” do not indicate more refactoring instances than unlabeled commits. In an empirical
context, we test this hypothesis in two steps. In the first steps, we used the keyword “refactor”,
exactly as dictated by the authors. Thereafter, we quantified the proportion of commits including
the searched label across all the considered projects in our benchmark. In the second step, we
re-tested the hypothesis using the subset of 230 SAR patterns, whose occurrence in refactoring
commits were found to be significant with respect to non-refactoring commits. We counted the
percentage of commits containing any of our SAR labels. The result of the two rounds resides in a
strict set of commits containing the label “refactor”, which is included in a larger set containing all
patterns, and finally a remaining set of commits which does not contain any patterns. For each of
the sets, we count the number of refactoring operations identified in the commits. Then, we break
down the set per operation type.
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Figure 9.15: Distribution of refactoring operations for commits labeled and unlabeled SAR (left
side) and commits labeled and unlabeled refactor (right side).
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In order to compare the number of refactorings identified for each set, i.e., labeled and unlabeled
commits with the keyword “refactor”, along with labeled and unlabeled commits with SAR patterns.
We used the Wilcoxon test, as suggested by Murphy-Hill et al. [189] for the purpose of testing
the hypothesis. We then applied the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test to estimate the
significance of differences between the numbers of the sets. The choice of Wilcoxon rank-sum test
is motivated by the independence of sets from each other (the occurrence of refactor is independent
of the occurrence of the remaining patterns).
Figure 9.15 shows the distribution of refactorings in labeled and unlabeled commits with SAR
patterns (group 1 on the left) and labeled and unlabeled commits with the keyword refactor (group
2 on the right). The first observation we can draw is that Replace Attribute stands as most
labeled refactoring with a percentage of 35.9% for group 2, while the difference between operations
percentages, in group 1, is not significant, with Move Class having the highest percentage of 48.95%.
Another observation is that Pull Up Attribute turns out to be the most unlabeled refactoring with a
score of 54.91% for group 1, whereas Rename Attribute tends to be the most unlabeled refactoring
for group 2. This result is consistent with one of the previous studies stating that renames are rarely
labeled, as they detected explicit documentation of renames in less than 1% of their dataset [31].
By comparing the different commits that are labeled and unlabeled with SAR patterns, we observe
a significant number of labeled refactoring commits for each refactoring operation supported by the
tool Refactoring Miner (p-value = 0.0005). This implies that there is a strong trend of developers
in using these phrases in refactoring commits. The results for commits labeled and unlabeled
“refactor” with a p-value = 0.0005 engender an opposite observation, which corroborates the
expected outcome of Murphy-Hill et al.’s hypothesis. Thus, the use of “refactor” is not a great
indication of refactoring activities. The difference between the two tests indicates the usefulness of
the list of SAR patterns that we identified.
It is to note that we did not perform any correspondence between the mentioned patterns and the
corresponding refactoring operation(s). In other terms, if an operation is explicitly mentioned in a
commit message, we have not checked whether it was among the applied refactoring at the source
code level. We opted for such verification to be outside of the scope of the current study, while it
would be an interesting direction we can consider in our future investigations.
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9.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we performed a large-scale empirical study to explore the motivation driving
refactorings, the documentation of refactoring activities, and the proportion of refactoring operations
performed on production and test code. In summary, the main conclusions are: (1) our study
shows that code smell resolution is not the only driver for developers to factor out their code.
Refactoring activity is also driven by changes in requirements, correction of errors, structural design
optimization and nonfunctional quality attributes enhancement. Developers are using wide variety
of refactoring operations to refactor production and test files, and (2) a wide variety of textual
patterns is used to document refactoring activities in the commit messages. These patterns could
demonstrate developer perception of refactoring or report a specific refactoring operation name
following Fowler’s names.
As future work, we aim to investigate the effect of refactoring on both change and fault-proneness in
large-scale open source systems. Specifically, we would like to investigate commit-labeled refactoring
to determine if certain refactoring motivations lead to decreased change and fault-prone classes.
Further, since a commit message could potentially belong to multiple categories (e.g., improve
the design and fix a bug), future research could usefully explore how to automatically classify
commits into this kind of hybrid categories. Another potentially interesting future direction will
be to conduct additional studies using other refactoring detection tools to analyze open source
and industrial software projects and compare findings. Since we observed that feature requests
and fix bugs are also refactoring motivators for developers, researchers are encouraged to adopt a




between developer perception and the
improvement of internal quality
attributes
10.1 Introduction
Being the de facto practice of improving software design without altering its external behavior,
refactoring has been the focus on several studies, which aim to support its application by identifying
refactoring opportunities, in the source code, through the optimization of structural metrics, and
the removal of code smells [67, 174, 175, 176, 238, 267, 281]. Therefore, several studies have been
analyzing the impact of refactoring on existing literature quality attributes, structural metrics, and
code smells [22,38,54,57,112,182,235,294]. The spectrum of quality attributes, structural metrics
and code smells, represents the main driver for studies aiming to imitate the human decision making,
and automate the refactoring process.
Despite the growing effort in recommending refactorings through structural metrics optimization
and code smells removal, there is very little evidence on whether developers follow that intention
when refactoring their code. A recent study by Pantiuchina et al. [208] has shown that there
is a misperception between the state-of-the-art structural metrics, widely used as indicators for
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refactoring, and what developers actually consider to be an improvement in their source code.
Thus, there is a need to distinguish, among all the structural metrics, typically used in refactoring
literature, the particular ones that are of a better representation of the developers’ perception of
software quality improvement.
This chapter aims in identifying, among the various quality models presented in the literature, the
ones that are more in-line with the developer’s vision of quality, when they explicitly state that
they are refactoring to improve it.
We start with reviewing literature studies, which propose software quality attributes and their
corresponding measurement in the source code, in terms of metrics. Software quality attributes
are typically characterized by high-level definitions whose interpretations allow the possibility for
multiple ways to calculate them in the source code. Thus, there is little consensus on what would be
the optimal match between quality attributes, and code-level design metrics. For instance, as shown
later in Section 4, the notion of complexity was the subject of many studies that proposed several
metrics to calculate it. Therefore, we investigate which code-level metrics are more representative
to the high-level quality attributes, when their optimization is explicitly stated by the developer,
when applying refactorings.
Practically, we have classified 1,245 commits, as quality improvement commits, by manually analyzing
their messages and identifying an explicit statement of improving an internal quality attribute, along
with detecting their refactoring activities. We mined these commits from 3,795 well-engineered,
open-source projects. We identify their refactoring operations by applying state-of-the-art refactoring
mining tools [240,278]. We refine our dataset by untangling each commit to select only refactored
code elements. Then, we cluster commits per quality attribute (complexity, inheritance, etc.).
Afterward, for each quality attribute, we calculate the values of its corresponding structural metrics,
in the files, before and after their refactorings. And finally, we empirically compare the variation
of these values, to distinguish the metrics that are significantly impacted by the refactorings, and
so they better reflect the developer’s intention of enhancing its corresponding quality attribute.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has investigated the relationship between quality
attributes and their corresponding structural metrics, from the developer’s perception. Our key
findings show that not all state of the art structural metrics equally represent internal quality
attributes; some quality attributes are being more emphasized than others by developers.
Our main goal is to investigate whether the developer perception of quality improvement (as
expected by developers) aligns with the real quality improvement (as assessed by quality metrics).
In particular, we address the following research question:
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• RQ. Is the developer perception of quality improvement aligned with the quantitative assessment
of code quality?
10.2 Study Design
Figure 10.1: Empirical study design overview.
To answer our research question, we conduct a three-phased empirical study. An overview of the
experiment methodology is depicted in Figure 11.1. The initial phase consists of selecting and
mining a large number of open-source Java projects and detecting refactoring instances that occur
throughout their development history, i.e., commit-level code changes, of each considered project.
The second phase consists of analyzing the commit messages as a mean of identifying refactoring
commits in which developers document their perception of internal quality attributes. Thereafter,
the third phase involves the selection of software quality metrics to compare its values before and
after the selected refactoring commits.
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Table 10.1: Internal quality attributes and their corresponding structural metrics used in this study.
Quality Attribute Study Software Metrics
Cohesion [57,208] Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM) [59]
Coupling [57,208] Coupling Between Objects (CBO) [59]
[208] Response For Class (RFC) [59]
[57] Fan-in (FANIN) [114]
[57] Fan-out (FANOUT) [114]
Complexity [57] Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) [166]
[57,208,244] Weighted Method Count (WMC) [59]
[195,244] Response For Class (RFC) [59]
[244] Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM) [59]
[57] Essential Complexity (Evg) [166]
[57] Paths (NPATH) [197]
[57] Nesting (MaxNest) [153]
Inheritance [57,244] Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT) [59]
[57,244] Number of Children (NOC) [59]
[57] Base Classes (IFANIN) [76]
Polymorphism [244] Weighted Method Count (WMC) [59]
[195,244] Response For a Class (RFC) [59]
Encapsulation [244] Weighted Method Count (WMC) [59]
[244] Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM) [59]
Abstraction [244] Weighted Method Count (WMC) [59]
[244] Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM) [59]
Design Size [57] Lines of Code (LOC) [153]
[57] Lines with Comments (CLOC) [153]
[57] Statements (STMTC) [153]
[57] Classes (CDL) [153]
[57] Instance Variables (NIV) [153]
[57] Instance Methods (NIM) [153]
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10.2.1 Selection of Quality Attributes and Structural Metrics
To setup a comprehensive set of quality attributes, to be assessed in our study, we first conduct a
literature review on existing and commonly acknowledged software quality attributes [59, 76, 114,
153, 166, 197]. Then, we checked if the metrics assess several object-oriented design aspects in
order to map each internal quality attribute to the appropriate structural metric(s). For example,
the Response For Class (RFC) metric is typically used to measure Coupling and Complexity
quality attributes. More generally, we extract, from literature review, all the associations between
metrics (e.g., CK suite [59], McCabe [166] and Lorenz and Kidd’s book [153]) with internal quality
attributes.
The extraction process results in 27 distinct structural metrics as shown in Table 10.1. The list of
metrics is (1) well-known and defined in the literature, and (2) can assess on different code-level
elements, i.e., method, class, package, and (3) can be calculated by existing static analysis tools.
For this study, all metrics values are automatically computed using the Understand1, a popular
static analysis framework.
10.2.2 Refactoring Detection
To collect the necessary commits, we refer to an existing large dataset of links to GitHub repositories
[6]. We perform an initial filtering, using Reaper [184], to only navigate through well-engineered
projects. So, we ended up reducing the number of selected projects from 57,447 to 3,795. To
extract the entire refactoring history in each project, we use two popular refactoring mining tools,
namely Refactoring Miner [278] and ReffDiff [240]. We selected both tools because they are known
to be in the top of refactoring detection tools, in terms of accuracy [264, 278] (precision of 98%
and 100%, and recall of 87% and 88%, respectively), and because they are both built-in to analyze
code changes in git repositories and detect applied refactorings, which is the case for our intended
data, along with being suitable for our study that requires a high degree of automation in data
mining. As for the selection of commits with refactorings, we perform a voting process between
both tools, i.e., in order for a given commit to be selected, it has to be detected by both tools
as a container to at least one refactoring operation. We perform this voting process to raise the
likelihood of refactoring existence in the commit. Since the accuracy of the tools is out of the scope
of this work, and since we do not perform any refactoring-related analysis, we do not care if the
detection results overlap or not.
1https://scitools.com/
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10.2.3 Data Extraction
After extracting all refactoring commits, we want to only keep commits where refactoring is
documented, i.e., self-affirmed refactorings [14]. We continue to filter them, using the content
of their messages at this stage. We start with using a keyword-based search to find commits
whose messages contain one of the keywords (i.e., Cohesion, Coupling, Complexity, Inheritance,
Polymorphism, Encapsulation, Abstraction, size)
Table 10.2: Examples of selected commit messages.
Quality Attribute Commit Message
Cohesion Refactor code for better cohesion
Coupling Reduce coupling between packages
Complexity reducing complexity by refactoring
Inheritance refactored document requests code to better reflect inheritance ...
Polymorphism Enhance field manager to account for polymorphism when getting a field from a ceiling class
Encapsulation Refactored transactional observer code for better encapsulation and runtime performance
Abstraction code refactored in order to improve the abstraction
Design Size Major refactoring to reduce code size and have at least halfway reasonable structure ...
This keyword-based filtering resulted in only selecting 2,312 commit messages. We notice that the
ratio of these commits is very small in comparison with the total number of refactoring commits,
i.e., 322,479. However, these observations are aligned with previous studies [190,257] as developers
typically do not provide details when they document their refactorings. To ensure that these
commits reported developers’ intention to improve quality attributes, we manually inspect and
read through these refactoring commits to remove false positives. An example of a discarded
commit is: “Refactored EphemeralFileSystemAbstraction”. We discarded this commit because
the quality attribute is actually part of the identifier name of the class. In case of disagreement
between the authors on the inclusion of a certain commit, it was excluded. This step resulted in
only considering 1,245 commits. During this process, we manually classified them with respect to
their quality attributes, as one commit could belong to more than one quality attribute. Our goal
is to have a gold set of commits in which the developers explicitly reported the quality attributes
improvement. This gold set will serve to check later if there is an alignment between the real quality
metrics affected in the source code, and the quality improvement as documented by developers.
Examples of commit messages belonging to the gold set, are showcased in Table 10.2.
Since commits typically contain multiples changed files, which may not all be involved in the
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refactoring, we filter them out, as we checkout, for each commit, its changed Java files, and keep
only those involved in the refactoring operation(s), associated with that commit. The resulting
commits, correspond to our data points, each data point is represented by a set of pre-refactoring
and post-refactoring Java files. These data points will be used in the experiments, to measure the
effect of changes in terms of structural metrics, with respect to the quality attribute, announced in
the commit message.
10.3 Evaluation
This section reports and discusses our experimental results and aims to answer our research
questions.
10.3.1 RQ: Is the developer perception of quality improvement aligned with
the quantitative assessment of code quality?
This question aims in identifying, among the various quality models presented in the literature, the
ones that are more in-line with the developer’s vision of quality, when they explicitly state that
they are refactoring to improve it.
For each refactoring commit with a documented quality attribute by developers, we compute
its corresponding metric values (see Table 10.1) before and after the commit. For instance,
for commit messages related to reducing the complexity of the source code, we calculate seven
corresponding metric values before and after the selected refactoring commit, i.e., Cyclomatic
Complexity (CC), Weighted Method Count (WMC), Response For Class (RFC), Lack of Cohesion
of Methods (LCOM), Essential Complexity (Evg), Paths (NPATH), and Nesting (MaxNest) [59,
153,166,197], as shown in Table 10.1. As we calculate the metrics values of pre- and post-refactoring,
we want to distinguish, for each metric, whether there is a variation on its pair of values, whether
this variation indicates an improvement, and whether that variation is statistically significant.
Therefore, we use the Wilcoxon test, a non-parametric test, to compare between the group of
metric values before and after the commit, since these groups are dependent on one another. The
Null hypothesis is defined by no variation in the metric values of pre- and post-refactored code
elements. Thus, the alternative hypothesis indicates that there is a variation in the metric values.
In each case, a decreased metric value is considered desirable (i.e., an improvement). Additionally,
the variation between values of both sets is considered significant if its associated p-value is less
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than 0.05. It is important to note that, in many cases, the same metric is used to evaluate several
quality attributes. In the following, we report the results of our research question.
The boxplots in Figures 10.2 and 10.3 show the distribution of each metric before and after each of
the examined commits. We provide a detailed analysis of each of the quality attributes. Table 10.3
shows the overall impact of refactorings on quality.
Cohesion
For commits whose messages report the amelioration of the cohesion quality attribute, the boxplot
sketched in Figure 10.2a shows the pre- and post-refactoring results of the normalized LCOM, used
in literature to estimate the cohesion. A poor LCOM metric value implies generally that the classes
should be split into 1 or more classes with better cohesion. Thus, if the value of this metric is low,
it indicates a strong cohesiveness of the class. We have selected the normalized LCOM metric as it
has been widely acknowledged in the literature [57,113,208] as being the alternative to the original
LCOM, by addressing its main limitations (artificial outliers, misperception of getters and setters,
etc.). As can be seen from the boxplot in Figure 10.2a, the median drops from 28.12 to 25.86
and the third quartile is significantly lower which shows a decrease in variation for commits after
refactoring. This result indicates that LCOM is capturing the developer’s intention of optimizing
the cohesion quality attribute. Furthermore, as shown in Table 10.3, LCOM has a positive impact
on cohesion quality, as it decreases in the refactored code. This implies that developers did improve
the cohesion of their classes, as outlined in their commit messages.
Coupling
For commits whose messages report the amelioration of the coupling quality attribute, the boxplots
sketched in Figures 10.2b, 10.2c, 10.2d, 10.2e show the pre- and post-refactoring results of four
structural metrics, i.e., CBO, RFC, FANIN, and FANOUT, used in literature to estimate the
coupling. We observe from the figure that three out of the four coupling metrics experienced a
degradation in the median values. For instance, CBO, FANIN and FANOUT medians dropped,
respectively, from 1.19 to 1.00, from 5.94 to 5.91, and from 2.75 to 2.68. Coupling Between Objects
(CBO) counts of the number of classes that are coupled to a particular class either through method
or attribute calls. Calls are counted in both directions. CBO values have significantly decreased,
which makes it a good representative of coupling. FANIN represents how useful is a code element
to other code elements, while FANOUT counts the number of outsider code elements, a particular
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code element depends on. While both metrics are found to be degrading as developers intend to
optimize coupling, only the FANOUT’s variation was statistically significant. Interestingly, the
Response for a Class (RFC), which counts the visibility of a class to outsider classes, has increased
as developers intend to optimize coupling. In theory, increasing the visibility of a class increases
the possibility to other classes to reach it, and so, it increases its coupling. However, this does not
necessarily hold according to our results, but the variation is not statistically significant.
The manual inspection, of the refactored code, indicates that developers typically decrease coupling
by reducing (1) the strength of dependencies that exist between classes, (2) the message flow of
the classes, and (3) the number of inputs a method uses plus the number of subprograms that call
this method. The code was improved as expected from the developer intentions in their commit
message.
Complexity
As for the complexity quality attribute, we consider seven literature metrics, shown in Table 10.1,
to investigate the code complexity reduction as perceived by developers. As seen in the boxplots
in Figures 10.2f, 10.2g, 10.2j, 10.2k, 10.2l, we observe that the majority metrics, i.e., CC, WMC,
Evg, NPATH, and MaxNest, experienced a degradation in the median values. Furthermore, all
the variations are statistically significant. Despite being associated with several metrics, which
are different in their definitions, our results indicate that 5 out the 7 metrics, accurately represent
the complexity quality attribute. However, RFC’s opposed increase is found to be statistically
significant.
In particular, through a manual inspection of the collected dataset, we observe that developers tend
to reduce the number of local methods, simplify the structure statements, reduce the number of
paths in the body of the code, and lower the nesting level of the control statements (e.g., selection
and loop statements) in the method body. On the other hand, when we observe a significant
increase in RFC, we notice that developers lower the complexity of methods by pulling them up in
the hierarchy, and so they increase the number of inherited methods.
Inheritance
For commits with amelioration to the inheritance quality attribute, the boxplots sketched in
Figures 10.2m, 10.2n, 10.2o show the pre- and post-refactoring results of three structural metrics,
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i.e., DIT, NOC, and IFANIN, used in literature to estimate the inheritance. We observe that
only one metric out of the three experienced a degradation in the median values. For instance,
the median decreases from 1.09 to 1.00 for DIT, whereas the medians increase from 0.15 to 0.19
and from 1.13 to 1.14 for NOC and IFANIN respectively. This indicates that developers probably
decrease the depth of the hierarchy by adding more methods for a class to inherit, increasing the
number of immediate subclasses, and increasing the number of immediate base classes. Although we
observed certain cases that show inheritance improvement as perceived by developers, the overall
depth of the inheritance tree and the number of immediate subclasses and superclasses did not
decrease. The interpretation of the metric improvement highly depends on the quality of the code
and the developer’s design decisions. The statistical test shows that the differences are statistically
significant for DIT and NOC, but they are not for IFANIN.
Polymorphism
For commits whose messages report the amelioration of the polymorphism quality attribute, the
boxplots sketched in Figures 10.3a, 10.3b show the pre- and post-refactoring results of two structural
metrics, i.e., WMC and RFC, used in literature to estimate the polymorphism. We observe that
none of these metrics experienced a degradation in the median values.
The concept of polymorphism is closely related to inheritance. When developers inherit instance
variables and methods from another class, polymorphism techniques allow the subclasses to use
these variables and methods to perform different tasks. For this quality attribute, we observe similar
trends to inheritance. There is a rise in the median for both WMC and RFC. When developers
explicitly refer to polymorphism aspect improvement as a target in the commit messages, they
tend to increase the number of local and inherited methods. The statistical test shows that the
differences are not statistically significant.
Encapsulation
For commits whose messages report the amelioration of the encapsulation quality attribute, the
boxplots sketched in Figures 10.3c, 10.3d show the pre- and post-refactoring results of two structural
metrics, i.e., WMC and the normalized LCOM, used in literature to estimate the encapsulation. We
observe that both metrics experienced a degradation in the median values. However, the variations
are statistically significant.
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From a qualitative perspective, we observe that developers prevent access to attributes and methods
by defining them to be private and enclosing them within a single construct. Although the results
of the encapsulation metrics are not statistically significant, the significant results of cohesion
and complexity-related commits discussed previously might indicate that the information hiding
mechanism could generally help in reducing the complexity of the software systems when developers
are actually limiting the inter-dependencies between components, and thus promote cohesion and
modularity.
Abstraction
For this quality attribute that measures the generalization-specialization aspect of the design,
we noticed an improvement of both the WMC and the normalized LCOM metrics, as shown in
Figures 10.3e, 10.3f. The differences are not statistically significant. Using this attribute, developers
seem to practically handle the complexity of the methods when adding one or more descendants
by actually hiding the implementation details, and increasing the class cohesion.
Design Size
For commits whose messages report the amelioration of the design size quality attribute, the
boxplots sketched in Figures 10.3g, 10.3h, 10.3i, 10.3j, 10.3k, 10.3l show the pre- and post-refactoring
results of six structural metrics, i.e., LOC, CLOC, STMTC, CDL, NIV, NIM, used in literature
to estimate the design size. We notice the improvement of four metrics, namely CLOC, CDL,
NIV, and NIM after the commits in which developers explicitly target the improvement of the
size of the classes. As can be seen in the box plots, the medians decreased in general. On the
other hand, we notice an increase in LOC and STMTC. Regardless of the increase or decrease of
metric values, their variations are not statistically significant. This indicates that developers reduce
(1) line containing comments, (2) the number of classes and (3) the number of declared instance
variables and methods. As for LOC and STMTC, we observed minor increases in the metric values.
The summary of the findings is as follows:
• Cohesion: The normalized LCOM metric does not only represent a good replacement to the
original LCOM, but also represents the cohesion quality attribute. Its positive variation is in
line with the developer’s intention in improving cohesion.
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• Coupling: CBO, FANIN and FANOUT generally decrease as developer intends to improve
coupling. However, only CBO and FANOUT variation is significant. RFC exhibits an opposite
variation to coupling, but it is not statistically significant.
• Complexity: CC, WMC, Evg, NPATH, and MaxNest generally decrease as developer intends
to improve complexity, and all their variation is significant. Furthermore, our empirical
investigation discards RFC from being an indicator for complexity.
• Inheritance: DIT generally decreases as developer intends to improve inheritance, and its
variation is significant. IFANIN exhibit opposite variations to inheritance, but it is not
statistically significant. Furthermore, our empirical investigation discards NOC from being
an indicator for inheritance.
• Polymorphism: WMC and RFC exhibit opposite variations to polymorphism, but they are
not statistically significant. Therefore, we could not find any metric that has a significant
positive variation which matches the developer’s perception of improving polymorphism.
• Encapsulation: WMC and the normalized LCOM generally decrease as developer intends to
improve encapsulation, but their variations are not significant. Therefore, we could not find
any metric that has a significant positive variation which matches the developer’s perception
of improving encapsulation.
• Abstraction: WMC and the normalized LCOM generally decrease as developer intends to
improve abstraction, but their variations are not significant. Therefore, we could not find any
metric that has a significant positive variation which matches the developer’s perception of
improving abstraction.
• Design Size: CLOC, CDL, NIV, and NIM generally decrease as developers intend to improve
design size, but their variations are not significant. Therefore, we could not find any metric
that has a significant positive variation which matches the developer’s perception of improving
design size.
10.4 Conclusion
In this work, we performed an exploratory study to investigate the alignment between quality
improvement and software design metrics by focusing on 8 internal quality attributes and 27
structural metrics. In summary, the main conclusions are:
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(a) Cohesion - LCOM (b) Coupling - CBO (c) Coupling - FANIN
(d) Coupling - FANOUT (e) Coupling - RFC (f) Complexity - CC
(g) Complexity - WMC (h) Complexity - RFC (i) Complexity - LCOM
(j) Complexity - Evg (k) Complexity - NPATH(l) Complexity - MaxNest
(m) Inheritance - DIT (n) Inheritance - NOC (o) Inheritance - IFANIN
Figure 10.2: Boxplots of metrics values of pre- and post-refactored files.
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(a) Polymorphism - WMC (b) Polymorphism - RFC (c) Encapsulation - WMC
(d) Encapsulation -
LCOM
(e) Abstraction - WMC (f) Abstraction - LCOM
(g) Design Size - LOC (h) Design Size - CLOC (i) Design Size - STMTC
(j) Design Size - CDL (k) Design Size - NIV (l) Design Size - NIM
Figure 10.3: Boxplots of metrics values of pre- and post-refactored files (cont.).
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Table 10.3: Effect of refactoring on structural metrics, clustered by their corresponding internal
quality attribute. (+ve) indicates positive impact; (-ve) indicates negative impact; bold indicates
statistical significance; italic indicates improvement.
Quality Attribute Metric Impact p-value
Cohesion LCOM +ve 0.0346









NPATH +ve ¡ 0.0001
MaxNest +ve 0.0026
Inheritance DIT +ve 0.0439
NOC -ve 0.0208
IFANIN -ve 0.3987
Polymorphism WMC -ve 0.5137
RFC -ve 0.7983
Encapsulation WMC +ve 0.1769
LCOM +ve 0.7737
Abstraction WMC +ve 0.1924
LCOM +ve 0.6988






—A variety of structural metrics can represent the internal quality attributes considered in this
study. Based on our empirical investigation, for metrics that are associated with quality attributes,
there are different degrees of improvement and degradation of software quality.
—Most of the metrics that are mapped to the main quality attributes, i.e., cohesion, coupling,
and complexity, do capture developer intentions of quality improvement reported in the commit
messages. In contrast, there is also a case in which the metrics do not capture quality improvement
as perceived by developers.
—As for encapsulation, abstraction, polymorphism, and design size. We cannot find any metric
that can represent developer’s intention of optimizing these quality attributes, and so these findings
motivates a deeper investigation on understanding the mismatch between theory and practice.
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As future work, we plan to empirically assess the impact of external quality metrics (e.g., testability
and readability) as documented by developers in their commit messages on quality and compare
and contrast them with the findings for the internal ones. This will give us an indication which
quality attributes are improved the most by developers. Also, we plan on investigating the impact
of composed refactorings on each of the quality attributes, in contrast with existing studies which
analyze each refactoring type individually. We also want to explore what factors might contribute to
the significant improvement of the quality metrics (e.g., developer experience, proximity to release
date, and refactoring community culture).
Chapter 11
Understanding the relationship
between developer perception and the
improvement of external quality
attribute
11.1 Introduction
Refactoring is defined as the process of changing software system in such way that changes improve
software quality and do not alter the software behaviour [91, 200]. Refactoring is one of the
commonly-used techniques to improve software quality [91, 254]. There are different refactoring
operations that could be used to improve software quality such as a change in parameter types, move
attributes/methods, rename variables/parameters/attributes/methods/classes, extract methods,
extract classes, etc [91].
Refactoring plays an important role in software engineering, as its purpose is to improve software
quality. Without refactoring, software quality would continue to deteriorate and make development
more difficult. Researchers conducted many studies on refactoring in different areas, such as finding
the approach to effectively refactor code and determining the impact of refactoring on software
quality. One particular aspect of refactoring is increasing the reusability of software components,
which provides developers a more efficient way to utilize existing code to create new functionality.
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Creating reusable software components facilitates development and maintenance since less work is
needed to accomplish additional functionality.
While it is usually true that refactoring improves software quality, it is not known how reusability
refactoring impacts metrics. Moser et al. [183] has found that the appropriate refactoring can make
the necessary design level changes to improve the software reusability, however, there is no practical
evidence on how developers refactor code to improve reusability in practice.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how developers use refactoring when they state they are
improving code reusability. Therefore, we have mined commits from 1,828 well-engineered project,
were we have identified 1,957 reusability commits. We refer to a commit as a reusability commit
where its developer explicitly mentions, in the commit message, that a refactoring is performed to
improve reusability. Then we extract all refactorings executed in these reusability commits, and
we label them as reusability refactorings. To better understand how developers perceive reusability
and apply it in real-world scenarios, we examine how these refactorings manifest in the code by
examining their impact on code quality. Furthermore, to check if there are some refactoring patterns
that are specific to reusability, we report the distribution of reusability refactorings compared
to other refactorings and the distribution of the different types of refactored code elements in
reusability refactorings. To perform this analysis, we formulate the following research questions:
RQ1. Do developers refactor code differently for the purpose of improving reusability?
To answer this research question, we execute Refactoring Miner [278] to extract the type of
refactorings that are chosen by developers to improve reusability. We also investigate if there are
any refactoring patterns that are specific to reusability, by comparing the distribution of reusability-
related refactorings, with the distribution of refactorings for other mainstream development tasks.
Then, we identify any significant differences between the distribution values in the two populations.
RQ2. What is the impact of reusability refactorings on structural metrics?
To answer this research question, we consider the state-of-the-art reusability structural metrics,
extracted from previous studies [22, 183]. We calculate these metrics on files before and after
they were refactored for improving reusability. Then we analyze the impact of refactorings on the
variation of these metrics, to see if they were capturing the improvement.
The results of our study indicate that when developers make reusability changes, they seem to
significantly impact metrics related to methods and attributes, but not parameters or interfaces.
Additionally, developers perform reusability changes much less than regular refactoring changes.
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11.2 Study Design
In this section, we elaborate on our experimental design to answer our research questions. Depicted
in Figure 11.1 is an overview of our experiment methodology. We detail each activity of our
methodology in the subsequent subsections.
Figure 11.1: Empirical study design overview.
11.2.1 Selection of Quality Attributes and Structural Metrics
We started by conducting a literature review on existing and well-known software quality metrics
[59, 153, 166]. Next, we extracted metrics that are used to assess several object-oriented design
aspects in general, and software reusability in particular. For example, the RFC (Response for
Class) metric is typically used to measure visibility of a given class in the project, the more a class
is responsive, the more it can be accessed and its functionality can be reused by other objects in
the system.
The process left us with 8 object-oriented metrics as shown in Table 11.1. The list of metrics is (1)
well-known and defined in the literature, and (2) can assess on different code-level elements, i.e.,
method, class, package, and (3) can be calculated by the tool we considered. All metrics values are
automatically computed using the tool Understand1, a software quality assurance framework.
1https://scitools.com/
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Table 11.1: Reusability and its corresponding structural metrics used in this study.
Quality Attribute Study Software Metrics
Cohesion [22,183] Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM) [59]
Complexity [183] Response for Class (RFC) [59]
[22,183] Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) [166]
Coupling [22,183] Coupling Between Objects (CBO) [59]
Design Size [22,183] Weighted Method Count (WMC) [59]
[22,183] Lines of Code (LOC) [153]
Inheritance [22,183] Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT) [59]
[22,183] Number of Children (NOC) [59]
11.2.2 Refactoring Detection
The projects in our study consist of 1,828 open-source Java projects, which were curated projects
hosted on GitHub. These projects were selected from a dataset made available by Munaiah et
al. [184], while verifying that these are Java-based projects since this is the only language the
Refactoring Miner [278] supports. These projects utilize software engineering practices such as
documentation and testing.
We utilize Refactoring Miner [278] for mining refactorings from each project in our dataset. Refactoring
Miner is designed to analyze code changes (i.e., commits) in Git repositories to detect applied
refactorings. Our choice of the mining tool is driven by its accuracy (precision of 98% and a recall
of 87%) and is suitable for a study that requires a high degree of automation since it can be used
through its external API. In this phase, we collect a total of 862,888 refactoring operations from
154,820 commits.
11.2.3 Reusability Commits Extraction
After extracting all refactoring commit messages detected by Refactoring Miner, our next step
consists of analyzing each of the commit messages as we want to only keep commits where refactoring
is documented, i.e., Self-Affirmed Refactoring (SAR) [14]. As for the commit message selection,
we initially use a keyword-based approach to find those commits that contain the keywords reus* 2
2Regular expression was used to capture all expansions of reus such as reuses, reusing, reuse, etc.
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and reusability. We have chosen these two keywords because of their popularity in the development
community as being used by developers to describe software reusability [233]. We then kept commits
whose messages contained the two keywords. We performed a manual analysis of all the commits,
and we ended up removing any duplicates and false positives. This process resulted in selecting
1,967 commits, containing 3,065 refactorings, as our dataset for this study. Each dataset instance
is a commit, along with its corresponding refactorings.
As an illustrative example, consider the following commit message “Relocate method: classFor(asmType)
to Types. Because of single responsibility and code reusability, moved method classFor(asmType) to
an internal util class Types”. The example details a commit whose message states the relocation
of the method classFor(asmType) to an internal class utility class for the purpose of applying the
single responsibility principle and code reusability3. After running Refactoring Miner, we detected
the existence of a Move method refactoring from the class ExplicitMappingVisitor to the class Types.
The detected refactoring matches the description of the commit message, and gives more insights
about the old placement of the method, which was absent in the textual description. As we explain
in the following subsection, we need to locate all the code elements involved in the refactoring
(source class, target class, etc.) for the purpose of evaluating the quality of the relocation in terms
of impact of structural metrics, such as coupling and cohesion.
11.2.4 Metrics Calculation
To generate the metric values for reusability commits, we ran code evaluation tools, specifically
using Understand4. The metrics we used to evaluate the code quality are summarized in Table
11.1.
We then used SQL queries to find reusability commits in the dataset and their associated project
links to clone using Git and exported the results from our dataset to a combined Comma-Separated
Value (CSV) file. Using a shell script, we cloned the projects, checked out the versions for each
commit, and ran the Git diff command to see which files changed in each commit. If files were
deleted in a commit, we included the metric values for those files before the commit but not after
it. If files were added in a commit, we included the metric values for those files after the commit
but not before it. If files were renamed or moved in a commit, then we included the metric values
for those files both before and after the commit. Our shell script then ran the Understand tool
3link to the commit: https://github.com/modelmapper/modelmapper/commit/
6796071fc6ad98150b6faf654c8200164f977aa4
4https://scitools.com/features/
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to generate metrics for the changed files for the versions before and after each reusability commit,
resulting in two files containing metric values for each commit: (1) one file for the files changed
before the commit and (2) another file for the files changed after the commit.
Since each metric value before and after the commit are dependent to each other, we decided to use
the Wilcoxon Signed-rank Test [293] to determine whether or not there were statistically significant
differences in the metric values for all changed files before and after the reusability commits. We
formulated our null hypothesis as follows: there was no improvement in the metrics we analyzed
between before and after the reusability refactoring. We formulated our alternate hypothesis as
follows: there was an improvement shown as an increase. To achieve that, we created Python
scripts to order and sort all the values from the above results from Understand to ensure that
the rows in both before and after files are corresponding to each other. Next, we combined the
data in the CSV files before and after the commits together into another two CSV files each have
a total of 185,244 metric values: one CSV file for all code elements in changed files before the
reusability commits, and another CSV file for all code elements in changes files after the commits.
The Wilcoxon Signed-rank Test allowed us to determine if any metrics were statistically significantly
changed when developers performed self-proclaimed reusability refactorings.
11.3 Evaluation
This section reports and discusses our experimental results and aims to answer our research
questions.
11.3.1 RQ1. Do developers refactor code differently for the purpose of improving
reusability?
This research question aims to compare refactoring activity in reusability commits with the refactoring
activity that can be found in mainstream development tasks (feature updates, bug fix, etc.). Since
we have a dataset of all refactorings performed in the 1,828 projects that we study, we separate
refactorings that belong to the reusability commits (refactorings performed for the purpose of
improving reusability), which we refer to as reusability refactorings. We refer to the remaining
refactorings as non-reusability refactorings. Then, for each group, we calculate the percentage of
each refactoring type, among the total refactorings of that group.
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Figure 11.2: Percentages of reusability refactoring and non-reusability refactorings, clustered by
type.
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Figure 11.2 visualizes, by percentage of the total refactoring operations in each of the respective
sets, the distributions of refactoring operations. We observe that the distribution of reusability
refactorings varies from the non-reusability refactorings. In fact, the top frequent types in reusability
refactorings are, Move Method, Extract Method, and Pull-Up Method, whose percentages are respectively,
17.29%, 14.85%, and 11.21%. For non-reusability refactorings, the top frequent type were Rename
Attribute, Rename Method, and Rename Variable, as their percentages are respectively, 18.96%,
11.92%, and 11.86%. While the move related types were highly solicited in reusability refactorings,
the rename activity was dominant for non-reusability refactorings, which was expected since previous
studies who analyzed mainstream refactoring has found that renames are the most popular refactorings
[16,17,211,212,278]. However, reusability refactorings seem to be different. To analyze the extent to
which reusability and non-reusability refactorings vary, we compare the distribution of refactoring
refactorings identified for each group using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, a pairwise statistical
test verifying whether two sets have a similar distribution [293]. If the p-value is smaller than 0.05,
the distribution difference between the two sets is considered statistically significant. The choice of
Wilcoxon comes from its non-parametric nature with no assumption of a normal data distribution.
Upon running the statistical test, the null hypothesis was rejected and the difference between group
distributions was found to be statistically significant.
Another interesting observation that we draw is the popularity of method-level refactoring, being in
in TOP 3 most frequent reusability refactorings. Figure 11.3 shows the distribution of code elements
impacted by refactorings, and we notice that more than 50% of refactorings were performed at the
method level.
To better understand the observed results, we sampled a subset of reusability refactorings, and we
have extracted two main patterns:
Functionality extraction. When developers are interested in a needed functionality, which is
found inside a long method, containing various functionalities, they extract the code elements,
belonging to the needed functionality, into a newly created separate method, and they update the
original method with the appropriate method calls. This decomposition process is known as Extract
Method. The newly extracted method has its own visibility, which is independent from the original
method, and so developers can increase its visibility of the purpose of reuse, and so other objects
and methods can now access it.
Functionality movement. To increase the reusability of a given method, we have noticed that
developers typically move methods from less visible classes, into more visible classes, in the system.
Various methods were moved into utility classes, which are eventually offering their services to the
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other classes in the system, this explains why Move Method was the most popular type in reusability
refactorings, according to Figure 11.2. Our qualitative analysis has also shown scenarios of moving
method up, from a child class, into a super class, for the purpose of sharing its behavior across
all subclasses through inheritance. This refactoring is known as Pull-Up Method, which was found












Figure 11.3: Distribution of code elements in reusability refactoring commits.
11.3.2 RQ2. What is the impact of reusability refactorings on structural metrics?
To answer this research question, we investigate the impact of reusability refactorings on the state-
of-the-art metrics, which have been used by previous studies, to recommend reusability changes.
As a reminder, we aim to look at the variation of each metric value after the execution of the
refactoring, therefore, we checkout the project files, right before the reusability commit, and we
calculate metrics values, and after the reusability commit, and we recalculate the metrics values.
Note that we only consider files that were involved in the commit, as there files are considered
part of developer’s intention of improving reusability. The results of metrics boxplots are outlined
in Figure 11.4. To further investigate the significance of difference between the boxplots, we also
use the Wilcoxon Signed-rank Test. Statistical settings included using a 0.05 alpha value for the
significance level. We hypothesize that reusability refactorings will optimize metrics by reducing
them (the lower is the value of the metric, the better is the software structural quality). Our
alternative hypothesis is accepted if the before refactoring boxplot is significantly larger than the
after refactoring boxplot. The Wilcoxon Signed-rank Test results indicating whether or not there
were statistically significant improvements before and after reusability commits is shown in Table
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11.2.
Table 11.2: Effect of refactoring on structural metrics, clustered by their corresponding internal
quality attribute. (+ve) indicates positive impact; (-ve) indicates negative impact; bold indicates
statistical significance; italic indicates improvement.










According to Figure 11.4, reusability refactorings had no impact on the Number of Children (NOC)
Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT), and Response for Class (RFC). These results can be explained by
the fact that the majority of reusability refactoring are not targeting classes. In fact, if we refer to
Figure 11.3, only 13.3% of reusability refactoring targeted classes, and exctrating subclasses, which
would have impacted these metrics, represent only 0.13%, and so, its impact is negligible.
On the other hand, we measure an increase in the weighted methods per class, and the variation
is found to be statistically significant (p < 0.05). According to Figure 11.2, the Extract Method
refactoring has been found to be very popular in reusability refactoring, and so, developers tend to
create new methods while extracting the reusable code from the longer methods. This implies the
sudden increase of methods count, per class. While developers are expected to keep the number
of methods lower in classes, the impact of reusable functionality from longer classes, creates free
methods that can be pulled up to either superclasses, and be shared with all children, or relocated to
operate on variables that may not belong to its original class. This explains decrease of the Coupling
Between Objects (CBO) and the slight decrease in the Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM), which
means that methods have become more cohesive. However, its corresponding statistical test show
no significant different, but its value was close to 0.05. Similarly, we notice slight improvement
in the Lines of Code (LOC), with no statistical significance but close p-value (i.e., 0.066). The
extraction of methods helps in reducing cloning functionalities in multiple locations in the code.
Also, pulling methods up the hierarchy, will allow subclasses to inherit it, and so, lines of code will
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(a) Percent Lack of Cohesion (b) Response for Class
(c) Cyclomatic Complexity (d) Coupling Between Object
(e) Weighted Method per Class (f) Line of Code
(g) Depth of Inheritance Tree (h) Number of Children
Figure 11.4: Boxplots for metric values before and after reusability commits for different sets of
code elements.
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decrease, unless when the method gets overridden. Moreover, the Cyclomatic Complexity (CC)
has decreased after reusability code changes with no statistical significance. A proper extraction of
sub-methods tends to break down long methods, and slightly decrease their complexity.
As a meta-review, the majority of state-of-the-art metrics did not capture any improvement, or
captured non-significant improvement, when developers refactor their code for the purpose of
reusability. This is an interesting finding for our future research directions, as we want to further
increase our dataset, in terms of projects, and programming languages, in order to experiment
whether there is a shortage of metrics that properly measure what developers consider to be at
design level change to improve reusability. Such investigations will bridge the gap between how
existing research on software reuse evaluates code changes, and how developers concretely achieve
it.
11.4 Conclusion
In this paper, we performed a study on analyzing reusability refactorings based on information in
Java projects from our dataset. We found that in reusability refactorings, the changes developers
performed would significantly affect metrics pertaining to methods, but not significantly affect
metrics regarding comments or cohesion of classes. We also found that less than 0.4% commits
are reusability refactorings in 154,820 commits. Another fact we found is that method is modified
more frequently in reusability refactoring changes. Our results have shown some existing facts in
reusability refactorings, and those findings could help developers to make better decisions while
performing reusability refactorings in the future.
Chapter 12
Studying the challenges of reviewing
refactoring changes
12.1 Introduction
The role of refactoring has been growing in practice beyond simply improving the internal structure
of the code without altering its external behavior [91] to become a widespread concept for the agile
methodologies, and a de-facto practice to reduce technical debt [69]. In parallel, contemporary
software projects adopt code review, a well-established practice for maintaining software quality
and sharing knowledge about the project [33,228]. Code review is the process of manually inspecting
new code changes to verify their adherence to standards and its freedom from faults [33]. Modern
code review has emerged as a lightweight, asynchronous, and tool-based process with reliance on
a documentation of the inspection process, in the form of a discussion between the code change
author and the reviewer(s) [45].
Refactoring, just like any code change, has to be reviewed, before being merged into the code base.
However, little is known about how developers perceive and practice refactoring during the code
review process, especially that refactoring, by definition, is not intended to alter to the system’s
behavior, but to improve its structure, so its review may differ from other code changes. Yet, there is
not much research investigating how developers review code refactoring. The research on refactoring
has been focused on its automation by identifying refactoring opportunities in the source code, and
recommending the adequate refactoring operations to perform [176,202,273]. Moreover, the research
on code reviews has been focused on automating it by recommending the most appropriate reviewer
168
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for a given code change [33]. However, despite the critical role of refactoring and code review, the
innate relationship between them is still largely unexplored in practice.
The goal of this chapter is to understand how developers review code refactoring, i.e., what criteria
developers rely on to develop a decision about accepting or rejecting a submitted refactoring change,
and what makes this process challenging. This thesis seeks to gain practical insights from the
existing relationship between refactoring and code review through the investigation of five main
research questions:
RQ1. What motivates developers to apply refactorings in the context of modern code review?
RQ2. How do developers document their refactorings for code review?
RQ3. What challenges do reviewers face when reviewing refactoring changes?
RQ4. What mechanisms are used by developers and reviewers to ensure the correctness after
refactoring?
RQ5. How do developers and reviewers assess and perceive the impact of refactoring on the source
code quality?
To address these research questions, we surveyed 24 professional software developers, from the
research and development team, at Xerox. Our survey questions were designed to gather the
necessary information that can answer the above-mentioned research questions and insights into
the review practices of refactoring activities in an industrial setting. Moreover, we perform a pilot
study by comparing between code reviews related to refactoring, and the remaining code reviews,
in terms of time to resolution and number of exchanged responses. Our findings indicate that
refactoring-specific code reviews take longer to be resolved and typically triggers more discussions
between developers and reviewers to reach a consensus. The survey with reviewers, has revealed
many challenges they are facing when they review refactored code. We report them as part of our
survey results, and we provide some guidelines for developers to follow in order to facilitate the
review of their refactorings.
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Table 12.1: Summary of survey questions (the full list is available in [9]).
Category Question
Background (1) How many years have you worked in the software industry?
(2) How many years have you worked on refactoring?
(3) How many years have you worked on code review?
Motivation (4) As a code change author, in which situation(s) you typically refactor the code?
Documentation (5) As a code change author, what information do you explicitly provide when documenting your refactoring activity?
(6) As a code change author, what phrases (keywords) have you used when documenting refactoring changes for a review?
Challenge (7) As a code reviewer, what challenges have you face when reviewing refactoring changes?
(8) As a code reviewer, what are the bad refactoring practices you typically catch when reviewing refactoring changes?
Verification
(9) As a code change author/code reviewer, what mechanism(s) do you use to ensure the correctness after the application
of refactoring?
Implication (10) As a code reviewer, what implication(s) do you typically experience as software evolves through refactoring?
(11) How strongly do you agree with each of the following statements?
• I have guidelines on how to document refactoring activities.
• I have guidelines on how to review refactoring activities while performing code review.
• Reviewing refactoring activities slow down the review process.
• Reviewing refactoring typically takes longer to reach a consensus.













1-5 9 (37.5%) 15 (62.5%) 14 (58.33%)
6-10 5 (20.83%) 3 (12.5%) 4 (16.66%)
11-15 4 (16.66%) 1 (4.16%) 2 (8.33%)
16+ 6 (25%) 5 (20.83%) 4 (16.66%)
12.2 Study Design
12.2.1 Pilot Study and Motivation
Rationale. As we were analyzing the review process, to prepare our survey, we had access to the
code review platform, containing the team’s history of processed ReRs for the ConnectKey software
system. After reviewing various ReRs, we noticed the existence of a number of refactoring-specific
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ReRs, i.e., requests to specifically review a refactored code. The existence of such refactoring ReRs
raised our curiosity to further study in deeper whether these ReRs are more difficult to resolve than
other non-refactoring ReRs. We hypothesize that refactoring ReRs, take longer time and trigger
more discussions between developers and reviewers before reaching a decision and closing the ReR.
If such hypothesis holds, then it further justifies the need for a more detailed survey targeting these
refactoring ReRs.
Extraction of Review Requests Metadata. We aim to identify all recent refactoring ReRs.
Similarly to Kim et al. [128], we start with scanning the ReRs repository to distinguish ReRs whose
title or description contains the keyword “refactor*”. We only considered recent reviews, which
were created between January 2019 and December 2019. We chose to analyze recent ReRs to
maximize the chance of developers, who authored or reviewed them, as still within the company.
We manually analyze the extracted set to verify that each selected ReR is indeed about requesting
the review of a proposed refactoring. This extraction and filtering process resulted in identifying
161 refactoring ReR. To perform the comparison, we need to sample 161 non-refactoring ReR from
the remaining ones in the review framework. To ensure the representativeness of the sample, we
use the stratified random sampling by choosing ReRs which were (1) created between January 2019
and December 2019; (2) created by the same set of authors of the refactoring ReRs; and (3) created
to update the same subsystem(s) that were also updated by the refactoring ReRs.
We then compared both groups based on two factors: (1) review duration (time from starting the
review until a decision of close/merge is made), and (2) number of exchanged responses (i.e., review
comments) between the author and reviewer(s). Figure 12.1 reports the boxplots depicting the
distribution of each group values, clustered by two above-mentioned factors. To test the significance
of the difference between the groups values, we use the Mann-Whitney U test, a non-parametric
test that checks continuous or ordinal data for a significant difference between two independent
groups. Our hypothesis is formulated to test whether the values of the refactoring ReRs group is
significantly higher than the values of the non-refactoring ReRs group. The difference is considered
statistically significant if the p-value is less than 0.05.
Pilot Study Results. According to Figure 12.1, refactoring code reviews take longer to be
completed than the non-refactoring code reviews, as the difference was found to be statistically
significant (i.e., p< 0.05). Similarly, refactoring code reviews were found to significantly trigger
longer discussion between the code author and the reviewers before reaching a consensus (i.e.,
p< 0.05). This motivates us to better understand the challenges reviewers face when reviewing
refactoring. We designed our survey to ask developers of this team about the kind of problems that
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(a) Review duration (b) Number of exchanged responses
Figure 12.1: Boxplots of (a) review duration and (b) number of exchanged responses, for refactoring
and non-refactoring code review.
triggers them to refactor, and to close the loop, we asked reviewers about what they foresee when
they are assigned a refactoring code review, along with the issues they typically face for that type
of assignment. The next subsection details our survey design.
12.2.2 Research Method
To answer our research questions, we follow a mixture qualitative and quantitative survey questions,
as demonstrated in Creswell’s design [68]. The quantitative analysis was performed by the analysis
of ReRs metadata, and the comparison between refactoring ReRs and non-refactoring ReRs, in
terms of time to completion and number of exchanged responses. Developers survey constitutes
the qualitative aspect that we are going to detail in the next section.
Survey Design.
For our survey design, we followed the guidelines proposed by Kitchenham and Pfleeger [83, 133].
To increase the participation rate, we made our survey anonymous [280]. The survey consisted of 11
questions that are divided into 2 parts. The first part of the survey includes demographics questions
about the participants. In the second part, we asked about the (1) motivations behind refactoring,
(2) documentation of refactoring changes, (3) challenges faced when reviewing refactoring, (4)
the verification of refactoring changes, and (5) implications of refactoring on code quality. As
suggested by Kitchenham and Pfleeger [83,133], we constructed the survey to use a 5-point ordered
response scale (“Likert scale”) question on the general refactoring-related code review, 2 open-
ended questions on the refactoring documentation and challenges, and 5 multiple choice questions
on the refactoring motivations, documentation, mechanisms and implications with an optional
“Other” category, allowing the respondents to share thoughts not mentioned in the list. In order to
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increase the accuracy of our survey, we followed the guidelines of Smith et al. [247], and we targeted
developers who have previously been exposed to refactoring in the considered project. So instead
of broadcasting the survey to the entire development body, we only intend to contact developers
who have previously authored or reviewed a refactoring code change. We performed this subject
selection criteria to ensure developers’ familiarity with the concept of refactoring so that they can
be more prepared to answer the questions. This process resulted in emailing 38 target subjects who
are currently active developers and regularly perform code reviews. Participation in the survey was
voluntary. In total, 24 developers participated in the survey (yielding a response rate of 63%, which
is considered high for software engineering research [219, 247]). The industrial experience of the
respondents ranged from 1 to 35 years, their refactoring experience ranged from 1 to 30 years, and
their experience in code review ranged from 1 to 25 years. On average, the participants had 10.7
years of experience in industry, 7.5 years of experience in refactoring, and 6.97 years of experience
in code review.
12.3 Evaluation
This section reports and discusses our experimental results and aims to answer our research
questions.
12.3.1 RQ1: What motivates developers to apply refactorings in the context of
modern code review?
Figure 12.2 shows developers’ intentions when they refactor their code. The Code Smell and
BugFix categories had the highest number of responses, with a response ratio of 23.7% and
22.4%, respectively. The category Functional was the third popular category for refactoring-related
commits with 21.1%, followed by the Internal Quality Attribute and External Quality Attribute,
which had a ratio of 17.1% and 14.5%, respectively. However, we observe that all motivations do
not significantly vary as all of them are in the interval 14.5% to 23.7% with no dominant category,
as can be seen in Figure 12.2. Only one participant selected the “other” option stating that, “When
i feel it’s painful to fulfill my current task without refactoring”.
If we refer to the Fowler’s refactoring book [91], refactoring is mainly solicited to enforce best design
practices, or to cope with design defects. With bad programming practices, i.e., code smells,
earning 24% of developer responses, these results do not deviate from the Fowler’s refactoring










Figure 12.2: Developers’ refactoring motivations for code review.
guide. However, even though the code smell resolution category is prominent, the observation that
we can draw is that motivations driving refactoring vary from structural design improvement to
feature additions and bug fixes, i.e., developers interleave refactoring with other development tasks.
This observation is aligned with the state-of-the-art studies by Kim et al. [128], Silva et al. [239],
and AlOmar et al. [17]. The sum of the design-related categories, namely code smell, internal,
and external quality attributes represent the majority with 55.3%. These categories encapsulate
all developers’ design-improvement changes that range from low level refactoring changes such as
renaming elements to increase naming quality in the refactored design, and decomposing methods
to improve the readability of the code, up to higher level refactoring changes such as re-modularizing
packages by moving classes, reducing class-level coupling, increasing cohesion by moving methods,
etc.
12.3.2 RQ2: How do developers document their refactorings for code review?
When we asked developers, “what information do you explicitly provide when documenting your
refactoring activity?”, 21 out of the 24 developers (91.3%) indicated that they explicitly mention
the motivation behind the application of refactoring such as ‘improving readability’ and ‘eliminate
code smell’. Moreover, only 8 out of the 24 developers (34.8%) indicated their refactoring strategy
by stating explicitly the type of refactoring operation they perform in their submitted code change
description, such as ‘move class’. We observe that developers are eager to explain the rationale
of their refactoring more than the actual refactoring operations performed. Due to the nature
of inspection, developers need to develop a “case” to justify the need for refactoring, in order
to convince the reviewers. Therefore, the majority of participants (91.3%) focus on reporting
the motivation rather than the operation. Moreover, the identification of the operations can be
deducted by the reviewers when they inspect the code before and after its refactoring. Finally, only
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Table 12.3: List of refactoring keywords reported by the participants.
Patterns
(1) allow easier integration with (16) fix (31) remove legacy code
(2) bad code (17) improving code quality (32) replace hard coded
(3) bad management (18) loose coupling (33) reorganiz*
(4) best practice (19) moderniz* (34) restructur*
(5) break out (20) modif* (35) rewrit*
(6) bugs (21) modulariz* (36) risks
(7) cleanup (22) not documented (37) simply
(8) cohesion (23) open close (38) single responsibility
(9) comment (24) optimiz* (39) single level of abstraction
(10) complexity (25) performance per function
(11) consistency (26) readability (40) splitting logic
(12) decouple (27) redundancy (41) strategy pattern
(13) duplicate (28) refactor* (42) stress test results
(14) ease of use (29) regression (43) testing
(15) extract class (30) remov* (44) uncomment
a few respondents (6 participants) responded that they thoroughly document their refactoring by
reporting both the motivation and operation. Moreover, when we asked, “what typical keywords
you use when documenting refactoring changes for a review?”, the developers answers contain
various refactoring phrases. Table 12.3 enumerates these patterns (keywords in bold indicate that
the keyword was mentioned by more than one developer).
Table 12.3 is quite revealing in several ways. First, we observe that developers state the motivation
behind refactoring, and that some of these patterns are not restricted only to fixing code smells, as in
the original definition of refactoring in Fowler’s book [91]. Second, developers tend to use a variety
of textual patterns to document their refactoring activities, such as ‘refactor ’, ‘clean up’, and ‘best
practice’. These patterns can be (1) generic to describe the act of refactoring without giving any
details; or (2) specific to give more insights on how mainly provide a generic description/motivation
of the refactoring activity such as ’improving readability ’. A common trend amongst developers is
that they either report a problem to indicate that refactoring action is needed (e.g., ‘duplicate’,
‘bugs’, ‘bad code’, etc.), or they state the improvement to the code after the application of refactoring
(e.g., ‘best practice’, ‘ease of use’, ‘improving code quality ’, etc.). By looking at the refactoring
discussion (see Figure 12.1), we realized that developers do ask for more details to understand the
performed refactoring activities.
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12.3.3 RQ3: What challenges do reviewers face when reviewing refactoring
changes?
As shown in Figure 12.3, we report the main challenges faced by reviewers when inspecting a
refactoring review request. The majority of the developers (17 respondents (70.8%)) communicated
that they were concerned about avoiding the introduction of regression in system’s functionality.
Interestingly, refactoring by default, ensures the preservation of the system’s behavior through a set
of pre and post conditions, yet, reviewers main focus was to validate the behavior of the refactored
code. In this context, a recent study have shown that developers do not rely on built-in refactoring
in their Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) and they perform refactoring manually [239],
e.g., when moving a method from one class to another, instead of activating the ‘move method’
from the refactoring menu, developers prefer to cut and paste the method declaration into its new
location, and manually update any corresponding memberships and dependencies. Such process
is error prone, and therefore, reviewers tend to treat refactoring like any other code change and
inspect the functional aspect of any refactored code.
In Figure 12.3, 14 developers (58.3%) revealed the need to investigate the impact of refactoring
on software quality. Such investigation is not trivial, as it has been the focus of a plethora of
previous studies (e.g., [38]), finding that not all refactoring operations have beneficial impact on
software quality, and so developers need to be careful as various design and coding defects may
require different types of refactorings. In this context, we identified, in our previous study [16]
which structural metrics (coupling, complexity, etc.) are aligned with the developer’s perception
of quality optimization when developers explicitly mention in their commit messages that they
refactor to improve these quality attributes. Interestingly, we observed that, not all structural
metrics capture developers intentions of improving quality, which indicated the existence of a gap
between what developers consider to be a design improvement, and their measurements in the
source code. When asked about their quality verification process, developers use, as part of their
internal process, the Quality Gate of SonarQube. While SonarQube is a popular, widely adopted
quality framework, it suffers, like any other static analysis tools, from the high false positiveness of
its findings, when it is not properly tuned.
A moderate subset of 11 developers (45.8%) were concerned about understanding the motivations
for refactoring changes, whereas 10 developers (41.7%) were concerned about having inadequate
documentation about refactoring. 9 developers (37.5%) found that reviewing refactoring changes
in a timely manner is difficult, whereas 6 of them (25%) found that the challenge is centered
around understanding how refactoring changes were implemented. In addition to these challenges,
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two participants stated, “The quality of code readability (being able to understand what the code
author intended to do with the logic/algorithm even without documentation”, and “Style changes
or personal preference that the author holds and feels strongly about”.
To get a more qualitative sense, we also study bad refactoring practices that reviewers catch when
reviewing refactoring changes. We analyzed the survey responses to this open question to create
a comprehensive high-level list of bad refactoring practices that are being caught by reviewers.
These practices are centered around five main topics: (1) interleaving refactoring with multiple
other development-related tasks, (2) lack of refactoring documentation, (3) avoiding refactoring
negative side effects on software quality, (4) inadequate testing, and (5) lack of design knowledge.
In the rest of this subsection, we provide more in-depth analysis of these refactoring practices.
Challenge #1: Interleaving refactoring with multiple other development-related tasks.
One participant indicated that, “Refactoring changes are intermixed with bug fix changes” and
another mentioned “Refactoring after adding to many features”, indicating that these practices are
not desirable when performing or reviewing refactoring changes. This suggests that interleaving
refactoring with bug fixes and new features could be a challenge from a reviewer’s point of view.
Even though we did not ask a specific question concerning interleaving refactorings with other
development-related context, three participants acknowledged that mixing refactoring with any
other activity is a potential problem. This can be explained by the fact that behavior preservation
cannot be guaranteed and it may introduce new bugs.
Challenge #2: Lack of refactoring documentation. In contrast with how developers document
bug fixes and functional changes, the documentation of refactoring seems to be vague and unstructured.
If we refer to our findings in our previous research question, developers lack guidelines on how to
describe their refactoring activities, and they refer to their personal interpretation to justify their
decisions. To mitigate this ambiguity, there is a need for proper methodology that articulates how
developers should document refactoring code changes. Reviewers did explicitly share their concerns
during the survey:
“1. Lack of documentation, 2. Inconsistent variable naming, 3. Unorganized code, 4. No
explanation why changes were made [...]”; “[...],no guideline, different guidelines used in the
project, bad code practices”; “[...] Not enough comments”
Challenge #3: Avoiding refactoring negative side effects on software quality. The
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majority of the participants commented that wrongly naming code elements and duplicate code
are the common bad refactoring practices that they typically catch. It has been proven by previous
studies that a developer may accidentally introduce a design anti-pattern while trying to fix another
(e.g., [205]). One mentioned example was how a long method (large in lines of code, and has more
than one functionality) can be fixed by splitting the method into two, using the extract method
refactoring operation. However, if the split does not create two cohesive methods (i.e., segregation
of concerns), then the results could be two tightly coupled methods, which one method can envy
the other method’s attributes (i.e., feature envy anti-pattern). Thus, it is part of the code review
to verify the impact of refactoring on the software design from different perspectives (e.g., code
smell removal, adherence to object-oriented design practices such as SOLID and GRASP, etc.). We
report samples of the participants’ comments below to illustrate this challenge:
“Poorly named methods, poorly named variables, lack of basic Object Oriented Design principles
and concepts, increased complexity, increased coupling.”; “duplication, low-cohesion”; “Code
refactoring does not follow the coding standards set by the project. [...]”; “Tight coupling, Lack
of tests, convoluted logic, inconsistent variable names, outdated comments”
Challenge #4: Inadequate testing. By default, refactoring is supposed to preserve the behavior
of the software. Ideally, using the existing unit tests to verify that the behavior is maintained should
be sufficient. However, since refactoring can also be interleaved with other tasks, then there might
be a change in the software’s behavior, and so, unit tests, may not capture such changes if they were
not revalidated to reflect the newly introduced functionality. This can be a concern if developers are
unaware of such non behavior preserving changes, and so, deprecated unit tests will not guarantee
the refactoring correctness. The following reviewers’ comments illustrate this challenge:
“1) Not testing refactor code changes on all potential impacted areas 2) Not adding newly named
functions to old test suites [...]”; “[...] partial testing process”; “[...] No follow-up testing”;
“[...] No regression testing”; “Tight coupling, Lack of tests [...]”
Challenge #5: Lack of design knowledge. Developers typically refactor classes and methods
that they recently and frequently change. So, the more they change the same code elements, the
more confident they become about their design decisions. However, not all team members have
access to all software codebase, and so they do not draw the full picture of the software design, which
makes their decision adequate locally, but not necessarily at the global level. Moreover, developers
only reason on the actual screenshot of the current design, and there is no systematic way for
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them to recognize its evolution by, for instance, accessing previously performed refactorings. This
may also narrow their decision making, and they may end up reverting some previous refactorings.
These concerns along others were also raised by participants, for instance, one participant stated:
“Lack of knowledge about existing design patterns in code (strategy, builder, etc.) and their
context along with lack of knowledge about SOLID principles (especially open close and dependency
inversion). I’ve seen people claim that the code cannot be tested but in reality the problem is in
the way they’ve structured their code.”
It is clear that the code review plays also a major role in knowledge transfer between junior and
senior developers, and in educating software practitioners about writing clean code that meet
quality standards.
12.3.4 RQ4: What mechanisms are used by developers and reviewers to ensure
code correctness after refactoring?
Developers reported mechanisms to verify the application of refactoring (see Figure 12.4). 23 of
the participants (95.8%) refer to testing the refactored code; 17 (70.8%) reported doing manual
validation; 11 (45.8%) brought up ensuring the improvement of software quality metrics; 9 (37.5%)
mentioned using visualization techniques; and 9 (37.5%) selected running static checkers and linters.
Besides performing testing, two participants mentioned in the “other” option: “Automated Test
Coverage”, and “Existing Unit tests”.
We observe that reviewers treat refactoring like any traditional code change, and they unit-test it
for correctness. This eventually minimizes the introduction of faults. However, when developers
assume refactoring is preserving the behavior, while it is not, then they may not have updated their
unit tests, and so their execution later by reviewers can become unpredictable, i.e., some test cases
may or may not fail because of their deprecation. Furthermore, some refactoring operations, such
as ’extract method’, do create new code elements that are not covered by unit tests. So reviewers
need to enforce developers to write test cases for any newly introduced code.
Reviewers also refer to the quality gate to inspect if they refactoring did not introduce any design
debt or anti-patterns in the system. Yet, the manual inspection of the code is still the rules, some
reviewers refer to visualizing the code before and after refactoring to verify the completeness of the
refactoring.
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12.3.5 RQ5: How do developers and reviewers assess and perceive the impact
of refactoring on the source code quality?
As can be seen from Figure 12.5, all participants (24, 100%) replied that the code becomes
more readable and understandable. Intuitively, the main purpose of refactoring, is to ease the
maintenance and evolution of software. So reviewers, implicitly consider refactoring to be an
opportunity to clean the code and make it adhere to the team’s coding conventions and style. Also,
12 (50%) indicated that it becomes easier to pass Sonar Qube’s Quality Gate. So, it is expected
that the refactored code does not increase the quality deficit index, if not decreasing it. Finally,
11 (45.8%) stated their expectation that refactored, through better renames, and more modular
objects, should reduce the code’s proneness to bugs.
12.4 Conclusion
Understanding the practice of refactoring code review is of paramount importance to the research
community and industry. In this work, we aim to understand the motivations, documentation,
challenges, mechanisms and implications of refactoring-aware code review by carrying out an
industrial case study of 24 software engineers at Xerox. In summary, we found that: (1) refactoring
is completed for a wide variety of reasons, going beyond its traditional definition, such as reducing
the software’s proneness to bugs, (2) refactoring-related patterns mainly demonstrate developer
perception of refactoring, but practitioners sometimes provide information about refactoring operations
performed in the source code, (3) participants considered avoiding the introduction of regression
in system functionality as the main challenge during their review, (4) although participants do use
different static checkers, testing is the main driver for developers to ensure correctness after the
application of refactoring, and (5) readability and understandability improvement is the primary
implications of refactoring on software evolution.
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Figure 12.3: Challenges faced by developers when reviewing refactoring.
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Figure 12.4: Mechanisms used to ensure the correctness after the application of refactoring.
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Software maintenance and evolution is an essential activity for any software system and the success
of a system measures by its ability to maintain a high quality of design in the face of continuous
changes. Because the change to the code base is inevitable, mechanisms must be employed in
order to avoid causing deterioration to its integrity. One of the key mechanisms to cope with
this challenge is refactoring. Refactoring is the process of optimizing the internal structure of the
code without changing its external behavior. With the existence of many refactoring techniques,
developers are still reluctant to rely on refactoring frameworks, and they prefer to refactor their
code manually [128, 239]. Surveys have revealed developer’s lack of trust in automatic refactoring
[190], due to the fear of breaking the code semantics and introducing bugs. Although refactoring,
by definition, guarantees the safety and preservation of the refactored system’s functionality, its
adoption is still limited. One way to narrow the gap between refactoring and its adoption, is to
highlight the existing effort in securing the execution of refactoring operations. However, little is
known about how existing verification techniques allow such variety of changes, which vary from
renaming methods and attributes, to extracting classes and merging packages, to be executed
without altering the software’s functionality. Thus, There is a lack of comprehensive studies to
keep researchers and practitioners up-to-date with the status of research in preserving the behavior,
evaluating the correctness of the transformation, and whether or not these approaches lead to a
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safe and trustworthy refactoring.
While refactoring has been the focus on several SLRs, these studies have mainly focused on
identifying refactoring opportunities, through the identification of code smells, as a detection step,
and on recommending the appropriate refactoring operations, as a correction step. Our work
is different from these papers since our SLM primarily focuses on collecting and summarizing
all the behavior preservation techniques in all areas of software refactoring. It is not limited to
design-based approaches; it also covers code-based behavior preservation approaches. To the best
of our knowledge, no previous work has conducted a comprehensive SLM pertaining to behavior
preservation techniques in software refactoring.
The goal of this paper is to report an SLM that (1) identifies behavior preservation approaches in
the research literature, and (2) identifies open issues in existing research. The outcomes of this
SLM can serve as summarizing indexes and are expected to (1) assist researchers to identify related
behavior preservation topics that are not well explored, and (2) guide practitioners to know the
existing techniques for behavior preservation, which have an impact on refactoring decisions made
in practice.
To conduct this systematic mapping study, we followed established guidelines for SLR and SLM
studies in SE [131, 214, 295]. We performed the review by defining the search string, the search
academic article search engine, the selection criteria, and the research questions. We extracted data
for 101 potentially relevant articles using the search academic article search engine. After careful
screening of these articles, we identified 28 primary studies (PSs). We classified these PSs based
on different perspectives, including the software artifacts and language paradigms, the refactoring
operations, the behavior preservation approaches, and the evaluation methods considered. We
identified several topics and challenges in need to be addressed in future research.
In particular, we address the following research question:
• RQ1. What types of software artifacts and language paradigms were covered in the PSs to
examine behavior preservation?
• RQ2. What refactoring types were considered in the PSs?
• RQ3. What approaches were considered by the PSs to test the behavior-preserving transformations
in software refactoring?
• RQ4. What evaluation methods were used in the PSs to assess the proposed behavior preservation
approaches?
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Figure 13.1: Literature search process.
This SLM aggregates and summarizes the approaches in the field of testing behavior preservation
in software refactoring. Based on the established guidelines [131,214,295], we performed the SLM
in three main phases: planning, conducting, and reporting the review. Creating a protocol is a
major step when conducting an SLM [131]. This protocol contains the research questions, search
strategy, study selection including inclusion and exclusion criteria, and data extraction and analysis
to answer research questions.
The core motivation behind carrying out this SLM is to:
• Identify behavior preservation approaches in research literature.
• Identify open issues in existing research.
13.2.1 Research questions
Since little is known about the literature review of behavior preservation, this SLM serves as an
exploration of this topic to extract existing techniques, currently being used, and their associated
programming languages. The analysis of such wide variety of methods leads to develop a categorization
and reveals areas of potential improvements. Therefore, we follow criteria defined in [131, 214,
295]when defining our research questions. The motivation behind each question is described below.
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RQ1: What types of software artifacts and language paradigms were covered in the
PSs to examine behavior preservation?
The first research question explores the types of system levels and their language paradigms
considered in the PSs, and to know what software artifacts are mostly used in the literature.
RQ2: What refactoring types were considered in the PSs?
Research question two identifies the refactoring operations that are tested and evaluated by behavior-
preserving transformation approaches. This RQ serves as a popularity context to reveal the most
and least popular refactoring types. Yet, the popularity in the context of behavior preservation is
an indicator for refactoring complexity, as a code transformation, and thus, it potential proneness
to errors.
RQ3: What approaches were considered by the PSs to test the behavior-preserving
transformations in software refactoring?
We pose this research question to study current approaches for testing behavior preservation of
refactoring, and to get an overview of what different criteria are addressed by the existing methods.
Accordingly, we collect information about refactoring techniques, automated analyses, and the
manual analysis approach. Lastly, we check if the proposed approach is compared with existing
methods, and study the pros and cons of the current approaches to suggest areas for improvement.
RQ4: What evaluation methods were used in the PSs to assess the proposed behavior
preservation approaches?
We answer this research question by investigating how researchers evaluate and validate their
proposed approaches in practice, when checking the reliability of the obtained conclusions. The
answer to this question enumerates all evaluation methods that are found to be appropriate and
most reliable when validating behavior preservation approaches.
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13.2.2 Search strategy
To find relevant studies, we performed an automatic search in Google Scholar and Scopus 1. This
search engine covers all main venues (e.g., IEEE, ACM, Springer). Our search string in these search
engines was:
((behavior-preserving OR behavior preserving OR behavior
preservation OR behaviour-preserving OR behaviour
preserving OR behaviour preservation OR preserv* behavior
OR preserv* behaviour) AND (formal OR method OR
approach) AND (refactor* OR restructur*))
TextBox 13.1: Search String.
The strategy to construct search keywords was as follows:
• Derive the main terms from research questions and terms considered in the relevant papers.
• Include alternative spellings for major terms.
• Combine possible synonyms and spellings of the main terms using the Boolean OR operators,
and then combine the main terms using the Boolean AND operators.
These search keywords are applied to paper titles, abstracts, and keywords. To check the validity
of the search string, we manually double check a few articles. Similar to [95], to restrict the search
space when using Google Scholar to execute search string, we checked first several pages because
we noticed that relevant studies appear in the first few pages. The process of determining the final
list of PSs is depicted in Figure 13.1.
13.2.3 Study selection
To collect the PSs, we adapted the search process of [4] and conducted a four phased process.
1www.scopus.com
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Stage 1
In this first stage of the paper selection process, given in Figure 13.1, we searched the academic
article search engine for potentially related articles. Our criteria included applying our predefined
search string against a publication’s title, abstract, and keyword fields. Results from this search
were not limited to specific venues. Searching the Google Scholar and Scopus resulted in a total
of 101 literature publications. To reduce the possibility of including totally irrelevant articles, we
performed the initial screening of the articles. Literature publications were then eliminated based
on the defined inclusion and exclusion criteria to filter our irrelevant articles gathered in Stage 1.
Inclusion criteria:
The selected studies must satisfy all the following inclusion criteria:
• The article must be published in a peer-reviewed journal or conference before March 1, 2021.
• The article must report an approach to testing behavior preservation and verify the correctness
of refactorings.
Exclusion criteria:
Papers are excluded if satisfying any of the exclusion criteria, as follows:
• The study did not report an approach to test behavior-preserving transformations in software
refactorings.
• The study is a positioning paper, abstract, editorial, keynote, tutorial, or panel discussions.
• The study is not written in English
Regarding the second inclusion criteria, we only considered PSs that reported an approach to test
the behavior preservation in refactoring, so we excluded any other articles that provided broad
explanation about the concept of behavior preservation. Additionally, we excluded articles that
were short because of their lack of comprehensiveness, e.g., [1].
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Stage 2
This stage involved an elimination of studies that were returned by the academic article search
engine on the basis of the titles and abstracts of the potentially relevant articles. It is important
to consider the abstracts in this stage because the titles of some articles could be misleading. The
inclusion and exclusion rules were applied at this stage to all retrieved studies. This elimination
process reduced our result set to 49 literature publications.
Stage 3
To obtain the relevant PSs, the complete literature publication was read and reviewed. Literature
publications were eliminated based on the defined exclusion and inclusion rules. This process
resulted in a total of 28 literature publications that were accepted for this study.
Stage 4
To maximize the search coverage of all relevant papers, we conducted the snowballing technique
[295] on papers already in the pool. It resulted in adding 3 additional papers, increasing the pool
size to 28.
13.2.4 Data extraction
In order to determine the attribute(s) of the classification dimension, we screened the full texts
of the PSs and identified the attribute(s) of that dimension. We used attribute(s) generalization
and refinement to derive the final map, similar to [95]. After the extraction of the classification
dimension, we read the selected PSs in detail to answer the research questions. We then extracted
the standard information from each paper, similar to [132], and included the additional attributes
relevant to our study to the form. The data extraction form used is shown in Table 13.1.
Data stored in [F1] to [F11] are for documentation purposes, whereas data in [F12] to [F21] are for
the purpose of data analysis. This form enables us to report the details needed for the PSs in this
SLM.
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Table 13.1: Data Extraction Form.
No. Field Additional comments





F6 Publication venue N/A
F7 Type of publication N/A
F8 Date of publication N/A
F9 Publication details for journal N/A
F10 Citation count (Google Scholar) N/A
F11 Page numbers N/A
F12 Approach Method used to ensure behavior preservation
F13 Approach Subcategory A subcategory of each approach
F14 Strategy A specific strategy used for that method to ensure behavior preservation
F15 Artifacts System levels refactoring
F16 Language Paradigm A classification of software artifacts based on their features (if available)
F17 Refactorings List of refactoring scenarios
F18 Refactoring Classification A classification for each refactoring operation
F19 Evaluation Methods A method used to validate and evaluate the proposed approach
F20 Strength A brief description of method’s strengths
F21 Limitation A brief description of method’s limitations
13.3 Evaluation
13.3.1 RQ1: What types of software artifacts and language paradigms were
covered in the PSs to examine behavior preservation?
Table 13.2 presents the types of software artifacts, different language paradigms and programming
and modeling languages used in the PSs. Refactoring is applied to only two kinds of artifacts
in the literature: code and model. Code refactoring targets to apply refactoring techniques at
the source code level. Model refactoring aims to apply refactorings at model level as opposed
to the source code. Most (82.75%) of the PSs were about refactored source code, and a few
(17.24%) concerning refactored design models. Articles optimizing code are primarily focused
on Java programming language. Few articles, however, used C++, Smalltalk, AspectJ, Fortran,
PHP, BC, Erlang, Stratego, Mobl, and XML to test behavior preservation. For model refactoring,
research deals with Alloy specification language or UML models. As can be seen from the table,
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Most of the papers consider refactoring source code, focusing primarily on the Java language. Model
refactoring is being used by few articles. Moreover, one of the articles [171] does not explicitly
mention what types of artifacts were refactored. By analyzing the PS [171], it is possible to guess
that it is applicable to either code or models since the behavior preservation approach described is
about graph transformation.
The focus on Java language might be because of the popularity of Java, and refactoring examples
in Fowler’s book are written in Java. Researchers are encouraged to focus on different languages
and apply more refactoring to design models when testing behavior preservation.
Table 13.2: Software artifacts and its language paradigms.
Software Artifact Language Paradigm Language PSs
Code
Class-based OO Java [180] [26] [252] [248] [272] [96] [270]
[249] [179] [253] [58] [268] [274] [73]
[199] [269] [231] [232] [269]
C++ [272]
Smalltalk [224]
Aspect-oriented AspectJ [180] [250] [282] [199] [232]
Imperative Fortran, PHP, BC [203]
Functional Erlang [122] [123]
Domain-specific Stratego, Mobl [73]
Markup XML [199]
Model
Structural & Behavioral UML [285] [194]
Structural formal Alloy [162]
13.3.2 RQ2: What refactoring types were considered in the PSs?
As shown in Table 13.3 and Table 13.4, the literature publications addressed 150 distinct refactoring
operations. In this SLR, we classify refactoring operations considered in the PSs into three
categories: Fowler’s catalog, Model refactorings, and Language-specific refactorings. Refactorings
proposed by Fowler fall into the first category (23 PSs), refactoring scenarios applied in design
model fall into the second category (3 PSs), and the third category is assigned to refactorings
that were applied by specific programming languages involved in the PS (14 PSs). It is important
to note that some studies used refactoring operations that belong to two categories. 43 out of
150 refactoring activities were cataloged by Fowler [91] and serve different purposes: composing
methods, organizing data, simplifying conditional expressions and method calls, dealing with
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generalization, and moving features between objects. The other refactorings are either model
refactorings or language-specific associated with model or source code artifacts.
Interestingly, while it is expected that PSs opt for popular refactorings, to guarantee their correctness,
recent studies that have been mining refactorings [17,213,277,278] have shown that Pull Up Method,
and Push Down Method are among the least used refactorings in practice. We observe that the
behavior can be preserved under less or very restrictive conditions depending on the nature of
refactoring types. For example, when a class member (method or field) is moved up or down
an inheritance hierarchy, or when it is required after the refactoring to have all references to the
same variables and methods defined in the same class as before the refactoring as it seems these
refactoring operations are the ones that most likely to introduce behavior changes. Pull Up Method,
and Push Down Method are defined as the intention of moving identical methods or attributes,
spread in subclasses, up into a superclass, or vice versa, respectively. These refactorings seem to be
attractive for researchers to analyze, saying they can be highly useful when removing duplicate code,
extracting reusable components, or implementing design patterns. Yet, since they impact several
interconnected classes through hierarchies, it is critical to guarantee the refactoring execution
correctness. However, developers are found to be rarely performing these types of refactorings
through the IDE, instead, it is most likely that they manually move whatever member across
hierarchies, and manually fix any unexpected errors that it may cause.
13.3.3 RQ3: What approaches were considered by the PSs to test the behavior-
preserving transformations in software refactoring?
As discussed in RQ1 and RQ2, refactoring is not restricted to software code, but it also applies to
model. Concerning refactoring types used to preserve the behavior, PSs used a variety of refactoring
operations. However, as seen from RQ2, a number of refactoring operations receive considerable
attention due to the fact that these are most likely introduce behavioral changes. Considering the
types of software artifacts and refactoring operations used in the PSs, we report, in this section,
several approaches for testing behavior preservation of refactoring.
All of the accepted literature publications have reported an approach to preserving the behavior.
The approaches vary between using formalisms, applying techniques, developing automatic refactoring
safety tools, and performing a manual analysis of the source code. We decided to cluster these
approaches as follows: (1) refactoring formalisms and techniques, (2) automated analyses, and (3)
manual analysis. Formalism and technique is any behavior preservation approach proposed using
a technique or specification. It is not necessarily to be incorporated with a refactoring engine.
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Table 13.3: Refactorings identified by primary studies and their classification schema.
Refactorings
Classification
Fowler’s catalog Model refactorings Language-specific refactorings
Encapsulate Field X
Pull Up Method X
Push Down Method X
Pull Up Field X
Rename Temporary X







Remove Optional Relation X














Change Function Signature X
Introduce Implicit None X
Add Empty Subprogram X
Safe Delete X
Copy Up Method X
Extract Local Variable X





Add Empty Function X
Populate Function X
Replace Expression X
Push Down Field X
Rename Type X
Replace Code with Method Call X
Move Operation to Listener X
Remove Unused Variable X
Change Instance Access to Static X
Remove Immutable Object Copy X
Replace Direct Access with Getter X
Replace Instance with isInstance X
Remove Parameter X
Replace Field with Method X
Decrease Method Visibility X
Replace Direct Access with Setter X
Inline Temp X
Consolidate Duplicate Code Fragment X
Rename Constant X
Rename Local Variable X
Replace Generic Cast with classCast X
Replace Generic Cast with isInstance X
Replace Method with Method Object X
Change Statement Order X
Swap Access Method X
Remove Duplicate Assignment X
Consolidate Conditional Expression X
Introduce Explaining Variable X
Remove Assignment to Parameters X
Increase Method Visibility X
Replace if with Switch X
Replace Equivalent Method Call X
Introduce Null Object X
Replace Magic Number with Constant X
Wrap (Change) Expression X
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Table 13.4: Refactorings identified by primary studies and their classification schema (Cont’d).
Refactorings
Classification
Fowler’s catalog Model refactorings Language-specific refactorings
Extract to Function X
Extract to Variable X
Outer Variable X




Change Method Body X
Change Method Modifier X
Add Field X
Remove Field X
Change Field Modifier X
Change Field Initializer X
Change Static Field Initializer X
Rename Intertype Declaration X
Inline Method X
Extract Exception Handler X
Infer Generic Type X





Create Accessors for a Variable X
Change all Variable refs to Accessors Calls X
Remove Class X
Move Method across Object Boundry X
Extract Code as Method X
Change Abstract Class to Interface X
xtract Feature into Aspect X
Extract Fragment into Advice X
Extract Inner Class to Standalone X
Inline Class within Aspect X
Inline Interface within Aspect X
Move Field from Class to Inter-type X
Move Method from Class to Inter-type X
Replace Implements with Declare Parents X
Split Abstract Class into Aspect and Interface X
Extend Marker Interface with Signature X
Generalize Target Type with Marker Interface X
Introduce Aspect Protection X
Replace Inter-type Field with Aspect Map X
Inter-type Method with AspectMethod X
Tidy Up Internal Aspect Structure X
Extract Superaspect X
Pull Up Advice X
Pull Up Declare Parents X
Pull Up Inter-type Declaration X
Pull Up Marker Interface X
Pull Up Pointcut X
Push Down Advice X
Push Down Declare Parents X
Down Inter-type Declaration X
Push Down Marker Interface X
Push Down Pointcut X





Extract & Move Method X
Extract & Pull Up Method X
Move & Rename Method X
Move Member Type To Toplevel X
Move Member X
Move Inner To Toplevel X
Convert Anonymous To Nested X







Introduce Parameter Object X
Promote Temp To Field X
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Automated analysis is any behavior preservation approach that is proposed by incorporating it with
a refactoring engine to automate the process. Additionally, we classify the reported approaches into
seven subcategories. The designed schema for classifying these approaches is depicted in Figure 13.2.
We consider the three already-mentioned classifications as a starting point of the schema, and then
classify the reported approaches to each of these classifications. Each PS can belong to one or more
subcategories. A detailed overview of these classifications is shown in Table 13.5.
Many behavior preservation approaches have been proposed in the literature. The approaches
vary between using formalisms and techniques, developing automatic refactoring safety tools, and
performing a manual analysis of the source code. Researchers are biased toward using precondition-
based and testing-based approaches although there are other techniques (e.g., graph-based) that
have some potential and perhaps it is effective for certain problems that have not yet well-explored.
Several possible strategies can be combined to better detect any violation of the program semantics.
Formalism and technique approaches are mainly precondition-based, graph-based, model-based,
and decomposition-based techniques; automated approaches either rely on testing, preconditions,
or keywords. Manual approach is comparison-based in which the source code has been compared
before and after the commit.
13.3.4 RQ4: What evaluation methods were used in the PSs to assess the
proposed behavior preservation approaches?
Except for [171] and [224], all of the PSs used certain evaluation methods to validate their approach.
We identified five different evaluation method categories. The applied methods include comparing
the approach against others [123,179,180,203,253], running an experiment in one or more refactoring
transformations [26,248,252] [73,199,231,232,249,250,268,269,270], presenting a formal specification
for correctness of refactorings [96,122,162,194,232,282,285], using qualitative analysis [58,272], and
independent assessment [272,274]. The authors of [171] don’t evaluate their approach, but they plan
to validate their approach in the future by the following steps: (1) converting code into a graph, (2)
applying graph transformation approach to the graph, and (3) verifying the preconditions for two
refactoring operations. Table 13.6 shows the distribution of the PSs over the evaluation methods
and the descriptions are detailed below.
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Figure 13.2: Behavior preservation approaches.
Comparison-based evaluation
Regarding the first evaluation method, the authors of the PSs compare their approach to other
existing methods. Overbey and Johnson [203] evaluate their approach in three refactoring tools from
two different perspectives: the expressivity of the preservation specifications and the performance
of differential precondition checking approach compared to a traditional one. Mongiovi et al.
[180] compare SafeRefactorImpact with SafeRefactor in terms of the similarity of the detected
behavioral changes, total time to evaluate the transformation, number of impacted methods, and the
change coverage of the generated test suites. Soares et al. [253] compare the three approaches (i.e.,
SafeRefactor, commit messages analysis, and manual analysis) in terms of identifying all behavior
preservation, correctness of the identified behavior preservation, and accuracy of the obtained
results. Mongiovi et al. [179] evaluate the approach by comparing bugs detected by Disabling
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Table 13.5: Behavior preservation approaches and its strategies in related work.
Study Year Approach Strategy
Roberts et al. [224] 1997 Refactoring Safety Tool Precondition Checking
Mens et al. [171] 2003 Graph Transformation Graph Rewriting Rules & Expressions
Tip et al. [270] [269] 2003,2011 Type Constraints Constraint Rules
Garrido and Meseguer [96] 2006 Formal Specification & Verification Rewriting Logic
Straeten et al. [285] 2007 Model Transformation Description Logic
Massoni et al. [162] 2008 Model Transformation Laws of Programming
Soares et al. [26] [252] [248] [250] 2009,2010,2011 Refactoring Safety Tool Test Suite Generation
Ubayashi et al. [282] 2008 Contract-based Verification Contract Writing Language
Schäfer et al. [232] 2008 Naming Binding Preservation Invariant-based
Tsantalis and Chatzigeorgiou [272] 2009 Precondition Examination Precondition Checking
Schäfer and Moor [231] 2010 Specification-based Refactoring Dependency Preservation
Language Extension
Microrefactorings
Tsantalis and Chatzigeorgiou [274] 2010 Refactoring Safety Tool Precondition Checking
Overbey and Johnson [203] 2011 Differential Precondition Checking Preservation Analysis Algorithm
Soares et al. [249], Mongiovi et al. [179] 2011,2017 Overly Strong Preconditions Identification Differential Testing
Disabling Preconditions
Jonge and Visser [73] 2012 Name Binding Preservation Invariant-based
Noguera et al. [199] 2012 Refactoring Safety Tool Annotation-aware
Thies and Bodden [268] 2012 Refactoring Safety Tool Reflective Calls
Soares et al. [253] 2013 Refactoring Safety Tool Test Suite Generation
Commit Message Analysis Keywords-based Search
Manual Analysis Source Code Comparison
Soares et al. [26], Mongiovi et al. [180] 2009,2014 Refactoring Safety Tool Change Impact Analysis
Najaf et al. [194] 2016 Annealing & Introduce Subtyping UML-B Refactoring Rules
Horpácsi et al. [122] 2017 Decomposition & Schemes Strategic Term Rewriting Rules
Chen et al. [58] 2018 Refactoring Safety Tool Test Suite Generation
Insa et al. [123] 2018 Refactoring Safety Tool Test Suite Generation
Preconditions (DP) and Differential Testing (DT) techniques. Insa et al. [123] compared SecEr
with the already available debugging and testing techniques used when behaviour preservation is
checked in an Erlang project.
Empirical-based evaluation
For empirical-based evaluation, Soares et al. [248] ran the experiment in 24 refactoring transformations
using real Java applications and transformations applied by refactoring tools. Soares et al. [252] also
experimented 16 refactoring cases which successfully detected more than 93% of errors presented
by traditional refactoring tools. Soares et al. [26] evaluate their approach against 9 transformations
and the approach did not produce any errors compared to 5 wrongly applied transformations by
best refactoring tools. Soares et al. [249] assessed their approach by performing an experiment in 27
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Table 13.6: Evaluation methods used by the primary studies.
Methods No. of PSs PSs
Comparison-based 5 [203] [253] [180] [179] [123]
Empirical-based 13 [270] [26] [252] [248] [249] [250] [268] [269] [231] [232] [73] [58] [199]
Formal Specification-based 7 [162] [285] [122] [96] [282] [194] [232]
Qualitative-based 1 [272]
Independent assessment-based 2 [272] [274]
refactoring operations of three refactoring tools: Eclipse, JRRT, and NetBeans. Tip et al. [269,270]
implemented only Extract Interface refactoring in Eclipse to test the proposed approach. Soares et
al. [250] evaluated the proposed technique in 8 refactorings applied by Eclipse, 23 design patterns,
2 case studies, and 2 JML compilers. Schäfer et al. [231, 232] evaluated the correctness of their
refactoring engine in Eclipse test suite. Chen et al. [58] applied RIT in 3 Java open source projects
that have regression test suites. Jonge and Visser [73] assessed their approach by implementing
refactoring for 3 different languages, namely, Mobl, Stratego, and subset of Java. For Mobl
and Stratego, they used the existing compilers, whereas for Java subset, they implemented the
compiler from scratch. Noguera et al. [199] used a prototype extension of the Eclipse IDE’s to
demonstrate their approach using three annotation libraries: JPA, Aspect5J, and Simple XML.
RefaFlex was evaluated in [268] with 21,524 refactoring runs on 3 open source programs. Their
approach prevented 1,358 non behavior preservation transformations.
Formal specification-based evaluation
In four PSs, including [96,122,162,285], the approaches were evaluated by formally specifying and
verifying the refactoring to ensure that these refactorings are behaviorally preserved. Ubayashi et
al. [282] evaluated their approach by writing contracts using first-order predicates. Their approach
provided good results and most of these contracts can be generated automatically. Najafi et al. [194]
evaluated their refactoring rules by applying them to an adapted study of the Mass Transit Railway
System.
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Qualitative-based evaluation
In [272], Tsantalis and Chatzigeorgiou assessed their approach using open-source Java projects in
four different ways: (1) performing a qualitative analysis of the refactoring suggestions, (2) using
software metrics related to coupling and cohesion, (3) having an independent assessment on the
refactoring suggestion, and (4) evaluating the efficiency by measuring the computation time with
different size of open-source projects.
Independent assessment-based evaluation
In [272] and [274], the proposed approach was evaluated by an independent designer for the system
that he developed. The designer provided feedback on the refactoring result from the proposed
approach.
13.4 Discussion
To ensure that the transformation is behaviorally preserved, we recommend incorporating refactoring
tools with the following dimensions:
• Preconditions & Postconditions & Invariant: These properties are used to flag potential
violations, such as incompatible signatures in member function redefinition, type-unsafe
assignments, or indistinct class and naming [200]. Refactoring tool support needs to determine
the number of the preconditions, postconditions, and invariants for each refactoring operation
applied by including efficient algorithms for checking these assertions. Although Opdyke
proposed a set of refactoring preconditions, there was no formal proof of the correctness of
these conditions. Developers should invest into developing more comprehensive refactoring
tools by (1) adding library containing these assertions to check refactoring so that any
refactoring engines for different languages can use this library to test refactoring implementation;
and (2) adding formal proofs of the correctness of these assertions to raise the confidence that
these set of refactoring help in ensuring that that the transformations preserve the behavior.
Additionally, the calculation of pre and postcondition scenarios is time-consuming and error-
prone if it is done manually. Future researchers are encouraged to adopt tools to automatically
calculate these assertions and verify the program evolution process.
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• Quality Improvement: In software engineering, maintaining quality is always a top priority.
As development progresses and flaws inevitably begin to emerge, they generate what is known
as “code smells”, various indicators that code needs to be refactored or replaced, and can
be helpful in identifying problem areas that need to be refactored. Due to the number of
design choices, it is challenging to choose the optimal refactorings, maximising the quality
of the resulting program while minimizing the cost of behavior preservation transformation.
Besides ensuring behavior preservation of the program, it is also advised to check if the
resulting program improves the quality of the original program. For instance, the resulting
program showcases reusability and provides trustworthiness by reducing the complexity of
the program.
• Developer Perception: Research in preserving the behavior in software refactoring thus far
focuses on proposing approaches assuming that the developer’s main intention is to perform
pure refactoring. Several studies [16, 17, 128, 239] have been conducted to better understand
the motivation behind refactoring (e.g., improving the internal and external structure of
the code , removing code smells, etc). Current approaches have not integrated developers’
perception while preserving the behavior of refactoring activities. Researchers should explore
developers’ insight and experience (e.g., when and how) because they are essential in the
behavior preservation process.
• Automated Testing: Some studies discussed using testing to ensure behavior preservation
but with limited coverage. To increase refactoring safety, it is needed to incorporate a solid
test suite to the traditional refactoring steps in order to pinpoint non behavior-preservation
transformations. That involves generating testing for refactoring applied at different levels of
granularity, and taking into account the hierarchy or other object-oriented property.
• Tools Availability and Extensibility: As we noticed in relation to some studies, there is a lack
of available tools to support the behavior preservation. Researchers will not be able to adopt
behavior preservation approaches because these tools are not available. As a result, it will
make it hard to extend the proposed approaches (e.g., support more refactoring operations,
add additional set of preconditions, etc). Additionally, Eclipse plugin tools require user
interaction to select projects as inputs to trigger refactorings, which is impractical for a
study requiring a high degree of automation since multiple releases of the same project must
be imported to Eclipse to check whether the behavior is preserved or not. Further, while
some of the current tools warn developers of non-behavior preservation transformations, these
tools could be complemented with a compensation transformation that possibly preserve the
behavior. To move the research forward in this area, researchers are advised to implement a
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full-featured refactoring engine such as integrating the tools with control version systems like
Git or Subversion to easily compare code among several versions and to open source these
tools and allow people to replicate and extend them.
• Broader Applicability: Today, a wide variety of refactoring tools automates several aspects of
refactoring. However, ensuring the behavior preserving property when building tool-assisted
refactoring is challenging. It is acknowledged that refactoring tools should support the
following five characteristics: automation, reliability, configurability, coverage, and scalability.
Integrating behavior-preserving nature reduces the need to perform testing and debugging.
As shown in Figure 13.2, several studies presented many approaches to preserve the behavior.
However, we still must understand which approaches are the most effective. While the
primary studies proposed refactoring preservation approaches, these approaches should not be
language-specific, domain-specific, and refactoring operation-specific. One important research
direction is to generalize the behavior preservation approach across multiple languages and
multiple domains, and enable semi-automatic formal verification. Researchers are encouraged
to explore such interests together with the practice of preserving the behavior in software
refactoring.
The above mentioned open issues are listed in Table 13.7. A summary of the findings is reported
in Table 13.8. We observe that researchers are biased toward certain approaches. As can be seen
from the table, researchers extensively used a precondition-based approach. Testing-based is also
popular due to the fact that researchers are probably implementing preconditions to test whether
the transformation is behaviorally preserved between multiple versions. However, there are other
techniques (e.g., graph-based) that have some potential and perhaps it is stronger or effective for
certain problems that they have not yet explored. Incorporating these specifications IDE refactoring
engine developers and researchers can revisit existing refactoring tools and extend them.
Recent refactoring research has been taking developer-centric strategies to understand how developers
refactor and document their refactorings in practice [14, 305]. Such research has been driven
by the rise of several refactoring mining tools [239, 240, 278]. Mining the history of previous
changes unlocked another dimension of how we should perceive refactoring: Instead of dictating
how refactoring should be performed and preserved, we can reverse engineer how developers
refactor their code and verify the correctness of their operations. Such findings require accurate
detection of refactorings, which can be assured by recent studies, as they are reaching a significant
precision [278]. Furthermore, the list of mined refactorings has revealed the existence of refactoring
types that were absent from studies handling the behavior preservation [277].
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13.5 Conclusion
In this paper, we mapped and reviewed the body of knowledge on behavior preservation in software
refactoring. We systematically reviewed 28 papers and classified them. This research sets out
to aggregate, summarize, and discuss the practical approaches that ensure behavior-preserving
refactoring transformations. Our main findings show that (1) code artifacts have the main focus
in refactoring literature, (2) some refactoring types were studied more frequently than others,
(3) several behavior preservation approaches proposed in the literature including the concepts
and techniques that guarantee program correctness when dealing with refactoring activities, the
automated analyses that are proposed, and the manual analysis approach, and (4) the majority of
the PSs empirically evaluate their approaches. This existing research evaluates the correctness of
the transformation and whether or not these approaches lead to a safe and trustworthy refactoring.
Lesson learned. Research around behavior preservation of software refactoring has mainly focused
on precondition-based strategy. However, other techniques such as graph-based have potential
and might be more effective for particular problems. Consequently, current and future research in
this area should explore the suitability of each technique based on the context and the possibility
of incorporating several strategies to ensure the correctness of program transformation. Further,
current refactoring engines are limited to certain features. Future research should strive to implement
a full-featured refactoring engine to increase developers’ trust in refactoring tools.
Chapter 14
Research Implication
This section further discusses positions our work in the spectrum of existing studies and how it
implicates current research and practice.
14.1 Goal #1: Exploring how developers document refactoring
activities.
14.1.1 Implications for practitioners
From a practitioner’s point of view, giving enough background related to the performed refactorings
is important to facilitate the code review process. Since there is no consensus on how to formally
document refactoring activities, our model can provide various examples of how refactoring activity
has been documented. Such information can be valuable to provide examples either to learn from
or criticize. Also, since documenting code changes is enforced practice for some companies, then
our tool can be used, in synchrony with other refactoring miners to detect when a refactoring,
in the source code level, has no “expected” documentation in the commit message level. Such
a quick sanity check can remind developers of adding any missing information. Furthermore,
the review process heavily relies on understanding the context of the performed refactoring, and
since refactoring impact cannot be narrowed into one category, authors have to clearly state their
intention in order for the reviewers to properly assess it.
Further, understanding maintenance activities is critical for practitioners to effectively direct the
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evolution of their projects in terms of enhancing cost-effectiveness, managing technical debt, and
better planification of maintenance related resources. Therefore, a plethora of studies have been
performed on automatic classification of repository artifacts (e.g., bug reports, issues, code changes)
in general, and commit messages in particular for several purposes, including the approximation
of maintenance activity [101, 120, 143], security-relevant changes [86, 225], bug proneness [85, 86],
bug fixes [227, 303]. Our work extends this existing effort by adding another dimension of the
localization of refactoring effort. The end goal of estimating maintenance activities is to support
managers and developers in better evaluating the quality of their projects, and so being more
sensitive to anomalies that may arise, and the way to cope with them.
These three categories provide software practitioners with a catalog of common refactoring documentation
patterns which represent concrete examples of common ways to document refactoring activities in
commit messages. Having these higher-level categories helps developers find the specific refactoring
patterns they are looking for faster. Generally, in industry, there is no guideline on how to
structure commit messages. This catalog of SAR patterns can encourage developers to follow
best documentation patterns and also to further extend these patterns to improve refactoring
documentation in particular and code changes in general. This work will also help developers to
improve the quality of the refactoring documentation and trigger the need to explore the motivation
behind refactoring. Further, these categories tell the opinion of developers, so it is important for
managers to learn developers’ opinions and feelings especially for distributed software development
practices. If developers did not document, managers will not know their intention. Since software
engineering is a human-centric process, it is important for managers to understand the intention of
people working on the team. In this work, we (1) learn about how people self-report their types of
work to evaluate progress with respect to goals for improving code quality, and (2) examine changes
over time in how developers report their own activity in order to gain insight into patterns/find
areas for improvement.
Moreover, for refactoring recommendations, if we know the intention of developers (e.g., fix code
smell), we can recommend refactoring based on the intention. From refactoring commit messages,
we learn from these commit message examples and know what code elements they change, we then
can optimize our refactoring recommendation to just work on code elements they are changing.
This work will help refactoring recommending systems by narrowing their scope (e.g., working on
code fragments that developers are interested in). Current recommender system did not look at the
intention, they excluded completely the intention of developers. Thus, these recommender systems
are underused because they did not consider this important aspect.
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14.1.2 Implications for researchers
From a research perspective, recent studies have been focusing on automatically identifying any
execution of a refactoring operation in the source code [129, 240, 278]. The main purpose of the
automatic detection of refactoring is to better understand how developers cope with their software
decay by extracting any refactoring strategies that can be associated with removing code smells
[39, 273], or improving the design structural measurements [40, 175]. However, these techniques
only analyze the changes at the source code level, and provide the operations performed, without
associating it with any textual description, which may infer the rationale behind the refactoring
application. Our proposed model intends to bridge this gap by complementing the existing effort in
accurately detecting refactorings, by augmenting with any description that was intended to describe
the refactoring activity. As previously shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, developers tend to add a
high-level description of their refactoring activity, and occasionally mention their intention behind
refactoring (remove duplicate code, improve readability), along with mentioning the refactoring
operations they apply (type migration, inline methods, etc.). Our model, combined with the
detection of refactoring operations, serves as a solid background for various empirical investigations.
For instance, previous studies have analyzed the impact of refactoring operations on structural
metrics [38, 54, 207]. One of the main limitations of these studies is the absence of any context
related to the application of refactorings, i.e., it is not clear whether developers did apply these
refactoring with the intention of improving design metrics. Therefore, the use of our model will
allow the consideration of commits whose commit messages specifically express the refactoring
for the purpose of optimizing structural metrics, such as coupling, and complexity, and so, many
empirical studies can be revisited with a more adequate dataset.
Furthermore, our study provides software practitioners with a catalog of common refactoring
documentation patterns (cf., Tables 5.1 and 5.2) which would represent concrete examples of
common ways to document refactoring activities in commit messages. This catalog of SAR patterns
can encourage developers follow best documentation patterns and also to further extend these
patterns to improve refactoring changes documentation in particular and code changes in general.
Indeed, reliable and accurate documentation is always of crucial importance in any software project.
The presence of documentation for low level changes such as refactoring operations and commit
changes helps to keep track of all aspects of software development and it improves on the quality
of the end product. Its main focuses are learning and knowledge transfer to other developers.
Another important research direction that requires further attention concerns the documentation
of refactoring. It has been known that there is a general shortage of refactoring documentation, as
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developers typically focus on describing their functional updates and bug patches. Also, there is no
consensus about how refactoring should be documented, which makes it subjective and developer
specific. Moreover, the fine-grained description of refactoring can be time consuming, as typical
description should contain indication about the operations performed, refactored code elements,
and a hint about the intention behind the refactoring. In addition, the developer specification can
be ambiguous as it reflects the developer’s understanding of what has been improved in the source
code, which can be different in reality, as the developer may not necessarily adequately estimate
the refactoring impact on the quality improvement. Therefore, our model can help to build a
corpus of refactoring descriptions, and so many studies can better analyze the typical syntax used
by developers in order to develop better natural language models to improve it, and potentially
automate it, just like existing studies related to other types of code changes [51,149,151].
While existing studies, in classifying code changes using their commit messages [101,143,144], have
been achieving relatively higher accuracies, the end goal our model is not to detect refactoring
operations, but to work in conjunction with refactoring detectors [239, 278] in order to report any
early inconsistency between refactoring types and their documentation. This is useful not only
to improve the quality of documentation, which has been found to be lacking when it comes to
describing code changes [271], but also to improve the understandability of code changes for code
review and evolution purposes. For instance, a recent study has found that revealing more details
about refactoring, such as types and intents, helps in facilitating its acceptance in code reviews [41].
This work can help researchers to investigate the consistency between code changes and the actual
intention and explore whether there is an overlap or not.
The words and phrases used in rename refactorings are the most discriminative, indicating that
these terms are strongly associated with the action of renaming. Future work to help document
rename refactorings, which are shown to be under-documented at between 1 and 6% of the time [31],
can use our approach to determine what keywords they should use, or recommend to developers,
when generating commit messages.
Refactorings are generally associated with a specific set of keywords and phrases found in commit
messages. However, there is also a significant amount of ambiguity in the way words are used;
particularly for pull-up and push-down refactorings. A system which recommends how to document
refactorings can reduce this confusion and the keywords that we discuss in this work are a strong
starting point for determining what phrases should be used to reduce ambiguity.
Our refactoring types classification approach can be used to study the discriminative terms found in
commit messages and can be used to detect the common words and phrases which describe different
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types of refactorings. In this study, we used this approach on a large number of systems but it
could also be used on singular systems to detect project-specific ways of describing refactorings;
further bolstering any future recommendation system’s ability to tailor recommended commit
messages/keywords to a specific project.
14.1.3 Implications for educators
From an educator point of view, this study helps to teach the new generation of developers or
engineers the best practice to document their refactoring activity.
14.2 Goal #2: Understanding developer perception of refactoring.
14.2.1 Implications for practitioners
Refactoring Support. Classifying refactoring commits by message is an important activity
because it allows us to contextualize these refactoring activities with information about the development
activities that led to them. This contextualization is critical and will augment our ability to study
the reasoning behind decisions to apply different types of refactoring. This will lead to better
support for informing developers of when to apply a refactoring and what refactoring to apply. For
example, recent studies try to understand how the development context which motivated a rename
refactoring affects the way the words in a name changes when the refactoring is applied [211,212] for
the purpose of modeling, more formally, how names evolve given a development context. Without
approaches such as the one proposed in this work, these studies will be missing critical data. In
particular, our findings show that renames are dominant, for test files, across all categories. This
indicates that renames occur in many, many different development contexts and, with our tool,
studies such as these could be extended to study how names change given each individual context
instead of assuming they are indistinguishable. This extends to other work as well; there is a critical
need for assisting developers in determining when to apply a refactoring; what refactoring to apply;
and in some cases how to apply the refactoring [30,31,150,211,212].
Additionally, there is a demonstrated need to further automate refactoring support. Prior research
by [128] has investigated the way developers interact with IDEs when applying refactorings. [188,
196] have shown that refactorings are frequently applied manually instead of automatically. This
indicates that current support for refactoring is not enough; the benefit of automated application
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is outweighed by the cost, which other researchers have highlighted [145,198]. Finally, we theorize
that it will be beneficial to study how refactorings are applied to solve different types of problems
(i.e., in this case, different maintenance tasks). This is supported by research that isolates certain
types of code or code changes, such as isolating test from production code [279]. Like this example,
future research must understand the context surrounding refactorings by identifying the reasoning
(i.e., development context) behind refactoring operations. The results from this work directly
impact research in this area by providing a methodology to categorize refactoring commit messages
and providing an exploratory discussion of the motivation behind different types of refactorings.
We plan to explore this question in greater detail in future research.
14.2.2 Implications for researchers
Developer’s Motivation behind Refactoring. One of main findings show that developers
are not only driven by design improvement and code smell removal when taking decisions about
refactoring. According to our findings, fixing bugs, and feature implementation play a major
role in triggering various refactoring activities. Traditional refactoring tools are still leading their
refactoring effort based on how it is needed to cope with design antipatterns, which is acceptable to
the extent where it is indeed the developer’s intention, otherwise, they have not been designed or
tested in different circumstances. So, an interesting future direction is to study how we can augment
existing refactoring tools to better frame the developer’s perception of refactoring, and then their
corresponding objectives to achieve (reducing coupling, improve code readability, renaming to
remove ambiguity etc.). This will automatically induce the search for more adequate refactoring
operations, to achieve each objective.
Refactoring Automation. There have been various studies targeting the automation of refactoring
[108,148,173,176,241]. They mainly rely on the correspondence between the impact of refactoring
on the source code to guide the generation of code changes that will potentially improve it.
Therefore, existing studies heavily rely on structural measurements to guide the search for these
code changes, and so, improving quality attributes and removing anti-patterns were the main drivers
for automated refactoring. Clearly, the challenge facing such approaches is applicability. Performing
large-scale code changes, impacting various components in the source code, may be catchy for its
quality, but it also drastically disturbs the existing software design. Although developers are in
favor for optimizing the quality of their software, they still want to recognize their own design.
Refactoring and Developer’s Experience. While refactoring is being applied by various
developers [18], it would be interesting to evaluate their refactoring practices. We would like to
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capture and better understand the code refactoring best practices and learn from these developers
so that we can recommend them for other developers. In our previous work [14], we performed an
exploratory study on how developers document their refactoring activities in commit messages, this
activity is called Self-Affirmed Refactoring (SAR). We found that developers tend to use a variety of
textual patterns to document their refactoring activities, such as “refactor”, “move” and “extract”.
In follow-up work, AlOmar et al. [16] identified which quality models are more in-line with the
developer’s vision of quality optimization when they explicitly mention in the commit messages
that they refactor to improve these quality attributes. Since we noticed that various developers
are responsible for performing refactorings, one potential research direction is to investigate which
developers are responsible for the introduction of SARs in order to examine whether experience
plays a role in the introduction of SARs or not. Another potential research direction is to study
if developer experience is one of the factors that might contribute to the significant improvement
of the quality metrics that are aligned with developer description in the commit message. In other
words, we would like to evaluate the top contributors refactoring practice against all the rest of
refactoring contributors by assessing their contributions on the main internal quality attributes
improvement (e.g., cohesion, coupling, and complexity).
Refactoring for Reuse. Generally, reused classes tend to be more maintainable than native
classes. One particular aspect of refactoring is to increase the reusability of software components.
However, a recent study [88] found that the reused code is in need for various refactorings even
though the produced code obeys to good object-oriented practices. Our study sheds light on
developers’ strategies to refactor the code to improve its reusability that is different from refactoring
applied in mainstream development (e.g., reusability refactorings heavily impact methods while
typical refactorings, impact all code elements). Understanding such strategies assist in providing
developers with a more efficient way to utilize existing code to create new functionality, and facilitate
development and maintenance since less work is needed to accomplish additional functionality.
Further, we observed that not all of the quality metrics are able to capture the reusability improvement
as perceived by developers in their commit messages. While quality metrics can help pinpoint design
flaws for refactoring recommendation systems, such recommendation would be meaningful if it is
complemented with qualitative insights from developers.
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14.3 Goal #3: Studying developers refactoring perspective in
practice.
14.3.1 Recommendations for practitioners
It is heartening for us to realize that developers refactor their code and perform reviews for the
refactored code. Our main observation, from developers’ responses, is how the review process for
refactoring is being hindered by the lack of documentation. Therefore, as part of our survey report
to the company, we designed a procedure for documenting any refactoring ReR, respecting three
dimensions that we refer to as the three I s, namely, Intent, Instruction, and Impact. We detail
each one of these dimensions as follows:
Intent. According to our survey results, (cf., Figure 12.2), it is intuitive that reviewers need to
understand the purpose of the intended refactoring as part of evaluating its relevance. Therefore,
when preparing the request for review, developers need to start with explicitly stating the motivation
of the refactoring. This will provide the context of the proposed changes, for the reviewers, so they
can quickly identify how they can comprehend it. According to our initial investigations, examples
of refactoring intents, reported in Table 5.1, include enforcing best practices, removing legacy code,
improving readability, optimizing for performance, code clean up, and splitting logic.
Instruction. Our second research question shows how rarely developers report refactoring operations
as part of their documentation. Developers need to clearly report all the refactoring operations
they have performed, in order to allow their reproducibility by the reviewers. Each instruction
needs to state the type of the refactoring (move, extract, rename, etc.) along with the code element
being refactored (i.e., package, class, method, etc.), and the results of the refactoring (the new
location of a method, the newly extracted class, the new name of an identifier, etc.). If developers
have applied batch or composite refactorings, they need to be broken down for the reviewers. Also,
in case of multiple refactorings applied, they need to be reported in their execution chronological
order.
Impact. We observe from Figures 12.3 and 12.5 that practitioners care about understanding the
impact of the applied refactoring. Thus, the third dimension of the documentation is the need to
describe how developers ensure that they have correctly implemented their refactoring and how
they verified the achievement of their intent. For instance, if this refactoring was part of a bug fix,
developers need to reference the patch. If developers have added or updated the selected unit tests,
they need to attach them as part of review request. Also, it is critical to self-assess the proposed
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changes using Quality Gate, to report all the variations in the structural measurements and metrics
(e.g., coupling, complexity, cohesion, etc.), and provide necessary explanation in case the proposed
changes do not optimize the quality deficit index.
Upon its acceptance for trial at Xerox, a set of developers have adopted the I s procedure when
submitting any refactoring related code change. These developers were initially given support for
adopting it by us rewriting samples of their previous code review requests, using our template. We
will closely monitor its adoption, and perform any necessary tweaking. We also plan on following
up on whether this practice was able to be beneficial for reviewers by (1) empirically validating
whether refactoring ReRs, using our template, take less time to be reviewed, in comparison with
other refactoring ReRs; and (2) rescheduling another follow up interview with the developers have
been using it.
14.3.2 Recommendations for researchers and educators
Program Comprehension. Refactoring for readability was pointed out by the majority of
participants. In contrast with structural metrics, being automatically generated by the Quality
Gate, reviewers are currently relying on their own interpretation to assess the readability improvement,
and such evaluation can be subjective and time-consuming. There is a need for a refactoring-
aware code readability metrics that specifically evaluate the code elements that were impacted by
the refactoring. Such metrics help in contextualizing the measurement to fulfill the developer’s
intention.
Teaching Documentation Best Practices. Prospective software engineers are mainly taught
how to model, develop and maintain software. With the growth of software communities, and
their organizational and socio-technical issues, it is important to also teach the next generation of
software engineers the best practices of refactoring documentation. So far, these skills can only be
acquired by experience or training.
Chapter 15
Threats to Validity
In this section, we identify potential threats to the validity of our approach and our experiments.
Internal Validity: Our analysis is mainly threatened by the accuracy of the Refactoring Miner tool
because the tool may miss the detection of some refactorings. However, previous studies [239,278]
report that Refactoring Miner has high precision and recall scores compared to other state-of-
the-art refactoring detection tools, which gives us confidence in using the tool. Another potential
threat to validity relates to our findings regarding counting the reported quality attributes and code
smells. Due to the large number of commit messages, we have not performed a manual validation to
remove false positive commit messages. Thus, this may have an impact on our findings. Moreover,
our manual analysis is a time consuming and an error prone task, which we tried to mitigate by
focusing mainly on commits known to contain refactorings. Also, since our keywords largely overlap
with keywords used in previous studies, this raised our confidence about the found set but does
not guarantee that we did not miss any pattern. An additional threat to validity relates to the
construction of our set of refactoring patterns. One pattern could be used as an umbrella term for
lots of different types of activity (e.g., “Cleaning” might mean totally different things to different
developers). However, we mitigate this threat by focusing mainly on commits known to contain
refactorings.
Another threat relates to the detection of JUnit test files. The task of associating a unit test file
with its production file was an automated process (performed based on filename/string matching
associations). If developers deviate from JUnit guidelines on file naming, false positives may be
triggered. However, our manual verification of random associations and the extensiveness of our
dataset acts as a means of countering this risk.
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For validating refactoring perception using metrics, our study does not exclude commits containing
tangle code changes [116], in which developers performed changes related to different tasks and one
of these tasks could be related to quality enhancement. If these changes were committed at once,
there is a possibility that the individual changes are merged and cannot trace it back to the original
task. We did not consider filtering out such changes in this study. Moreover, our manual analysis is
a time consuming and error prone, which we tried to mitigate by focusing mainly on commits known
to contain refactorings. Another potential threat to validity is the sample bias, where the choice
of the data may directly impact the results. Therefore, we explored a large sample of projects, we
made sure they are well engineered to ensure the quality of the findings along with diversifying the
sources to reduce the bias of data belonging to the same entity. During our qualitative analysis, we
considered only commits where a consensus between authors was made about whether a message is
clearly stating the enhancement of a particular quality attribute. Commits which were debatable
were discarded. We also provide our dataset online for further refinement and analysis.
Obtaining a representative set of literature publications for this SLM can be viewed as a validity
threat due to the search process. To minimize this threat, we followed the SLM guidelines proposed
by [131, 214, 295]. We considered the related search terms and the main terms from research
questions to construct the search string and select relevant articles. Further, we followed a four-
stage study selection process and applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria in each stage. Another
threat is related to the limitation of the search terms and search engines which might lead to an
incomplete set of literature publications. To limit this threat, we used carefully defined keywords
and comprehensive academic search engines (i.e., Google Scholar and Scopus) that covers the main
publisher venues.
Construct Validity: Since our approach heavily depends on commit messages, we used well-
commented Java projects when performing our study. Thus, the quality and the quantity of commit
messages might have an impact on our findings. Additionally, a well-commented project might not
contain SAR as developers might not document refactoring activities in the commit messages. We
mitigate this risk by choosing projects that are appropriate for our analysis. Another potential
threat relates to manual classification. Since the manual classification of training commit messages
is a human intensive task and it is subject to personal bias, we mitigate manual classification related
errors by discarding short and ambiguous commits from our dataset and replacing them with other
commits. Another important limitation concerns the size of the dataset used for training and
evaluation. The size of the used dataset was determined similarly to previous commit classification
studies, but we are not certain that this number is optimal for our problem. It is better to use
a systematic technique for choosing the size of the evaluation set. Concerning the relationship
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between refactoring and quality issues, we designed our study with the goal of classifying refactoring
documentation. We have not explored if the refactoring operations detected by the Refactoring
Miner tool are related to the corresponding quality issues documented by developers in the commit
messages. Further, recent studies [105,130,302] indicate that commit messages could capture more
than one type of classification (i.e., mixed maintenance activity).
Regarding metrics selection, A potential threat to construct validity relates to the set of metrics,
as it may miss some properties of the selected internal quality attributes. To mitigate this threat,
we select well-known metrics that cover various properties of each attribute, as reported in the
literature [59].
Concerning the completeness and correctness of our interpretation of open responses within the
survey, we did not extensively discuss all responses because some of them are open to various
interpretations, and we need further follow up surveys to clarify them. Concerning the selection
criteria of the participants, we targeted participants whose code review description included the
keyword “refactor*”. Since the validity of our study requires familiarity with the concept of
refactoring, we assume that participants who used this keyword know the meaning and the value
of refactoring. Another potential threat relates to the communication channel to identify the
motivation driving code review involving refactoring. We examined threaded discussions and some
situations may not have been easily observable. For example, determining whether the reviewer
confusion was primarily caused by the refactoring and not by another phenomenon is not practically
easy to assess through discussions. Interviewing developers would be a good direction to consider
in the future to capture such motivations.
Threats related to the construct validity are the suitability of the research questions and the
categorization scheme used to extract the data. To mitigate these threats, the research questions
and the categorization schemes were discussed among the authors.
External Validity: The first threat relates to the commits that are extracted only from open
source Java projects. Our results may not generalize to commercially developed projects, or to other
projects using different programming languages. Another threat concerns the generalization of SAR
patterns in the commit messages. Since a commit is considered SAR commits if it only contains
any of SAR patterns, this may not generalize to other projects (e.g., outside the Java developers
community) as it may have additional expression that could belong to SAR category. Consequently,
we cannot claim that the results of refactoring motivation (see Figure 9.2) can be generalized to
other programming languages in which different refactoring tools have been used, projects with a
significantly larger number of commits, and different software systems where the need for improving
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the design might be less important. Further, although we used commit messages as our primary
source of text, our approach is not restricted to a specific source of textual information. In our future
work, we can replicate our approach with other types of metadata, including issue descriptions.
For this study, we chose to focus on commit messages rather than issue descriptions, since issue
descriptions can be very high level, may not go into code change details, may not always be available,
and may refer to multiple changes in the code that span or mix different purposes (e.g., bug fix and
feature request). Besides, not all projects are using issue tracker. If the issue tracker is guaranteed
to be available, it could be used as an additional source of information.
The use of well engineered projects is a double-edged sword, while it guarantees an easier labeling
process, and providing less noisy data for the approach, it hinders its generalizability since these
projects represent only a subset of all projects. So, our model may not achieve similar (high)
performance across many projects. We tried to mitigate this concern by considering different types
of projects, belonging to different domains. We shuffled commit messages during the training and
testing to avoid any biases.
Concerning the representativeness of the survey results, we designed our study with the goal of
better understanding developer perception of code review involving refactoring actions within a
specific company. Further research in this regard is needed. As with every case study, the results
may not generalize to other contexts and other companies. But extending this survey with the
open-source communities is part of our future investigation to challenge our current findings.
The collected papers contain a significant proportion of academic works which forms an adequate
basis for concluding findings that could be useful for academia. However, we cannot claim that the
same behavior preservation approaches are used in industry. Also, our findings are mainly within
the field of software refactoring. We cannot generalize our results beyond this subject.
Conclusion Validity. The refactoring documentation research question has been provided along
with the corresponding hypotheses in order to aid in drawing a conclusion. In this context,
statistical tests have been used to test the significance of the results gained. Specifically, we
applied the Wilcoxon test and the Mann-Whitney U test, widely used non-parametric tests, to
test whether refactoring patterns are significant or not, and to test the occurrence of refactor in
refactoring commits and non-refactoring commits, respectively. These tests make no assumption
that the data is normally distributed. Refactoring motivation categories and the way we grouped
the refactoring concepts described in previous papers and established relations between them pose
a threat to the conclusion validity of our study. If some information was not described in the
literature, it may affect our conclusions.
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Concerning the subjectivity of the assessment of the PS’s, the primary studies were reviewed by
at least two authors to mitigate bias in data extraction. In case of disagreements, the researchers
discussed these cases to reach consensus.
Chapter 16
Conclusion
In this thesis, we developed a refactoring documentation taxonomy to aid the developers in following
best documentation practices in order to improve their software development experiences. Refactoring
improves the software design while preserving overall functionality and behavior, and is an important
technique in managing the growing complexity of software systems.
The summary of our main contributions are as follow:
• Refactoring taxonomy: When it comes to refactoring documentation, revealing the intents
that are frequently pushing developers to refactor, is of a major importance for the community,
especially that recent surveys have shown that refactoring tools are under-used, and developers
are still manually refactoring their code.
• Refactoring model: Our proposed model intends to complement the existing effort in
accurately detecting refactorings, by augmenting with any description that was intended to
describe the refactoring activity. The end goal our model is not to detect refactorings, but
to work in conjunction with refactoring detectors in order to report any early inconsistency
between refactoring and their documentation. This is useful not only to improve the quality
of documentation, which has been found to be lacking when it comes to describing code
changes [271], but also to improve the understandability of code changes for code review
and evolution purposes. We deploy our model as a lightweight web-service that is publicly
available for software engineers and practitioners.
• Refactoring documentation template: We observe from our industrial case study how
the code review process for refactoring is being hindered by the lack of documentation.
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Therefore, we designed a procedure for documenting any refactoring review request, respecting
three dimensions that we refer to as the three I s, namely, Intent, Instruction, and Impact.
Our proposed template can help we developers to accelerate and improve the efficiency of
refactoring code review.
For future work, we would like to improve the quality of the documentation. While existing studies,
in classifying code changes using their commit messages [101,143,144], have been achieving relatively
higher accuracies in classifying the documentation of other code changes such as, API migration,
bug fixes, and feature updates, classifying refactoring types is considered to be a challenge due to the
lack of refactoring documentation culture. In the future, I plan to design models that are not only
to accurately detect refactorings, but to work in conjunction with refactoring detectors [239,278] in
order to report any early inconsistency between refactoring types and their documentation. This is
useful not only to improve the quality of documentation, which has been found to be lacking when
it comes to describing code changes [271], but also to improve the understandability of code changes
for code review and evolution purposes. For instance, a recent study has found that revealing more
details about refactoring, such as types and intents, helps in facilitating its acceptance in code
reviews [10,41].
Another interesting future direction is to improve refactoring practice in modern code review. We
would like to investigate what are the influential factors governing the decision making process in
refactoring-aware code review. In addition, we wanted to develop an interactive support refining
and undoing refactoring decision during code review.
16.1 Broader Future Direction
• Improve the usability of automated refactoring tools.
Nowadays, major Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse, IntelliJ,
NetBeans, Visual Studio, and Xcode, provide tool support to efficiently and reliably apply
refactoring activities. Nonetheless, recent studies show that developers underuse automated
refactoring tools due to usability problems [169,283,284]. We plan to understand the problems
programmers have with today’s refactoring tools to design future generations of these tools
that fit programmers’ needs and evaluate the proposed methodology on a large corpus of
refactoring usage data.
• Explore the correlation between technical debt and refactoring.
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We currently explored how developer document refactoring because there is a mismatch
between what tool is doing and what developers want. We would like to look at how can we
develop algorithms to refactor code that will take into account that missing gap. We plan
to analyze carefully what developers consider to be technical debt (i.e., live documentation
of what developers consider to be antipatterns or smells, self-created smells, etc) so we know
how to propose solutions to fix them.
• Improve the quality of AI-enabled systems.
During the Ph.D. journey, I have used machine learning techniques to solve software engineering
problems. We plan to study the quality of the built models, and the impact when adding
these models in an AI-enabled system. Currently, it is unknown what is the impact of adding
models into software systems and whether this will develop potential challenges in terms of
maintenance and comprehension. Much work has been done on using artificial intelligence for
software engineering. We plan to push this direction a step forward by analyzing how I can use
software engineering for artificial intelligence by first distilling a set of software engineering
best practices from the academic and grey literature and adopting them in machine learning
or deep learning.
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